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Résumé 
 

Cette thèse est consacrée au développement et à l’optimisation de cellules solaires à 

base de puits quantiques InGaN/GaN. Tous les échantillons utilisés dans ce travail ont été crûs 

sur le saphir par Épitaxie en phase vapeur à partir d’organométalliques (MOVPE). 

Dans le chapitre 1 de la thèse, on donne une courte information sur l’histoire des 

matériaux III-V et des composants optoélectroniques basés sur ces matériaux. Les avantages 

et les défauts des alliages InGaN dans les applications photovoltaïques sont suivis par une 

explication de la motivation et des objectifs de ce travail. On finit le chapitre par une 

description courte de la thèse. 

Le chapitre 2 décrit les propriétés générales des nitrures d’éléments III: la structure 

cristalline avec les valeurs de paramètres de maille, la construction de diagramme de bandes 

et la nature des champs piézoélectriques. Les bases de la physique des cellules solaires sont 

données pour une meilleure compréhension du travail accompli pendant la thèse. On explique 

les conceptions générales de la jonction p-n et les principaux paramètres électriques tels que 

la masse d'air, la tension de circuit ouvert (Voc), le courant de court-circuit (Jsc), le facteur de 

forme (FF), le rendement de conversion (η), le courant de saturation (J0) et le facteur 

d’idéalité (n). On présente aussi un état de l'art des cellules solaires à la base d'InGaN. On 

discute les nouveaux concepts pour l’augmentation de l'efficacité: cellules solaires multi-

jonction et cellules solaires à la base des puits quantiques. Basé sur l’analyse de l'état de l'art 

et en prenant en compte la spécificité et propriétés des alliages InGaN tel que les effets liés 

aux champs piézoélectriques et aux contraintes. On explique le choix du design de la structure 

pour cellules solaires utilisé dans le cadre de cette thèse. 

Le chapitre 3 propose une description des techniques expérimentales utilisées pour la 

croissance des échantillons et leur caractérisation structurale, optique et électrique. On 

présente la technique MOVPE et sa spécificité pour la croissance des nitrures: la méthode de 

croissance du buffer de GaN, les dopages p et n, la croissance de puits InGaN/GaN. On 

explique le principe de la diffraction des rayons X et les différentes configurations utilisées 

pour les mesures. La description générale de l’équipement XRD à haute résolution qu’on a 

utilisé dans ce travail est donnée. On décrit aussi le principe des mesures optiques 

(photoluminescence et transmission) et électriques. La suite du chapitre est focalisée sur le 

processus de fabrication d’une cellule photovoltaïque. On introduit les méthodes de nettoyage 

de la surface du GaN, la gravure plasma pour former les mesas, la photolithographie, la 



 

 

métallisation et la procédure lift-off. On a étudie l’influence du flux de Cp2Mg sur les 

propriétés électriques de p-GaN, ce qui a permis de trouver une valeur optimale du flux de 

Cp2Mg pour une meilleure conductivité et une qualité structurale des couches p-GaN. On 

examine également l’influence d'espace entre deux contacts (p) sur le rendement des cellules 

solaires. Le design optimal des contacts p a été défini et appliqué pour les échantillons de 

cette thèse. 

Le courant de court-circuit Jsc est un paramètre électrique que limite le rendement dans 

les cellules solaires à la base d’InGaN. Jsc dépend fortement de l’efficacité de l’absorption des 

photons. A son tour, l’efficacité de l’absorption dépend de l’épaisseur de la couche InGaN. 

Dans les puits quantiques, l’épaisseur de la couche InGaN doit être petite pour éviter une 

relaxation de contraintes et une formation des défauts dans la région active. Ainsi, l’un des 

moyens pour augmenter l’absorption est de mettre plusieurs puits quantiques ensemble. 

Dans le chapitre 4, on étudie les échantillons avec un nombre de puits quantiques 

InGaN/GaN variables entre 5 et 100. Il y a deux processus principaux qu’il faut prendre en 

compte lors d’optimisation de la cellule solaire : absorption des photons et collection des 

porteurs. Au début du chapitre, on présente un modèle théorique simplifié pour comprendre 

l’épaisseur optimale de la région active. En prenant les paramètres (durée de vie des porteurs 

et leurs mobilités) dans la littérature on a estimé la valeur optimale égale 1.3 µm. La qualité 

cristalline des échantillons reste assez élevée malgré le grand nombre de puits. Une faible 

relaxation apparait pour un échantillon de 100 puits d’après les mesures HRXRD et HRTEM). 

Les mesures optiques montrent une augmentation des fluctuations d’indium avec le nombre 

de puits. Toutefois, grâce à une couche d’InGaN plus épaisse, la valeur de Jsc augmente en 

raison directe du nombre de puits pour les échantillons de 5 à 40 puits. Au-delà, la valeur de 

Jsc se sature vers 0.68 mA/cm2. Cette saturation est liée aux pertes de l’efficacité de collection 

de porteurs pour les régions actives trop épaisses. L’augmentation de la recombinaison est 

également confirmée par la valeur de Voc qui diminue pour les échantillons de 60 et 100 puits. 

Alors, l’épaisseur optimale de la région active obtenue par les expérimentes est moins que la 

valeur estimée par le modèle théorique. Cette divergence peut être expliquée par une 

différence des paramètres physiques qu’on a pris dans la littérature (durée de vie de porteurs 

et leurs mobilités) par rapport aux paramètres reels de nos échantillons. Finalement, on 

montre que le rendement de conversion totale s’augmente de 0.05% pour l’échantillon de 5 

puits à 0.88% pour l’échantillon de 60 puits.  

Le chapitre 5 présente une étude sur l’influence des différents paramètres de la région 

active (l’épaisseur de barrière, l’épaisseur des puits et la composition d’In dans les puits) sur 



 

 

les propriétés structurales, optiques et électriques des échantillons à base de puits 

InGaN/GaN.  

L’augmentation d’épaisseur de puits induit l’approfondissement des niveaux 

énergétiques dans les puits et décale la longueur d’onde d’absorption vers le rouge. Malgré 

une basse composition d’In (~12%), la relaxation de contraintes apparait pour les échantillons 

avec des puits plus épais que l’épaisseur critique (3nm dans ce travail). Cela provoque une 

formation de défauts et une dégradation de la qualité de la région active. Les nombreux 

défauts représentent les centres de recombinaison pour les porteurs et réduisent Voc. 

L’approfondissement des niveaux énergétiques empêche les porteurs de sortir des puits 

limitant l’efficacité quantique externe du dispositif. Ainsi, la meilleure valeur du rendement 

de conversion de 0.49% est obtenue pour les puits les plus fins (1.3 nm). 

On analyse également l’influence de la composition d’In sur les propriétés structurales, 

optiques et électriques. On a augmenté la composition d’In jusqu’à 18% en réduisant la 

température de croissance et en augmentant le flux de TMIn. Augmentation de la composition 

d’In induit un décalage de 50 nm de la longueur d’onde d’absorption vers le rouge. Les 

mesures optiques montrent une augmentation de fluctuations d’In dans les échantillons. En 

même temps, grâce à une amélioration de l’absorption, la valeur de Jsc a été considérablement 

augmentée jusqu’a 2 mA/cm2 pour plusieurs dispositifs. Cependant, l’efficacité quantique 

externe des échantillons riches In était inférieure à celle des échantillons avec 10% d’In. Cela 

montre une difficulté d’extraction des porteurs pour les puits les plus profonds. 

L’extraction de porteurs du puits se réalise par émission thermique et par effet tunnel. 

L’augmentation de la profondeur des puits diminue la probabilité d’extraction thermique pour 

les porteurs. Alors, il est nécessaire de stimuler l’extraction de porteurs par l’effet tunnel. 

Pour vérifier cette hypothèse les échantillons avec différentes épaisseurs de barrière ont été 

crûs. Le courant de court-circuit Jsc a été augmenté avec une diminution d’épaisseur de 

barrière justifiant un renforcement de l’effet tunnel dans le Jsc. La meilleure valeur de 

rendement de conversion a été obtenue pour un échantillon avec des barrières les plus fines 

(3.7 nm). 

Dans le chapitre 6, on résume les résultats de ce travail et on donne la structure 

optimisée pour l’obtention de meilleures performances. Le rendement maximal obtenu dans le 

cadre de la thèse est de 2.00% pour puits quantiques 15×In0.18Ga0.82N/GaN crûs sur saphir 

(0001). Ce rendement est comparable avec l’état de l’art actuel (2.95% pour 

12×In0.35Ga0.65N/GaN crûs sur saphir [Dahal, 2010]). Les perspectives de continuation de ce 

travail sont également proposées. 
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Chapter 1  
 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Short history of nitride-based materials 
 

The semi-conductor group of III-nitrides is widely used in many areas of our modern 

life: light-emitting diodes (LEDs), lasers, ultraviolet detectors, high electron mobility 

transistors (HEMTs)… and it is only the beginning of the list of all their possible applications. 

Before starting an active exploitation of the nitride-based materials, it was necessary to 

understand their properties and solve several material problems to create operational devices. 

The first deposition of gallium nitride (GaN) grown by hydride vapor phase epitaxy and 

suitable for optical and electrical characterization was demonstrated by Maruska and Tietjen 

in 1969 [Maruska, 1969]. They estimated the value of a direct band gap Eg = 3.39 eV and 

carrier concentration n = 1019 cm-3 for undoped GaN layer. Such a high value of background 

n-doping was attributed all this time to a high density of nitrogen vacancies. Different 

methods were employed to improve the structural quality of GaN films. The most successful 

one was proposed by Nakamura et al. and included the growth of a low-temperature GaN 

buffer layer to filter dislocations formed at the GaN/sapphire interface. Using this way of 

GaN layer growth, Nakamura et al. were able to achieve a very high electron mobility of 900 

cm2/Vs and a relatively low background electron concentration n ≈ 2×1016 cm-3 

[Nakamura(1), 1992]. In spite of improved quality, it was still difficult to obtain p-type 

conductivity in GaN samples. This fact was explained by the influence of hydrogen that forms 

acceptor-H complexes in p-doped GaN film causing hole compensation [Nakamura(2), 1992]. 

Post-growth thermal annealing of Mg-doped GaN samples under N2 was applied to destroy 

these complexes allowing to reach hole concentration p = 3×1017 cm-3 and hole mobility of 10 

cm2/Vs [Nakamura(3), 1992]. Thanks to the successful growth of p- and n-type GaN layers 

Amano et al. demonstrated the first LED based on p-n GaN junction [Amano, 1989]. Later, 

LED structure was further improved by insertion of InGaN layer between n- and p-GaN. 

LEDs based on a single InGaN quantum well and emitting different colors (blue, green and 

yellow) were demonstrated by Nakamura et al. in 1995 [Nakamura, 1995]. The colors were 

adjusted by changing the In-composition from 20 to 70% in the alloy. In 2014 the Nobel prize 
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GaInP solar cell materials [Wu, 2003]. This makes InGaN a good candidate in the radiation-

hard solar cells for space applications. High thermal stability of the electrical and optical 

properties of InGaN demonstrated by Shen et al. makes possible the use of this material in 

solar cells working under concentrated light [Shen, 2012]. In addition, Hsu et al. showed that 

addition of the p-n In0.46Ga0.54N junction to p-n Si solar cell can improve the energy 

conversion efficiencies of more than 50% compared to solar cell composed of only Si (27% 

vs 17%).  Moreover, the alignment of Si valence band with In0.46Ga0.54N conduction band 

obviates the necessity for heavy doping at the InGaN/Si heterointerface [Hsu, 2008].  

In spite of all listed above advantages, very poor quality of In-rich InGaN layers limits 

its expansion in the solar cell market. This quality degradation is related to the features of 

InGaN material listed hereafter: 

 

Lattice mismatch 

Unfortunately, there is no lattice-matched substrate for the growth of InGaN III-nitrides 

and sapphire remains the most commonly used. But, a large lattice mismatch (29% between 

InN and sapphire and 14% between GaN and sapphire) creates a lot of defects at the InN, 

GaN/sapphire interface damaging the material quality. GaN thick template layer is usually 

grown to match the materials by dislocation bendings and annihilation. Although the lattice 

mismatch between InN and GaN is lower (only 11%) compared to GaN/sapphire and 

InN/sapphire, it is still enough to provoke strains at the GaN/InGaN interface [Lu, 2003]. 

There is a critical thickness for InGaN layers above which the strains are relaxed forming 

dislocations. This critical thickness is very low for InGaN grown on GaN substrate and 

reaches less than 5 nanometers for In compositions more than 20% [Holec, 2008]. Once the 

critical thickness is reached, threading dislocations are formed, degrading the device 

performance. These threading dislocations may terminate at the layer surface as V-defects and 

absorb photons above and below the InGaN band gap, resulting in a shadowing of the solar 

cells [Kim, 1998]. One of the possible ways to overcome this difficulty is to replace a thick 

InGaN layer with multi-quantum wells (MQWs) or superlattices (SL) keeping the QW 

thickness below the critical one.  

 

Phase separation and In fluctuations 

A large difference in interatomic spacing and chemical affinity between InN and GaN 

causes a solid phase miscibility gap and phase separation in InGaN materials [Ho, 1996]. 

Phase separation is a formation of micro- or nano-scale regions with high In-content within 
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the layer [Oliver, 2010]. These small regions behave like recombination centers decreasing 

the carrier lifetime and reducing the device performance. Optimization of the growth 

conditions (decrease of the growth rate for InGaN layers with low In composition and 

increase of the growth rate for high In compositions, decreasing the growth temperature) of 

the samples and their active region design (growing of the strained layers) can help to 

suppress the phase separation [Pantha, 2010; Singh, 1996; Yamamoto, 2014]. 

Fluctuations of In-content are also an important issue for PV devices. Composition 

fluctuations, which create local variation of the electron potential can be considered as 

beneficial in the operation of violet and blue LEDs. However, for photovoltaic applications, 

Lai et al. showed that carriers trapped in the shallow quantum wells created by In 

fluctuations, significantly reduce the value of solar cell fill factor causing device performance 

degradation [Lai, 2010]. 

 

Low In incorporation 

Because of a weak In-N bond strength and high In volatility, relatively low 

temperatures (700–800 0C in MOCVD and 550–650 0C in MBE machines) are needed to 

grow InGaN alloys with high In-content [MacChesney, 1970]. There are two ways to enhance 

In incorporation: increase the indium flow and decrease the growth temperature. The increase 

of indium flow is generally not effective and causes the formation of In droplets on the 

sample surface [Guo, 2010]. The increase of In incorporation decreasing the growth 

temperature occurs at the price of the crystalline quality. This problem is especially critical for 

the layers grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE). Low growth temperatures 

reduce the cracking efficiency of ammonia (NH3) that is a main source of nitrogen in most 

MOVPE machines [El Gmili, 2013]. This results in an increase of nitrogen vacancies inside 

the InGaN layer causing a low quality of grown InGaN film. 

 
 
 

1.3 Motivation and targets 
 

Since 2009, the solar cell industry has been rapidly growing more than 30% per year. 

But, in spite of the fast increase, the solar energy production makes less than 1% of the 

overall produced energy. The limited utilization of the solar energy is partly related to its high 

cost. 
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Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) is a method to compare the prices of different 

energy technologies. It shows the ratio between the expected cost of the system during its 

lifetime (including construction, financing, fuel, maintenance, taxes, insurance etc) and the 

working lifetime of this system for a given technology.  

Figure 1.2 shows the dependence of LCOE in Germany for different electricity sources. 

This study was done by Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems (ISE) for the 2013 

year.  

LCOE for photovoltaic panels varies from 0.078 to 0.142 €/kWh that is 2 times more 

expensive than coal: brown coal costs from 0.038 to 0.053 €/kWh and hard coal costs 0.063 – 

0.08 €/kWh. One of the ways to decrease the cost of the solar cells is to improve their 

performance. Currently, photovoltaic market is dominated by photovoltaic panels based on 

crystalline silicon. However, Si modules are limited to a maximum efficiency of 20% in 

production. 

 

Figure 1.2. Levelized Cost of Electricity of renewable energy technologies and conventional 
power plants in Germany for 2013 [http://www.ise.fraunhofer.de/en/publications/studies/cost-
of-electricity]. 

Figure 1.3 shows the development of solar cells in terms of conversion efficiency. The 

statistics is made by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Golden, USA. The 

highest values of efficiency are obtained with several-junction III-V solar cells under 

concentrated sunlight. Current efficiency record is held by a four-junction solar cell based on 

III-V semiconductors at 44.7% under concentrated light (297 Suns) (Fraunhofer Institute for 

Solar Energy Systems (ISE), Soitec, CEA-Leti and Helmholtz Center Berlin, 2013). This 

value is close to the predicted achievable theoretical limit of 49.6% [Bhuiyan, 2012]. 

Approaching to the 50% efficiency requires an exploration of new materials and device 

designs.  
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Theoretical simulations of the multi-junction solar cell showed that, over four-junction 

device, a material with a band gap larger than 2.4 eV is required [Bhuiyan, 2012]. Indium 

Gallium Nitride demonstrated properties that can be promising for its further use in 

photovoltaic applications, particularly as material for absorption of high-energy photons (> 

2.4 eV) in multi-junction solar cells. Low quality of InGaN layers hinders the development of 

InGaN-based photovoltaics. But the electrical performance of the InGaN-based solar cells can 

be improved by an accurate choice of the active region design. 

 

Figure 1.3. The evolution of the solar cell performance [http://www.nrel.gov/ncpv/]. 

Therefore, in the frame of this thesis, we focus on the epitaxial growth and investigation 

of different active region designs and their influence on structural, optical and electrical 

properties of InGaN solar cells. The aims of this work are: 

• the optimization of the growth of InGaN/GaN MQWs on (0001) sapphire substrate 

by MOVPE and their structural characterization 

• the fabrication of the devices and their electrical characterization 

• the investigation of the influence of the different structure designs on crystalline, 

optical and electrical properties of the solar cells 

• the solar cell structure optimization in order to obtain the maximum conversion 

efficiency 

• the discussion of the use of this solution in different device applications 
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In this work, all samples were grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) 

on c-plane sapphire substrate. InGaN/GaN quantum wells were chosen as an active region in 

order to limit the phase separation and reduce the number of defects in InGaN layers. X-ray 

diffraction (XRD), photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL) and atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) were carried out to assess the structural quality of the samples. Additional data to 

extend the structural and optical characterization was provided by transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) performed by Dr. Catherine Bougerol, phototransmission measurements 

carried out by Dr. Sirona Valdueza-Felip, Dr. Luca Redaelli, master student Akhil Ajay and 

PhD student Arantza Núñez-Cascajero, capacitance-voltage measurements to obtain the 

carrier concentration of p-GaN layers were performed by Dr. Christophe Durand and Hall 

measurements were done by our collaborators from CEA-LETI Dr. Walf Chikhaoui. A help 

with HR-XRD measurements at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) has 

been provided by Dr. Vincent Favre-Nicolin. 

After the structural characterization, samples were processed into devices in clean room 

CEA-Grenoble (PTA, Plateforme Technologique Amont) by Dr. Sirona Valdueza-Felip and 

Dr. Luca Redaelli. To investigate the solar cell performance, electrical characterization of the 

devices such as responsivity measurements and preliminary electrical measurements of J(V) 

curves were carried out by Dr. Sirona Valdueza-Felip, Dr. Luca Redaelli and master student 

of University of Grenoble Akhil Ajay. Capacitance-voltage measurements have been 

performed by Dr. Sirona Valdueza-Felip. Finally, the measurements of the solar cell J(V) 

curves under 1 Sun AM1.5G illumination were done in CEA-LITEN by Dr. Sirona Valdueza-

Felip, Dr. Louis Grenet, Dr. Giovanni Altamura and Dr. Luca Redaelli. Also, part of the J(V) 

curve measurements under 1 Sun AM1.5G illumination were performed in the frame of our 

collaboration with Dr. Jérôme Faure-Vincent from the laboratory Structures et Propriétés 

d'Architectures Moléculaires (SPRAM) CEA, INAC by Dr. Sirona Valdueza-Felip, Dr. Luca 

Redaelli and master student of university of Grenoble Akhil Ajay. I have also parcticipated in 

processing of some samples into devices and carried out their following electrical 

characterization. 
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1.4 Organization of the manuscript 
 

This manuscript is divided in six chapters: 

• Chapter 1 presents a short history of the III-nitride materials and their 

expansion in the LED market. The interest of InGaN alloys in photovoltaics is 

explained, clarifying the main advantages and challenges on the way to effective 

InGaN-based solar cells. Motivation and main targets of this work are also 

described. 

 

• Chapter 2 introduces the main definitions and concepts of the solar cell physics 

to understand the device behaviour. General properties of the III-nitrides in 

terms of crystalline and electronic structure as well as a discussion about the 

origin of the piezoelectric fields are presented. The chapter finishes with the 

current state-of-the-art of InGaN-based solar cells. The choice of the structure 

design of the devices developed in this work will also be explained. 

 

• Chapter 3 presents the MOVPE deposition technique and the main issues 

related to the MOVPE III-nitrides growth. General techniques are presented 

such as X-ray diffraction, photoluminescence and transmission spectroscopy, 

responsivity measurements that were used to assess the structural and electrical 

properties of the solar cells together with its basic concepts. Main steps of the 

device fabrication process (photolithography, inductively plasma etching (ICP), 

contact deposition) are discussed. Finally, the choice of the materials to form 

contacts and the choice of the contact design are explained. 

 
• Chapter 4 describes the optical and structural properties of In0.1Ga0.9N/GaN 

multiple quantum wells (supposedly completely strained layers with low density 

of structural defects). Influence of the quantum well number on photovoltaic 

properties is investigated. A simplified theoretical model is developed in order to 

understand the processes happening inside the p-i-n junction with the increase of 

the active region thickness. Advantages and disadvantages of the thick active 

region for solar cell application is discussed.  
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• Chapter 5 investigates the ways of the device performance improvement by 

optimizing the active region design. Several series of samples are grown varying 

the quantum well and quantum barrier layer thicknesses and In-composition. 

The influence of the active region parameters on the structural quality, optical 

and electrical properties of the InGaN/GaN QW-based samples are discussed.  

 
• Chapter 6 summarizes the main results obtained in the frame of this thesis for 

InGaN/GaN QW-based solar cells. Based on the obtained results, an optimal 

structure design is proposed. Several perspectives for further structure 

optimization that were not done in this work are suggested and discussed.  
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Chapter 2  
 

III-nitride semiconductors for photovoltaics 
 

In this chapter we will consider firstly the basics of the solar cell physics, i.e. general 

processes that take place in a p-n junction, and the main electrical parameters that define the 

photovoltaic performance. In the second part, we will briefly review the structural and 

electronic properties of III-nitrides followed by the discussion on the polarity and origin of the 

spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization. Finally, we summarize the current state-of-the-art 

of InGaN-based materials for photovoltaic applications. The choice of the structure design for 

samples grown in this work will be also explained. 

 
 

2.1 Basics of solar cells 
 

2.1.1 Solar spectrum, air mass and absorption by semiconductors  
 

The energy for solar cells comes directly from the sunlight composed of energetic 

particles called photons. Every photon has its own energy that depends on the wavelength of 

the incoming light and can be expressed through the Planck-Einstein relation:  

E = hc/λ,     (2.1) 

where h - Planck constant (h = 4.135×10-15 eV·s), c - speed of light (c = 3×108 m/s), and λ - 

light wavelength. 

Figure 2.1 shows the dependence of the spectral power density on the photon energy for 

a black body with temperature of 6000 K compared with the spectral power density of the Sun 

in the space and on the Earth surface. The maximum of emission spectrum depends on the 

irradiation source temperature. For the black body with T = 6000 K, the maximum is at λ ≈ 

500 nm that corresponds to a photon energy of E = 2.48 eV. The total power density of the 

solar radiation outside the atmosphere at the mean Earth-Sun distance on a plane 

perpendicular to the direction of the Sun is 1353 W/m2. Deep fails in the solar spectrum 

intensity at the Earth surface (AM1.5 radiation) are related to the light absorption: in infrared 

region by water vapor (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4), etc., 

and in ultraviolet region by ozone and oxygen.  
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Figure 2.1. Spectral power density of the Sun as a function of the wavelength: on the Sun 
surface (dotted line), in the space (AM0 radiation) and on the Earth surface (AM1.5 
radiation) [Green, 1982]. 

The absorption increases with the mass of air through which the radiation goes. The air 

mass coefficient is used to take into account the change of the solar spectrum intensity with 

the mass of air it passes. It presents the ratio between the actual path length of the sunlight 

through atmosphere l to the minimal distance l0:  

Air mass = (cos α)-1 = l/l 0,     (2.2) 

where α is an angle of the Sun to the zenith. For example, if the Sun is 600 to the zenith, the 

air mass is called AM2. AM0 corresponds to the solar spectrum outside the atmosphere. To 

allow a comparison between different solar cells, AM1.5 was chosen as a standard that 

corresponds to an angle of 48.80 between Sun position and zenith.  

The sunlight coming to the Earth can be divided in two components: direct (the light 

that comes directly from the Sun to the Earth) and diffuse (the sunlight that was scattered by 

atmosphere). There is a special abbreviation to indicate these components. AM1.5G means a 

global radiation (takes into account all sunlight components) and AM1.5D (takes into account 

only direct radiation). Normally, AM1.5G is used as a standard and it gives a solar irradiance 

of 970 W/m2. For convenience, this value was normalized to 1000 W/m2 (1 Sun). 

Photons coming to the semiconductor surface can be absorbed only if their energies are equal 

or higher than the band gap of the semiconductor (Figure 2.2). But if photons have energy 

larger than the semiconductor band gap, the excess of energy is lost and transformed into heat 

through electron-phonon interactions.  
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Figure 2.2. Absorption of incoming photons with creation of electrons in the conduction band. 

Incoming photons, even if they have an appropriate energy to be absorbed, can also be 

reflected or transmitted. These photons are considered as lost as they do not create any 

electron-hole pairs. To decrease the photon reflection, different surface designs are applied to 

the solar cell, such as texturing and roughening, or introducing antireflection coatings [Bae, 

2011; Farrell, 2011; Young, 2014]. To decrease the photon transmission, an appropriate 

thickness of the absorbed layer should be chosen. This absorption thickness can be 

determined, knowing the absorption coefficient* α of the material, via the Beer-Lambert law: 

I(x) = I(0)e-αx,      (2.3) 

where I(x) - light intensity transmitted through material, I(0) - incident light intensity, α - 

absorption coefficient and x – thickness of absorption layer. As an example, for an InGaN 

layer with α ≈105 cm-1, 95% of the incoming light will be absorbed in the first 300 nm [Wen, 

2007]. 
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2.1.2 P-n junction 
 

Usual solar cells are based on a p-n junction, meaning joining two semiconductor 

materials with different p- and n-type doping. We will call them homojunctions if the junction 

is formed by the same material and heterojunction if two different materials are used. For 

simplicity, we will consider only p-n homojunction basics. 

In the dark 

The band diagrams of two differently doped semiconductors before and after connection 

are shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3. Band diagrams of p- and n-type semiconductors: a) before and b) after 
connection. 

When p- and n-type semiconductors are connected together, electrons from n-type 

semiconductor diffuse towards p-type, leaving behind positive charges, holes from p-type 

semiconductor diffuse to n-type leaving behind negative charges. The charges left after 

leaving of major carriers produce the difference of the electric potentials (built-in or internal 

electric field) close to the semiconductor interface that accelerate carrier diffusion. In the band 

diagram this potential difference is shown as a barrier for diffusing carriers (Figure 2.3 (b)). 

The height of this energy barrier is equal to the difference in work functions of both 

semiconductors and called the built-in voltage:  

��� = �
� �Φ	 −Φ��,      (2.4) 
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where Vbi - built-in voltage, q – electron charge, Φn and Φp – work functions of n- and p-type 

semiconductors. Equilibrium is reached when the Fermi levels of both semiconductors are 

aligned (Figure 2.3 (b)).  

The space free of mobile electric charges that is formed at the semiconductor interface 

by electric field is called the depletion region. Ionized donors or acceptor impurities are the 

only electric charges inside this zone. As the depletion region has no free carriers inside, it is 

highly resistive compared to n- and p-doped parts. The final net potential is the difference 

between internal and applied electric potentials. The following formula is used to calculate the 

depletion width inside the p-n junction: 

� = ������ � ��� + �
��� ���� − ��,     (2.5) 

where Na, Nd – acceptor and donor concentrations, εr – relative dielectric permittivity of the 

semiconductor, ε – dielectric permittivity of the air, V – applied voltage. 

From Eq. (2.5), we see that the depletion width depends on the carrier concentration in 

both semiconductors. Higher carrier concentration results in a smaller depletion width. The 

width of the depletion region can also be changed by applying the external bias. Figure 2.4 

describes the band diagrams of p-n junction under applied forward and reverse bias. 

 

Figure 2.4. Energy band diagram for p-n junction: a) without applied bias; b) under forward 
bias; c) under reverse bias. 

When an increasing forward bias is applied to p-n junction (positive voltage is applied 

to p-type and negative voltage to n-type semiconductor), the major carriers (holes in p-type 

and electrons in n-type) are pushed towards the semiconductor interface, reducing the width 

of the depletion region untill it is completely eliminated. In the reverse bias regime, the 

carriers are attracted towards the undepleted zone and pulled away from the junction. It 

induces an increase of the depletion width and energy barrier for carrier diffusion. Therefore, 

a very small current will flow through the junction, that is called the dark saturation current 
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J0. At very high reverse voltage, a carrier leakage through the p-n junction appears. This 

breakdown process is usually reversible, if the current did not reach a value high enough to 

overheat the sample and destroy it. The typical current-voltage dependence for p-n junction in 

the dark is presented in Figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.5. Typical current-voltage dependence for p-n junction in the dark. 

 

Under illumination 

When the p-n junction is illuminated, light creates hole-electron pairs in the all three 

regions (depleted, p-doped and n-doped regions). Electrons and holes photogenerated in the 

depletion region are separated by the built-in electric field (drift transport) giving rise to a 

photocurrent.  This implies that it is preferable to have a depletion region larger than the 

absorption length. Electron-hole pairs photogenerated in the p- or n- regions can still 

contribute to the photocurrent, provided they are generated within one diffusion length of the 

depletion region. If electron-hole pairs are created at a distance much farther than their 

diffusion length L from the depletion region, they recombine and do not participate in the 

creation of useful current. Diffusion length is the average distance that carriers can move 

before they recombine, and it is defined as a square root of the product of diffusion coefficient 

and the carrier lifetime: 

�	��� = ��	����	���,      (2.6) 
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where Dn(p) is the diffusion coefficient of electrons (holes) and τn(p) is the electron (hole) 

lifetime. Using the Einstein relation, we can express Dn(p) through carrier mobility µn(p) (Dn(p) 

= µn(p)kT/q). So, we obtain for diffusion length the following equation: 

     �	��� = �� �!�"#� �	���,    (2.7) 

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, q is the electron charge. 

The diffusion length depends on the lifetime and mobility of the carriers and can be 

different for electrons and holes. If carriers are created at a distance lower than the diffusion 

length from the depletion region, they can diffuse there, be separated by the internal electric 

field and driven to the regions where they become major carriers (therefore, electrons are 

driven towards the n-zone and holes towards the p-zone). Figure 2.6 depicts the current-

voltage dependence for a solar cell under illumination. 

 

Figure 2.6. Current-voltage dependence for ideal solar cell under illumination. 

Applying forward bias to illuminated p-n junction, the potential barrier decreases (as in 

the case of p-n junction in the dark) resulting in the diffusion of carriers. As long as the 

diffusion current is small, the total current is almost constant and depends on the current 

induced by illumination. With a voltage increase, the barrier that prevents the carrier diffusion 

becomes so small that most of the carriers are able to overcome it. Then, the diffusion current 

increases with the voltage and becomes dominant. A forward bias induces a decrease of the 

electric field inside the p-n junction leading to the reduction of the depletion zone and losses 

in collection efficiency.  
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At reverse bias, the p-n junction under illumination behaves the same as a p-n junction 

in the dark. The current induced by light flows untill the voltage becomes too high and breaks 

down the p-n junction. 

There are two particular points on the J(V) curve under illumination (Figure 2.6): the 

current that flows at V = 0V is called the short-circuit current (Jsc), and the voltage at which 

the current becomes 0 is called the open-circuit voltage (Voc). The value of Voc is related to the 

value of Jsc by the following formula: 

     �$% = 	"#
� ln �()*(+ + 1�,    (2.8) 

where n – ideality factor, Jsc – short-circuit current, J0 – saturation current. 

The ideality factor represents the difference between the behaviors of the ideal diode 

and that of the real diode. For ideal diode with no recombination n = 1. If recombination 

within the depletion region occurs, then n = 2. Normally, ideality factor has a value less than 

2, but in heterojunctions based on nitride-based materials (for example for solar cells based on 

InGaN/GaN quantum wells), the ideality factor is reported to be anomalously high (> 2) [Zhu, 

2009]. Fedison et al. explained such a large ideality factor by an additional recombination 

through deep-level-assisted tunneling. Deep levels inside a band-gap can be formed by 

defects such as nitrogen vacancies, dislocation resulting from the lattice mismatch, etc 

[Fedison, 1998]. One more explanation was proposed by Shah et al., who developed a 

theoretical model showing that the final ideality factor comes from a sum of ideality factors of 

the individual rectifying heterojunctions inside the structure [Shah, 2003]. The value of 

ideality factor can be estimated from J(V) curves in the dark when plotting ln(J) versus V, 

according to Eq. (2.8) the slope gives q/nkT. 

While Jsc changes slightly from one device to another, the value of saturation current J0 

can be changed in orders of magnitude, since it is strongly related to the quality of the 

material. J0 can be calculated as: 

     -. = /01�� 2 3 
4 �� +

3!
4!��5,    (2.9) 

where A – cross-sectional area of the device, q – electron charge, ni – intrinsic carrier 

concentration, Dn, Dp – diffusion coefficients of electrons and holes, Ln, Lp – diffusion lengths 

of electrons and holes, Na, Nd – acceptor and donor concentrations. 
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2.1.3 Conversion efficiency and parasitic resistances 
 

Conversion efficiency is the main parameter that allows comparing the performance of 

different solar cells. There are three types of efficiency that can be used for the description of 

solar cells: internal quantum efficiency (IQE), external quantum efficiency (EQE) and 

conversion efficiency (η).  

- Internal quantum efficiency shows the ratio between the number of absorbed 

photons at a given energy and the number of collected electrons; 

- External quantum efficiency corresponds to the ratio between the number of 

incident photons at a given energy and the number of collected electrons; 

- Conversion efficiency is the ratio between the electrical power that is given by the 

solar cell and the incoming power of the incident light. 

Conversion efficiency strongly depends on the intensity of incoming light and the 

temperature of the solar cell. Therefore, it was standardized to measure the conversion 

efficiency at 25 °C and at irradiance of 1000 W/m2 (1 Sun) with AM1.5 conditions. We can 

determine the value of conversion efficiency using main electrical parameters of solar cell 

derived from the J(V) curves: 

      6 = ()*78*99
:; ,               (2.10) 

where Jsc – short-circuit current, Voc – open-circuit voltage, FF – fill factor, Pin – incoming 

power of sunlight. 

Fill factor shows the ratio between the maximum power that is obtained from the solar 

cell and the product of Voc and Jsc: 

<< = (=�>7=�>
()*78* ,              (2.11) 

Graphically, FF can be presented as a measure of “squareness” of the solar cell J(V) 

given by FF = Pmax/Pth curve (the ratio between yellow square and green square in Figure 2.6). 

In real solar cells, the incoming power can be lost through parasitic resistances: series 

(Rs) and parallel (Rp) resistance.  As it can be shown in the diode equivalent electric scheme in 

Figure 2.7, it is necessary to increase the value of Rp and decrease the value of Rs to avoid the 

current losses and maximize the output power. 
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Figure 2.7. Diode equivalent circuit scheme with series and parallel resistances. 

Normally, the origin of the Rs comes from the resistance of the contacts (resistance 

between the metal and semiconductor and resistance of contacts itself) and the bulk resistance 

of the non-depleted regions (n- and p-semiconductors). Parallel resistance originates from 

leakage current through the cell and surface recombination. Both of the parasitic resistances 

provoke a decrease of fill on the J(V) curve. Rs also decreases the value of short-circuit 

current and Rp leads to a decrease of open-circuit voltage. Figure 2.8 shows the effect of series 

and parallel resistances on J(V) curve of the solar cell under illumination. 

 

Figure 2.8. Effect of parasitic resistances on J(V) curve shape of crystalline silicon solar cell: 
a) the effect of series resistance (Rs) ; b) the effect of parallel resistance (Rp)[Zeman]. 
 

 

2.1.4 New solar cell concepts: multi-junction and quantum well-
based solar cells  
 
Multi-junction solar cell 

The maximum theoretically achievable limit for one junction solar cell was calculated 

by Shockley and Queisser [Shockley, 1961]. The calculations were done using the principle 

of detailed balance taking into account several assumptions:  

• one photon creates one electron-hole pair 
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• all photons with the energy more than the semiconductor band gap are absorbed 

• there is only radiative recombination of the carriers inside the semiconductor 

Finally, they found the maximum value of theoretical conversion efficiency of 33.7% for a 

semiconductor with a band gap of 1.34 eV. Solar cells that are currently used in industry and 

mass-production are based on silicon that has a band gap of 1.1 eV. Therefore, the theoretical 

limit of conversion efficiency that a silicon solar cell can really achieve was calculated to be 

about 29% under 1 sun AM1.5G illumination [Swanson, 2005]. There are different loss 

mechanisms that reduce this conversion efficiency: carrier recombination inside the solar cell, 

resistance losses, reflection, etc., but the most important one is spectral losses (more than 50% 

of incoming energy) [Glunz, 2012]. These losses are related to the spectral mismatch between 

the absorption of one-junction photovoltaic cell and solar spectrum. Therefore, to improve the 

sunlight absorption and decrease the thermalization losses, it is necessary to adapt the design 

of the solar cell to the Sun spectrum. 

Multi-junction solar cells appear as an optimal solution, since each cell is designed to 

absorb photons with energy close to its band gap. Theoretically, the conversion efficiency of 

86% can be reached using a cell with infinite number of materials with different band gaps 

under concentrated light. The schematic of the muti-junction solar cell concept is presented in 

Figure 2.9. Wide band gap materials should be on the top of the multi-junction solar cell to 

absorb high energy photons and transmit low energy photons to the next junction with lower 

energy band gap.  

Theoretical calculations predict an achievable conversion efficiency of about 50% using 

a four-junction solar cell. Table 2.1 presents optimum band gaps for multi-junction solar cells 

and their maximum conversion efficiency that can be achieved [Bhuiyan, 2012]. 

 

Figure 2.9. Schematic of the multi-junction solar cell concept [Cakmak, 2012]. 
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Table 2.1. Optimum band gap, maximum and achievable limit conversion efficiency of multi-
junction solar cell with different number of junctions [Bhuiyan, 2012]. 

Number 

of 

junctions 

Band gaps (eV) Maximum 

limit, 

η (%) 

Achievable 

limit 

η×0.8 (%) 

3 0.7     1.37    2.0 56 44.8 

4 0.6     1.11   1.69    2.48 62 49.6 

5 0.53   0.95    1.4     1.93   2.68  65 52 

6 0.47   0.84   1.24    1.66   2.18    2.93 67.3 53.84 

7 0.47   0.78   1.191  1.56    2.0      2.5     3.21    68.9 55.12 

8 0.44   0.78    1.09    1.4    1.74    2.14    2.65   3.35 70.2 56.16 

 

The present state-of-the-art shows that maximum achieved conversion efficiency for 

four-junction solar cell of 44.7% under concentrated light* is close to the theoretical limit 

(49.6%). There is still a room for efficiency improvement creating a tandem cell with 5 and 

more junctions.  

 

Quantum well-based solar cell 

The concept of quantum well-based solar cell was proposed by Barnham et al. in 1990 

[Barnham, 1990]. The insertion of material with a low band gap surrounded by material with 

a higher band gap appears as a well on a band diagram (Figure 2.10) and allows the 

absorption of low energy photons. This additional absorption improves the conversion 

efficiency of the solar cell at longer wavelengths increasing the short-circuit current 

(improved solar spectrum matching). The open-circuit voltage MQW-based p-n junction lies 

between the value of Voc given by the p-n junction consisting from barrier material and p-n 

junction composed from well material.  

If the QW thickness is small enough to be comparable to the de Broigle wavelength (λB 

= h/p, where h – Planck constant and p – momentum of the particle), the continous energy 

levels split up into discrete energy levels. The position of the discrete levels in QW with 

infinite barriers can be calculated using the following formula: 

 

                                                ?	 = @ℏB
�C �	D4E ��,     (2.12) 
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where En – position of the energetic level, ћ – reduced Planck constant, m – effective electron 

(hole) mass, n – number of the discrete energy level, Lz – quantum well thickness. 

 

 

Figure 2.10. An example of the structure and band diagram of InGaN/GaN quantum well-
based solar cell. 

From the Eq. (2.12) we see that the space between energy levels becomes larger with 

the increase of the QW thickness and the levels start to shift-up in energy. Therefore, the 

choise of the QW thickness allows changing the effective band gap of the QW. If levels are 

very deep located inside the quantum well, the carriers have difficulties to escape outside and 

this increases the probability of the recombination losses. The use of thinner barriers can be 

able to solve this problem. Figure 2.11 compares the wave function inside the QW with 

infinite and finite barriers. We see that wave functions become zero at the well edges for 

structures with infinite barriers. For finite barriers the wave functions penetrate inside the 

barriers allowing the tunneling of the carriers from well to well in the structures with thin 

barriers. 

Therefore, by adjusting the active region design: number and thickness of wells and 

barriers, doping level and alloys composition, we can control absorption properties of the 

solar cell and improve the conversion efficiency. From this point of view QW-based and 

multi-junction solar cells are similar and theoretically, should be able to reach equivalent 

efficiencies. 
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Figure 2.11. (a) Quantum well with infinite barriers. (b) Quantum well with finite barriers. 

 

 

2.2 General properties of III-nitrides 
 

2.2.1 Peculiarity of the crystalline structure 
 

Nitride-based materials such as GaN, AlN and InN are widely used for optoelectronic 

applications. These materials can exist in wurtzite, zinc blende and rocksalt crystalline 

structures. In this chapter, we will focus only on the wurtzite structure properties because it is 

the most thermodynamically stable configuration that is usually grown by MOCVD (and in 

this thesis). Schematic of the wurtzite structure is presented in Figure 2.12. 

 

Figure 2.12. Wurtzite structure: a) atom positions with ondication of lattice parameters a and 
c; b) main atomic planes. 

Each of the atoms (nitrogen and metal) forms an individual sublattice arranged in a 

hexagonal close pack system that is shifted along (0001) c-axis by 3/8 of c-lattice parameter. 

Miller indices (hkil) are used to index atomic planes in the crystal. In hexagon system these 

four-digit indices are based on a coordinate system with four axes (Figure 2.12(b)). There are 
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three basal axes a1, a2, and a3, which make 120° with each other. The fourth axis or c-axis is a 

vertical axis of the hexahedron [Ayers, 2007]. 

Three common types of crystal planes are usually used in a wurtzite system. The c-

plane that is perpendicular to the [0001] direction is called polar. Crystal planes that are 

parralel to the c-axis are called non-polar (a- and m-planes in Figure 2.12). The planes that 

make an angle different from 00 and 900 with c-axis are called semipolar planes (r-plane in 

Figure 2.12). 

Lattice parameters of GaN, AlN and InN are summarized in Table 2.2. In an ideal 

wurtzite crystal, the c/a ratio is 1.633. Because of the different metal cations, the bond lengths 

and the resultant c/a ratios of AlN, GaN, and InN are different. The experimental values for 

GaN is close to the ideal ones, whereas those of AlN deviate slightly, which indicates that the 

AlN lattice is distorted with respect to a pure wurtzite structure. This fact is very important 

because the degree of non-ideality is a significant factor in determining the strength of 

polarization in III-nitrides. 

Table 2.2. Lattice parameters of GaN, InN and AlN at room temperature [Pearton, 2000; 
Angereer, 1997; Davydov, 2002]. 

Parameter GaN InN AlN 

a, Å 3.189 3.537 3.113 

c, Å  5.185 5.704 4.982 

c/a 1.626 1.608 1.6 

 

The lattice parameters of nitride-based alloys are usually supposed to vary linearly with 

composition following the Vegard’s law [Vegard, 1921]: 

F	�/HI�@HJ� = K ∗ F�/J� + �1 − K� ∗ F�IJ�     
         (2.12) M	�/HI�@HJ� = K ∗ M�/J� + �1 − K� ∗ M�IJ�  

 
 
  

 2.2.2 Spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization 
 

The wurtzite structure of nitrides of space group P63mc is characterized by the lack of a 

center of inversion symmetry. Therefore, the two [0001] and [000-1] directions are not 

equivalent. This leads to different properties of materials grown along these two directions: 
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different surface morphology, dislocation density and chemical stability [Monroy, 2004; 

Toumisto, 2005; Shen, 2000].  

Nitrogen atoms have a large electronegativity compared to metal atoms leading to the 

creation of the electrostatic dipoles. Because of lattice deformation by the interactions 

between N and metal atoms, the charge distribution is not completely compensated leading to 

the spontaneous polarization Psp along the [0001] direction. Values of spontaneous 

polarization calculated by Bernardini et al. are presented in Table 2.3 [Bernardini, 1997]: 

 
Table 2.3. Calculated values of spontaneous polarization for GaN, AlN and InN. 

 GaN AlN  InN  

Psp (C/m2) -0.029 -0.081 -0.032 

 

The value of spontaneous polarization for InGaN ternary alloys varies nonlinearly with 

the composition and can be calculated via [Bernardini, 2001; Ambacher, 2002]: 

NO��P1HQF�@HJ� = K ∗ NO��P1J� + �1 − K� ∗ NO��QFJ� − R ∗ K ∗ �1 − K�,            (2.13) 

where b – bowing parameter is defined as: 

b = 2Psp(InN) + 2Psp(GaN) - 4Psp (In0.5Ga0.5N)             (2.14) 

The mechanical stress can modify atom positions and the charge distribution in the 

superlattice creating a piezoelectric component Ppz of the polarization fields. The following 

equation can be used to estimate the value of Ppz in the hexagonal structure [Rom, 2006]: 

 

 

         (2.15) 

where eij - piezoelectric coefficients of the material and ειj - strain tensor. 

The value of piezoelectric polarization for the growth direction along c-axis with layers 

under in-plane biaxial stretching or contraction can be calculated as:  

Ppz = e31 (εxx + εyy) + e33εzz,                

εxx = εyy = (a(x)-a0)/a0 ,               (2.16) 

εzz = (c(x)-c0)/c0, 
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where a(x) and c(x) - lattice parameters of alloy obtained through Vegard’s law (Eq. 2.12) and 

a0 and c0 - lattice parameters of the film under stress. Taking into account the absence of 

stress along the growth direction, we obtain for piezoelectric polarization: 

N�S = 2 �U�H�@U+�U+ �VW� − VWW XYZXZZ�,              (2.17) 

where C13 and C33 are the elastic constants. 

Values of piezoelectric coefficients and elastic constants for GaN, InN and AlN are 

listed in Table 2.4. Parameters for InxGa1-xN alloys can be calculated through Vegard’s law 

approximation [Christmas, 2005]. 

 

Table 2.4. Values of piezoelectric coefficients and elastic constants for GaN, InN and AlN 
[Bernardini, 1997; Wright, 1997]. 

 C13, GPa C33, GPa e31, C/m2 e33, C/m2 

GaN 103 405 -0.49 0.73 

InN 92 224 -0.57 0.97 

AlN 108 373 -0.60 1.46 

 

The total polarization is a sum of spontaneous and piezoelectric polarizations Ptot = Psp + 

Ppz. For QW-based structures, the polarization causes non-compensated charges at the 

barrier/well interfaces creating an electric field inside the well. The representation of the 

polarization field and charge distribution in InGaN QW grown along c-axis is shown in 

Figure 2.13 (a).  

 

Figure 2.13. (a) Graphical representation of the polarization field direction inside 
InGaN/GaN QW structure grown along c-axis and biaxially strained on GaN. (b) Graphical 
representation of charge distribution inside InGaN/GaN QW structure grown along m-plane. 

 If barriers are thin enough they also can be deformed and piezoelectric polarization 

can take a place inside the barriers, in the case of Ga-polar InGaN/GaN QWs, the direction of 
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the piezoelectric fields inside the barriers has a direction opposite to the piezoelectric field 

inside the well. The values of electir field inside the barriers are not the same as in QWs and 

depnds on the doping level. 

The electric field in a single QW with infinite barriers can be derived via [Grandjean, 

1999]: 

?[ = �:\@:]�
�] ,                      (2.18) 

where Pb, Pw – total piezoelectric polarization in barriers and wells, εw –well dielectric 

constant. 

Electric field induced by polarization for InGaN/GaN MQW-based structure depending 

on In-composition in the wells was calculated by Hangleiter et al. Values of 0.5- 3.5 MV/cm2 

for In-content varied from 5 to 24% were obtained [Hangleiter, 2003]. 

For non-polar orientations (for example along m-direction) the piezoelectric fields are 

perpendicular to the growth direction. Therefore, there is no charge accumulation at the 

interfaces and no induced electric field (Figure 2.13 (b)). Along c-axis the charges of adjusent 

dipoles cancel each other [Sun, PhD thesis]. 

 

2.2.3 Electronic structure of nitride semiconductors 
 

Nitride-based semiconductors have a direct band gap that means that the minimum of 

the conduction band and the maximum of the valence bands are located at the same value for 

the wavenumber. Band diagrams calculated by Goano et al. for GaN, InN and In0.2Ga0.8N are 

presented in Figure 2.14. 

 

Figure 2.14. Band structure calculated by Goano et al. for a) GaN; b) InN and c) In0.2Ga0.8N 
[Goano (1), 2000; Goano (2), 2000]. 

Band structure of nitrides consists of one conduction band and three valence bands. The 

valence band is degenerated in three sub-bands because of the crystal field presence and spin-

orbit coupling.  These sub-bands are called heavy holes (HH), light holes (LH) and spin-orbit 
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holes by analogy with cubic semiconductors. The valence bands around Г point calculated by 

Rezaei et al. for GaN and InN are depicted in Figure 2.15 [Rezaei, 2006].  There is an evident 

asymmetry of the light hole sub-band along kx and kz directions of the wavevector. This 

asymmetry leads to a strong anisotropy of light hole effective masses depending on the wave-

vector direction. Along kx direction the hole effective mass is lower than along kz direction.  

 

Figure 2.15. The k.p. (solid line) and empirical pseudopotential method (dotted line) 
calculations of valence band for a) GaN and b) InN [Rezaei, 2006]. 

 

Effective masses of electrons, heavy, light and spin-orbit holes for GaN and InN are 

listed in Table 2.5. 

 

Table 2.5. Values of hole and electron effective masses at the center of Brillouin zone (Г 
point) for GaN and InN taken from [Rezaei, 2006]. ǁ and ⏊ correspond to the values parallel 
and perpendicular to c-axis. m0 is electron mass (9.11×10-31 kg). 

Effective mass GaN InN 

me
ǁ 0.16 m0 0.12 m0 

me
┴ 0.13 m0 0.11 m0 

mhh
ǁ 1.45 m0 1.39 m0 

mhh
┴ 1.52 m0 1.41 m0 

mlh
ǁ 1.45 m0 1.39 m0 

mlh
┴ 0.168 m0 0.12 m0 

mch
ǁ 0.14 m0 0.1 m0 

mch
┴ 1.96 m0 1.69 m0 
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The band gap energy varies with temperature and its dependence is usually described by 

the Varshni’s law [Varshni, 1967]: 

?a�b� = ?a�0� − d#B
ef#				,              (2.19) 

where Eg(0) is the gap at 0 K, α and β are Varshni thermal coefficients. The values of 

Varshni’s constants together with values of band gaps for GaN and InN are given in Table 

2.6. 

Table 2.6. Values of band gap Eg and Varshni’s parameters α and β for GaN and InN taken 
from [Vurgaftman, 2003]. 

 Eg at 0 K, eV g, meV/K h, K 

GaN 3.51 0.909 830 

InN 0.78 0.245 624 

 

In contrast with lattice parameters, the value of the band gap for ternary alloys shows a 

nonlinear behavior as a function of alloy composition that can be estimated by: 

Eg (AxB1-xN) = x Eg (AN) + (1-x) Eg (BN) – x (1-x) b(ABN),            (2.20) 

where b – bowing parameter showing a nonlinearity of a band gap dependence on 

composition. Recommended value of the bowing parameter for InGaN alloys is 1.4 eV. 

[Vurgaftman, 2003]. 

 

 

2.3 State-of-the-art of InGaN-based solar cells 
 

The proposal to use InGaN alloys for solar cell application has been done in 2003 by 

Wu et al. [Wu, 2003]. But the first announcement about a InGaN-based device has been 

published only two years later [Jani, 2005]. Different structure designs were verified to 

optimize photovoltaic properties of InGaN solar cells. Generally, all proposed structures can 

be divided on two main groups that are discussed in this sub-section: homojunctions and 

heterojunctions. 

Homojunctions 

Homojunction p-InGaN/n-InGaN and p-InGaN/i-InGaN/p-InGaN solar cells were 

grown in parallel by two techniques: molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic vapor 

phase epitaxy (MOVPE). In 2008 Misra et al. obtained Voc = 0.55V and Jsc = 0.24 mA/cm2 

under AM0 equivalent illumination for p-In0.31Ga0.69N/n-In0.31Ga0.69N homojunction solar cell 
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grown by MBE [Misra, 2008]. In the same year 

In0.23Ga0.77N solar cell by MOVPE reaching the values of 

under 1 sun AM1.5G illumination [Yamamoto, 2008]. The p

this solar cell are presented in 

FF is quite poor. This effect was explained by 

because of a low quality of grown InGaN layers. In 2010

FF (1.73 V and 61.04%, respectively under AM0 equivalent illumination) gr

In0.16Ga0.84N/p-In0.175Ga0.825N layers inserted

2010]. Current density-voltage measurements 

This leaded to a conversion efficiency of 0.17%. Almost the same results were 

Boney et al. for n-In0.14Ga0.86

52%) [Boney, 2011].  

Figure 2.16. Current density-voltage measurements of 
The images are taken from a) [Yamamoto, 2008], inset sh
[Jampana(1), 2010]. 

Cai et al. compared the performance of 

InGaN/n-GaN heterojunction 

presented in Figure 2.17 (a, b). 

homojunction (HOJ) and heterojunction (HEJ) solar cells with different In
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is quite poor. This effect was explained by very high leakage current through the device 

quality of grown InGaN layers. In 2010, Jampana reported improved 
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voltage measurements of InGaN-based homojunction 
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 solar cells [Cai, 2013]. The structure of investigated devices is 

(a, b). Figure 2.17 (c) shows the photovoltaic perfo
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Figure 2.17. Structure of the InGaN-based solar cells: a) homojunction; b) heterojunction; c) 
photovoltaic characteristics for homojunction and heterojunction solar cells with In 
composition 12–16% under 1 Sun AM1.5G equivalent illumination [Cai, 2013]. 

To have a more extended review, the state-of-the-art for InGaN-based homojunction 

solar cells is shown in Table 2.7. 

 

Table 2.7. State-of-the-art for InGaN-based homojunction solar cells [Bhuiyan, 2012; Lu, 
2013]. 

Structure Growth 

technique 

Substrate In 

content 

Electrical parameters Reference 

p-n MOVPE (0001) 

sapphire 

0.18 Voc = 0.43 V; Jsc = 0.04 mA/cm2 

(360 nm illumination) 

[Yang, 

2007] 

p-n MOVPE (0001) 

sapphire 

0.1-0.2 Voc = 2.1 V; Jsc ≈ 0.2 mA/cm2 

(light enhanced by UV) 

[Jani(1), 

2007] 

p-i-n MBE (0001) 

sapphire 

0-0.3 Voc = 2.5 V; Jsc = 30 mA/cm2 ; η = 

0.23% (325 nm laser, 200mW/cm2) 

[Chen, 

2008] 

p-n+ MOVPE (0001) 

sapphire 

0.23 Voc = 1.5 V; Jsc ≈ 0.5 mA/cm2 

(AM1.5, 100 mW/cm2) 

[Yamamoto, 

2008] 

p-n MBE (0001) 

sapphire 

0.31 Voc = 0.55 V; Jsc ≈ 0.24 mA/cm2 

(AM0) 

[Misra, 

2008] 

p-n MOVPE (0001) 

sapphire 

0.31 Voc = 1.5-2 V; Jsc ≈ 0.04 mA/cm2 

(1 sun) 

[Jani, 2008] 

p-n MOVPE (0001) 

sapphire 

0.02 -

0.15 

Voc = 2.24-0.96 V; 

Jsc ≈ 1.4-1.87 mA/cm2 (Xe lamp) 

[Cai, 2009] 

p-n MOVPE (0001) 

sapphire 

0.02 Voc = 2.24-2.36 V; 

Jsc ≈ 1.36-1.71 mA/cm2 (Xe lamp) 

[Zeng, 2010] 
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p-n MOVPE (0001) 

sapphire 

0.14 -

0.16 

Voc = 1.73 V; Jsc = 0.91 mA/cm2 

(AM0) 

[Jampana(1), 

2010] 

p-i-n MBE GaN 

template 

0.14 -

0.54 

Voc = 1.8-0.02 V; 

Jsc ≈ 1-2.2 mA/cm2 (AM0) 

[Boney, 

2011] 

p-n+ MOVPE GaN 

template 

0.16 Voc = 1.4 V; Jsc ≈ 0.25 mA/cm2 

(AM1.5, 100 mW/cm2) 

[Islam, 

2013] 

p-i-n MOVPE (0001) 

sapphire 

0.12 – 

0.15 

η = 0.32 – 0.26% 

(AM1.5, 100 mW/cm2) 

[Cai, 2013] 

 

 

Heterojunctions  

The progress in InGaN-based heterojunction was faster compared to homojunction solar 

cells. Already in 2008 Zheng et al. reached the conversion efficiency of 0.5% under AM1.5 

(100 mW/cm2) conditions for p-GaN/i-In0.1Ga0.9N/n-GaN solar cells [Zheng, 2008]. 

Kuwahara et al. compared p-GaN/i-InGaN/n-GaN devices grown on (0001) sapphire and on 

c-plane GaN free-standing substrates [Kuwahara, 2010]. Figure 2.18 depicts the current 

density-voltage characteristics for this solar cells under 1 sun AM1.5G illumination. The 

devices grown on free-standing GaN showed better values of Voc and FF that leads to the 

overall improvement of conversion efficiency (1.41% for solar cells grown on GaN free-

standing substrate compared to 0.98% for devices grown on sapphire). This effect was 

explained by the decrease of the pit density and quality amelioration of the samples grown on 

GaN substrate. Finally, the best result was obtained for p-GaN/i-InGaN/n-GaN solar cells by 

Matioli et al. who improved the conversion efficiency from 1.16 to 1.57% by top p-GaN 

surface roughening [Matioli, 2011].  

 

Figure 2.18. Comparison of the photoresponse under 1.5 suns AM1.5G equivalent 
illumination from InGaN-based solar cells grown on sapphire and on free-standing GaN 
substrates [Kuwahara, 2010]. 
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In parallel with the development of p-i-n solar cells based on InGaN layer, QWs were 

proposed as an alternative approach to improve the solar cell performance. Some comparative 

studies of QW-based and InGaN layer-based samples demonstrated that QWs allow 

improving the structural quality of the samples [Gmili, 2013]. Moreover, theoretical 

simulations show that QW-based samples have better values of Jsc while keeping the value of 

open-circuit voltage similar to the layer-based samples [Cavassilas, 2014]. Already in 2009, 

Jeng et al. reported the conversion efficiency of 1.06% under 1 sun AM1.5 equivalent 

illumination growing 5×In0.2Ga0.8N/GaN MQWs on (0001) sapphire substrate by MOVPE 

[Jeng, 2009]. Farrell et al. demonstrated the conversion efficiency of 2.3% by roughening of 

the sample surface and increasing the number of In0.28Ga0.72N/GaN QWs to 30 [Farrell, 2011]. 

Kywahara et al. improved the result to η=2.5% by growing In0.17Ga0.83N (3 nm)/In0.07Ga0.93N 

(0.6 nm) SL on GaN-substrate with insertion of 10×In0.1Ga0.9N (3 nm)/n-GaN (3 nm) to adjust 

the strains. The detailed structure of the device, together with photovoltaic characteristics are 

presented in Figure 2.19 [Kuwahara(2), 2010].  

 

Figure 2.19. a) InGaN/GaN solar cell device structure; b) J-V characteristics under 1.5 sun 
AM1.5G illumination [Kuwahara(2), 2010]. 

Dahal et al. succeeded to get 2.95% of efficiency for 12×In0.35Ga0.65N/GaN QW-based 

solar cell [Dahal, 2010]. The device schematic and current density-voltage characteristics are 

shown in Figure 2.20.  
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Figure 2.20. a) Schematic of the InGaN/GaN MQW-based device; b) Current density-voltage 
measurements under 1 Sun AM1.5G irradiation [Dahal, 2010]. 

Up to now, it is the best result of conversion efficiency obtained for InGaN-based solar 

cells grown on sapphire substrate. There were several attempts to improve the conversion 

efficiency of InGaN-based solar cells by growing on other types of substrates, such as r-plane 

sapphire [Nakao, 2011] and using AlGaN/InGaN superlattice instead of InGaN/GaN [Yang, 

2010], but none of them has shown a significant improvement. Jampana et al. did a 

comparative study of 4×In0.155Ga0.845N/GaN QWs grown on (111) silicon and (0001) 

sapphire. The devices showed a comparable values of photovoltaic parameters indicating a 

possibility to create InGaN-based solar cell on silicon [Jampana(2), 2010]. Liu et al. grew 

6×In0.15Ga0.85N/GaN MQWs on (111) Si-substrate using AlGaN/AlN superlattice to adjust the 

lattice mismatch between Si and GaN [Liu, 2013]. After every period of AlGaN/AlN they 

inserted SixNy layers to stop the propagation of threading dislocations toward the active 

region. Conversion efficiency of 0.2% was obtained under 1 Sun AM1.5G solar illumination. 

Recently, Young et al. grew 30 periods of In0.2Ga0.8N/GaN MQWs on (0001) GaN substrate 

[Young, 2014]. The structure together with electrical characteristics are shown in Figure 2.21. 

To minimize the reflection from the top-side of the device and maximize the rear reflection 

they applied front-side anti-reflective coating and a back-side dichroic mirror. The value of 

conversion efficiency for the best samples reached 3.33%. Up to now, it is the best value of 

performance obtained for InGaN-based solar cells. 

Values of conversion efficiency obtained on modern solar cells based on InGaN seem 

quite low. This is mostly because all of them obtained for InGaN layers and wells with In-

composition lower than 20%. It means that such solar cells are able to absorb only a small 

part of the sunlight in blue-violet range of the solar spectrum. Therefore, this kind of solar 
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cells can not be used as an independent device but they can be used as a good complement to 

improve the spectral matching and, therefore, the conversion efficiency of already exsited 

solar cells based on silicon or GaAs. 

 

Figure 2.21. a) Schematic of a solar cell structure with 3.33% conversion efficiency; b) J(V) 
curves under 1 sun AM0 equivalent illumination [Young, 2014]. 

To conclude, an overview of the state-of-the-art for InGaN-based heterojunctions is 

summarized in Table 2.8. All heterojunction solar cells presented in Table 2.8 are grown by 

MOVPE. 

Table 2.8. State-of-the-art for InGaN/GaN-based heterojunction solar cells [Bhuiyan, 2012; 
Lu, 2013]. 
 

Structure Active 

region 

Substrate In 

content 

Electrical parameters Reference 

p-i-n layer (0001) 

sapphire 

0.04 – 

0.05 

Voc = 2.4 V 

 (light enhanced with UV) 

[Jani(2), 2007] 

p-i-n MQWs (0001) 

sapphire 

0.1 Voc = 2.1 V; Jsc = 0.46 mA/cm2 

(AM1.5) 

[Zheng, 2008] 

p-i-n layer (0001) 

sapphire 

0.12 Voc = 1.81 V; Jsc = 4.2 mA/cm2 

(concentrated AM0) 

[Neufeld, 2008] 

p-i-n layer (0001) 

sapphire 

0.1 η = 0.8 % [Horng, 2009] 

p-i-n MQWs (0001) 

sapphire 

0.2-0.28 η = 1.06 – 1.02 % [Jeng, 2009] 

p-i-n MQWs (0001) 

sapphire 

0.19 η = 0.58 % [Sheu, 2009] 
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Structure Active 

region 

Substrate In 

content 

Electrical parameters Reference 

p-i-n MQWs (0001) 

sapphire 

0.35 η = 2.95 % [Dahal, 2010] 

p-i-n layer GaN 

substrate 

0.1 η = 1.41 % [Kuwahara, 2010] 

p-i-n layer (0001) 

sapphire 

0.08 η = 0.57 % [Tsai, 2010] 

p-i-n layer GaN 

substrate 

0.11 η = 1.2 % [Shim, 2011] 

p-i-n MQWs GaN 

substrate 

0.17/ 

0.07 

η = 2.5 % [Kuwahara, 2011] 

p-i-n layer (0001) 

sapphire 

0.11 η = 0.51 % [Lee, 2011] 

p-i-n layer (0001) 

sapphire 

0.12 η = 1.57 % [Matioli, 2011] 

p-i-n layer r-plane 

sapphire 

0.15 η = 1.6 % [Lee, 2011] 

p-i-n MQWs (0001) 

sapphire 

0.12 η = 2.29 % [Farrell, 2011] 

p-i-n MQWs (0001) 

sapphire 

0.21 η = 1.66 % [Wierer, 2012] 

p-i-n MQWs GaN 

substrate 

0.2 η = 2.4 % [Young, 2013] 

p-i-n MQWs (111) Si 

substrate 

0.15 η = 0.2 % [Liu, 2013] 

p-i-n MQWs (0001) 

sapphire 

0.135 – 

0.16 

η = 0.62 – 0.6 % [Cai, 2013] 

p-i-n MQWs (0001) 

sapphire 

0.12 η = 0.23 % [Mukhtarova, 2013] 

p-i-n layer (0001) 

sapphire 

0.157 – 

0.071 

η = 0.66 % [Cakmak, 2013] 

p-i-n MQWs (0001) 

sapphire 

0.19 η = 2.0 % [Valdueza, 

Mukhtarova, 2014] 

p-i-n MQWs GaN 

substrate 

0.20 η = 3.33 % [Young, 2014] 
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2.4 The choice of the InGaN solar cell structure 
design 

 

In our case, p- and n-GaN are used to create a p-n junction. Usually, n-GaN is chosen to 

be relatively thick to overgrow the defects created at the GaN/sapphire interface because of 

the lattice mismatch of about 15% [Meng, 2008]. Insertion of the intrinsic layer (i-layer) 

between p- and n-type materials was developed in the latest 1950’s and allows to extend the 

depletion region making all carriers created inside it to be influenced by internal electric field. 

In practice, InGaN layer with low residual doping is used as an intrinsic region. Thanks to a 

lower band gap compared to GaN, the absorption of low-energy photons will mostly take 

place in i-layer, that can possibly improve the value of the short-circuit current. 

There are a lot of difficulties to grow a thick high-quality InGaN layer. Because of a 

large lattice mismatch (about 11% between InN and GaN) the critical thickness of the InGaN 

layer (the thickness after which dislocation formation begins) is very small (about 10 nm for 

20% of In-content) [Leyer, 2008]. 

One way to improve the crystal quality of the InGaN layers is to keep them 

pseudomorphically strained [Chen, 1993]. It was shown that growth of InGaN/GaN MQW 

heterostructures with small InGaN thickness can suppress the phase separation and improve 

photovoltaic properties of the InGaN-based solar cells [Singh, 1997; Dahal, 2009]. At the 

same time the presence of strain inside pseudomorphically grown InGaN layers creates a large 

polarization field inside c-oriented wells (about 2 MV/cm2 for 10% In) [Beach, 1999]. The 

direction of polarization fields depends on crystallographic orientation of the structure. In the 

usual case of the [0001] Ga-polar oriented device, the direction of polarization field is 

opposite to the electric field created inside the depletion region reducing the internal electric 

field and damaging collection efficiency [Wierer, 2010]. It was shown that increased doping 

on the both sides of the active region can screen the existing piezoelectric field improving the 

carrier collection [Neufeld, 2011]. Also, doping level of the top p-GaN layer, which is 

difficult to increase without affecting crystalline quality, has to be optimized to improve the 

p-contact.  

Within these constrains, a solution for a PV structure is presented in Figure 2.22. 
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Figure 2.22. Schematic of the PV structure that is studied in this thesis. 

 In this structure, every layer has a clear advantage to solve the physical problems 

discussed in this chapter. It can be summarized in the following Table 2.9. 

 

Table 2.9. Structure layers and its purposes. 

Layer Purpose 

Thick undoped GaN layer To overgrow the defects created at the 

GaN/sapphire interface  

Si-doped GaN layer To create a p-n junction 

Highly doped n+-GaN layer To screen polarization charges 

InGaN/GaN QW region To manage strains inside InGaN layers and 

increase light absorption 

p+-GaN layer To create a p-n junction and to screen 

piezoelectric fields 
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Chapter 3  

Experimental techniques and device 
fabrication process 
 

This chapter consists of three parts and describes experimental techniques used during 

this work. In the first part, we will focus on the metal-organic vapor epitaxy (MOVPE) 

growth technique and its basic principles for nitride’s growth. The second part is related to the 

structural (x-ray diffraction), optical (photoluminescence and transmission spectroscopy) and 

electrical characterization techniques. In the third part, we will finally discuss the main steps 

of the solar cell fabrication process combining photolithography, metallization and 

inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. The choice of the metals to form contacts and the 

selected contact design will be presented as well. 

 
 

3.1 Growth by Metal-Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy 
 

Many different techniques are employed to grow III-nitride based heterostructures, the 

more developed being molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy 

(MOVPE) [Ruterana, 2006; Kung, 2000; Ambacher, 1998].  

In solide-source MBE, the materails are evaporated and deposited on the crystal 

substrate. This process requires ultra-high vacuum (about 10-10 – 10-11 Torr) to guaranty the 

purity of the materials. Gaseous-source MBE machines also excist. The gaseous elements 

condense on the wafer, where they react with each other. MBE technique has been used in 

many research laboratories because it allows a very precise control of layer thickness and 

doping level and the possibility to grow different type of nanostructures with high 

homogeneity and small number of defects. A very low growth rate (about 0.2-0.5 µm/h) and 

the difficulty to keep ultra-high vacuum are main disadvantages of this technique that limit its 

utilization for mass-production. 

In industry, MOVPE is the most common technique for the growth of III-nitride based 

heterostructures as demonstrated by its use in the large blue and white Light-Emitting Diodes 

(LED) market. Unlike MBE growth, MOVPE does not need a very high vacuum, but only 
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high purity carrier gases and can reach a high growth rate (more than 2 µm/h). As all samples 

presented in this thesis are grown by MOVPE, we will discuss this technique in more details. 

Chemical elements to deposit (In, Al, Ga) are combined with organic molecules to 

create precursors of the MOVPE growth. Triemethyl- or Triethyl-Gallium (TMGa or TEGa), 

Triemethyl-Indium (TMIn), Triemethyl-Aluminium (TMAl) and Bis(cyclopentadienyl)-

magnesium (Cp2Mg) are used as sources of Ga, In, Al and Mg. More simple non-organic 

molecules (silane (SiH4) and ammonia (NH3)) are used to add Si and N elements.  

Precursors mixed with a carrier gas (H2 or N2) are injected into the reactor through 

separated inlets to avoid prereactions during the gas transport. We examine the growth of 

GaN from TMGa to illustrate chemical reactions that take place in the growth chamber during 

the deposition. 

Metal-organic precursors react with ammonia inside the reactor chamber. The net 

reaction for the specific case of GaN growth from TMGa and ammonia is:  

Ga(CH3)3 + NH3 → GaN + 3(CH4), 

In reality, the chemical reactions are much more complicated and include numerous 

sub-reactions. A detailed schematic of the one of the possible chemical processes during GaN 

growth is shown in Figure 3.1 [Parikh, 2006; Moscatelli, 2007].  

The chemical reaction of TMGa can be divided in two sets: immediate decomposition 

of TMGa on the substrate or the pre-reaction of TMGa with ammonia in the gas phase. These 

are two competitive processes that both contribute in the growth of GaN layer. The growth 

rate depends on the substrate temperature in the reactor. Based on that, three growth regimes 

exist depending on the temperature: 

- at low temperature: the growth rate is limited by the speed of chemical reactions and 

reaction rate, that are temperature dependent (kinetically limited regime); 

- at intermediate temperature: the growth rate is limited by the mass transport of the 

materials and shows little dependance on the temperature; 

- at high temperature: the growth rate is limited by the material desorption from the 

surface. 
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Figure 3.1. A schematic of the chemical reactions inside the reactor chamber during GaN 
growth proposed by Parikh [Parikh, 2006]. 

The scheme of the growth mechanism is depicted in Figure 3.2. After chemical reaction, 

the species can diffuse to the growing surface. There they can absorb, react with other surface 

species and then diffuse along the surface before the final incorporation reactions take place. 

The rest of the reaction products leave the growth chamber through the exhaust system. 

 

Figure 3.2. Scheme of the mechanisms occurring inside the reactor during the growth. 

 
 

3.1.1  Standard process of growing GaN layers on sapphire 
 

Commercial free-standing GaN substrates with a low density of dislocations (less than 

107 cm-2 [Andre, 2007]) are still expensive. Therefore, a cheaper sapphire substrate is 

currently used to grow GaN on it for most applications. For the growth reported in this 

manuscript, we used a standard (0001) 2” sapphire substrate with 330 µm thickness and 0.25 o 

misorientation from Kyocera. 
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The quality of the first GaN layers grown directly on the sapphire substrate was quite 

poor. A large lattice mismatch of about 14% creates numerous dislocations at the 

GaN/sapphire interface. Different approaches were proposed to improve the quality of GaN 

films. Amano et al. showed that a low-temperature AlN buffer layer grown on the sapphire 

before GaN allows a significant improvement of GaN film quality obtaining a crack-free 

surface [Amano, 1986]. Nakamura et al. obtained high-quality GaN film with good Hall 

mobility (~900 cm2/(Vs)) of the carriers using a low-temperature GaN buffer layer 

[Nakamura, 1991]. This last solution has been preferred in this work.  

We will detail three main processes that were used during GaN film growth:  

- surface preparation 

- growth of low-temperature GaN buffer layer (LT-GaN) 

- growth of high-temperature GaN thick layer (HT-GaN) 

An in situ red diode interferometer (λ = 635 nm) is used to monitor all steps of the GaN 

growth. Figure 3.3 presents a standard reflection spectrum written during the GaN growth. 

Before starting the growth process, sapphire substrates are annealed under H2 during 5 

min. This step is necessary to remove organic contaminations from the substrate surface such 

as a dust, water, adsorbed gas etc. Afterwards, the rector temperature is decreased and 

samples are annealed under NH3 for 5 min. During this step, a thin AlN layer is naturally 

created on the sapphire surface. Keller et al. showed that this AlN layer helps to improve the 

structural quality and to reduce a number of dislocations in GaN film [Keller, 1996].  

Then, without temperature change, we grow a nucleation GaN buffer layer. In the 

reflectivity spectra, this process is accompanied with a reflectance increase due to increased 

refractive index n (n = 2.3 for GaN and n = 1.8 for sapphire) (Figure 3.3 (a)). Following the 

LT-GaN growth, the temperature is rapidly increased to 1030 oC. High-temperature annealing 

under NH3 etches a GaN layer forming islands on the surface, reflectivity falls down because 

of surface roughening (Figure 3.3 (b)). With time, the islands become smaller because of 

material desorption, surface becomes smoother and reflectivity increases (Figure 3.3 (c)). At 

the point, when the islands become small, it is necessary to start a HT-GaN growth. 

Nucleation islands become bigger and coalesce creating 2D GaN film (Figure 3.3 (d)). The 

following growth of GaN forms periodic peaks in the reflectivity curve (Figure 3.3 (e)). 

Knowing the refractive index of GaN film (n = 2.3) and the laser wavelength (λ = 635 nm), 

we can deduce the grown film thickness using the formula d = λ/(2n). The layer thickness 

between two maxima is calculated to be 138 nm for GaN. An increase of the fringe visibility 
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is observed as a function of time. It denotes an improvement of the surface roughness and 

good interference at the layer interface.  

 

Figure 3.3. Standard reflectivity spectra during GaN growth: (a) LT-GaN buffer layer on 
sapphire; (b) increase of the temperature etches LT-GaN layer forming islands; (c) reduction 
of the islands because of material desorption; (d) start of HT-GaN deposition, increasing the 
size of islands; (e) islands coalesce in 2D film. 

Typical atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements of n- and p-GaN layer surfaces 

grown on sapphire substrate by MOVPE are presented in Figure 3.4. GaN layers show a 

smooth surface conserving a step-morphology of the substrate (atomic steps are clearly seen). 

The disturbance of the step regularity is usually related to the presence of dislocations. 

 

Figure 3.4. 10×10 µm AFM images: a) n-GaN layers grown on sapphire substrate; b) p-GaN 
layer grown on InGaN/GaN MQWs; c) p-GaN grown on n-UID GaN layer by MOVPE. 
Measured root mean square (RMS) is indicated on each image. 
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3.1.2  GaN doping 
 

Unintentonally doped (UID) GaN is n-type and residual doping of GaN in our samples 

is equal 3×1016 cm-3 [Koster, 2010]. To form p-n junction based on GaN materials, it is 

necessary to control the doping level. In most cases, silicon is used for n-type and magnesium 

for p-type doping.  

 

N-type doping 

Good quality n-type doping is quite easy to obtain, as GaN is already unintentionally n-

type. Very high Si-doping concentration till more than 1019 cm-3 can be simply achieved by 

increasing the SiH4 flow [Zhihao, 2009; Eiting, 1998]. High Si-doping decreases carrier 

mobility (µ~100-200 cm2/Vs for n = 1019 cm-3 concentration compared to 800 cm2/Vs for n = 

1016-1017 cm-3) because of carrier scattering [Iliopoulos, 2006]. It was also noticed that at high 

concentration silicon introduces a significant amount of tensile stress inside GaN layers 

originating from edge dislocations. Recently, germanium was also proposed as a possible 

alternative to silicon for n-doping of GaN layers [Dadgar, 2011]. 

In this thesis we used SiH4 as a source of Si in our MOVPE machine. The temperature 

for n-GaN growth was chosen the same as for UID-GaN (Tgr = 1040 oC). The carrier 

concentration directly depends on silane molar flow and a value of 6 nmol/min leads to a 

doping concentration about 4×1018 cm-3 in our system for 2D growth. The molar flow was 

increased to 31 nmol/min to reach about 1019 cm-3 doping concentration for growth of highly-

doped n+-GaN layer. 

 

P-type doping 

Cp2Mg is usually used in MOVPE systems as a source of Mg atoms. The incorporation 

of Mg atoms increases almost linearly with the increase of Cp2Mg flow [Sugiura, 1998], but 

the hole concentration does not follow the same trend. Sheu et al. showed, that at high Cp2Mg 

flows, the value of active holes starts to decrease [Sheu, 2002]. The proposed possible 

explanation was the formation of the nearest-neighbour pair MgGaVN, a double donor. This 

leads to the filling of the acceptor levels with electrons provided by the created negatively 

charged defects. 

Besides, hydrogen creates acceptor-H neutral complexes during the growth that causes a 

high resistivity of p-GaN film. Nakamura et al. showed that these acceptor-H complexes can 
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be dissociated by post-growth annealing under N2 [Nakamura(2), 1992]. Nevertheless, only 

about 1% of incorporated Mg atoms produces active holes because of a very large activation 

energy (the energy between acceptor levels and valence band, EA – EV) of Mg (about 200 

meV) [Gotz, 1996]. Therefore, a high quantity of magnesium atoms should be incorporated to 

to reach a good concentration of free hole carriers. But a very high doping degrades the 

quality of GaN film reducing the hole mobility (µp ≈ 10 cm2/Vs) [Kaufmann, 2000; Chang, 

2002]. 

A trade-off between high doping concentration and good quality of p-GaN layer should 

be found. The optimization of p-GaN layer for structures grown in this work is presented in 

section 3.1.4. 

 
 

3.1.3  InGaN/GaN quantum well growth 
 

InGaN layers are very sensitive to the deposition temperature because of a high nitrogen 

equilibrium vapor pressure and a high volatility of indium [Ju, 2007; MacChesney, 1970]. 

Indium incorporation increases with the growth temperature, leading to an increase of 

emission wavelength of the device. Empirically, it was observed about 1.5 nm emission 

wavelength shift per 1 Kelvin of growth temperature change. For InGaN-based materials for 

photovoltaics, the In composition should be relatively high (about 25-40%). Therefore, 

relatively low growth temperature (about 600 - 750 oC) compared to GaN is needed for 

InGaN wells [O’Steen, 1999]. 

At the same time, for the growth of good quality GaN barrier, the temperature should be 

elevated till about 900 oC. A fast temperature ramping is preferred and a thin GaN cap-layer is 

grown at the same temperature as for the InGaN well during the temperature increase, in order 

to protect InGaN well from indium evaporation. Koukitu et al. showed that H2 etches In away 

from InGaN layers [Koukitu, 1999]. Therefore, the growth of QWs is done under N2. Typical 

thickness of GaN barrier is about 10-15 nm and InGaN well is 2-5 nm in MQW 

heterostructures. 

In Chapter 2, we showed that the absence of a center of inversion symmetry in GaN 

wurtzite structure causes the presence of spontaneous polarization along the c-axis. Besides, 

an additional polarization component contributes to the total piezoelectric field if the film is 

under stress (that is often the case for QWs). For InGaN QWs grown on (0001) substrate, the 

piezoelectric field along the growth direction builds up electrical charges at the InGaN/GaN 
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interfaces resulting in the appearance of electric field inside quantum wells. This field 

depends on the force of the stress and can reach relatively high values, about 1.08 MV/cm for 

In0.13Ga0.87N/GaN QW [Takeuchi, 1997]. Internal electrical fields in QWs cause a red-shift of 

the emission wavelength and a decrease of the electron and hole wave function overlap. Such 

effect is called Quantum Confined Stark Effect (QCSE). The change of energetic level 

position induced by polarization field directly depends on QW thickness as E = eFd, where e 

- electron charge, F – piezoelectric field in the well and d – well thickness. Usually, for QW 

thickness less than 2 nm, the influence of QCSE on the emission wavelength is negligible. An 

example of the piezoelectric field influence on the QW band diagram is presented in Figure 

3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5. Band diagram of the QW grown along the c-axis: a) QW without piezoelectric 
field; b) QW with piezoelectric field. Image is taken from [Aneeshkumar, 2004]. 
 

 
 

3.1.4  P-GaN layer optimization to improve the carrier transport 
 

Cp2Mg flow is one of the most important parameters that determines the doping 

concentration in p-GaN. To evaluate its effect, we grew several samples changing the value of 

Cp2Mg flow from 150 to 700 sccm. Schematic of the sample’s structure is presented in Figure 

3.6. Growth temperature for 1-µm-thick p-GaN layer is 920 oC. After the growth, samples 

were in situ annealed during 20 minutes under N2 at T = 750 oC. A thin p+-GaN layer was 

grown on the top of the structure at 1020 0C with Cp2Mg flow = 450 sccm in order to improve 

the metallic contact for Hall measurements. 
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Figure 3.6. Schematic of the structure for p-GaN layer optimization. 
 

Capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements* were performed to estimate the 

concentration profile. The results are presented in Figure 3.7. The acceptor concentration 

changes in the range of 2×1018 to 5×1018 cm-3 changing Cp2Mg flow from 150 sccm to 700 

sccm. With increase of the Cp2Mg flow the concentration of ionized acceptors also increases 

reaching the maximum value at Cp2Mg flow = 500 sccm. The next increase of the flow till 

750 sccm is followed by the decrease of ionized acceptors probably related to the occupation 

of the acceptor levels by electrons induced by charged defects created in GaN layers at high 

doping.  For the 10 nm-thin top p+-GaN layer the concentration of 1×1019 cm-3 is obtained.  

 

Figure 3.7. Acceptor concentration-depth profile of the p-GaN layers grown with Cp2Mg flow 
varied from 150 to 700 sccm [Mukhtarova, 2013]. 
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Hall measurements* were performed to analyze electrical characteristics of grown p-

GaN layers. Pd (5 nm)/Ag (100 nm)/Ni (20 nm)/Au (50 nm) are used as a contact to verify 

electrical properties of the layers. Before measurements, all samples were annealed at 500 oC 

in oxygen atmosphere. 

Table 3.1 presents the values of the hole concentration, carrier mobility and resistivity 

for p-GaN layers grown with different Cp2Mg flow. 

Table 3.1. Values of hole concentration p, mobility µp and layer resistivity ρ for p-GaN layers 
grown at different Cp2Mg flow [Mukhtarova, 2013]. 

Cp2Mg flow, sccm p, cm-3 µp, cm2/(Vs) ρ, Ωcm 
250 7.3×1016 11.5 7.75 
350 5.7×1016 10 10.7 
500 4.0×1016 30 5.25 
700 x x x 

 

There is no big difference in hole concentration between samples with a value of 4-

7×1016 cm-3. The layer grown at 700 sccm Cp2Mg flow showed n-type behavior. The same 

effect (inversion of the conductivity type) was also seen for highly doped p-InGaN layer 

[Tuna, 2013]. The authors suggested that it could be related to the creation of negatively 

charged defects that can compensate the hole concentration or to the formation of 

compensation defect complexes such as Mg-VN. The values of mobility and resistivity are 

similar to those obtained by other groups for p-doped GaN layers [Kaufmann, 2000; Svensk, 

2007].  The layer grown at Cp2Mg flow = 500 sccm shows the best characteristics in terms of 

mobility and resistivity and was chosen in the following. 

 
 

3.2 Characterization techniques  
 

In this section, we discuss the basics of the main characterization methods and 

experimental setups that we used to analyze structural and optical properties of the grown 

samples: high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) setup, photoluminescence spectroscopy 

(PL) and transmission measurements. The principal electrical characterization techniques for 

photocurrent and current-voltage measurements of the device will be also discussed. 
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3.2.1  X-ray diffraction 
 

X-ray diffraction is a wide-used, powerful, non-destructive experimental technique to 

analyze the structural quality and morphological parameters of the investigated samples such 

as layer thicknesses, strain state, lattice parameters, crystalline orientation, composition etc. 

X-rays, usually produced from cupper (Cu) or molybdenum (Mo) sources, have a very 

small wavelength (comparable with interatomic distance of the crystal) that can be efficiently 

scattered by atoms. This unique property gives a possibility to analyze the atomic and 

chemical structure of the materials. 

  

3.2.1.1 Bragg’s law and Laue conditions for diffraction 
 

In 1912, Bragg developed a simple equation that shows a relation between diffraction 

angles of the peaks and interplanar atomic distance. The graphical illustration of Bragg’s law 

is presented in Figure 3.8. For having a constructive interference, the difference in the paths 

of the incident and reflected waves of each plane must be equal to an integer number of the 

incident X-ray wavelength (nλ). To satisfy this, the Bragg’s law can be written as following: 

2d sin(θ) = nλ,     (3.1) 

where d - interplanar atomic distance, θ - angle between the incident beam and diffracting 

planes, λ - X-ray wavelength, n - integer number corresponding to the order of reflection. 

 

Figure 3.8. A graphical representation of Bragg’s law.  

In this view, we consider only the planes constituted by discrete atoms. In a more 

precise point of view, the atoms scatter X-rays and dislike the planes, they can scatter the 

waves in all three dimensions. Figure 3.9 (a) shows a more realistic picture of the X-ray 

diffraction. If φ0 is an angle between the incoming X-ray wave and a row of scattering atoms 
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and φ is an angle between the reflected wave and a row of scattering atoms, then condition for 

constructive interference looks as following:

where a – is the distance between two atoms, 

Therefore, the X-rays will be scattered only in defined directions that lay on the surface 

of imaginary cone (diffraction cone) (Figure 3.10 (b)).

For three-dimensional case (3D)

  

Eq. (3.3) represents Laue conditions for diffraction. Three result

at defined points. Using Eq. (3.3), Bragg’s law and supposing an angle 

and reflected waves, we can write Laue equation as:

    

where h, k, l are Miller’s indexes (they define a family of planes from which the scattering 

occurs). 

For hexagonal lattice Laue equatio

    �
a) 

Figure 3.9. a) Graphical representa
waves, N1,2 are reflected waves, A

Therefore, Laue equation says that we 

certain values h/a, k/b, l/c, that can be written as 
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angle between the reflected wave and a row of scattering atoms, then condition for 

constructive interference looks as following: 

hλ = a (cos(φ) – cos(φ0)),   

is the distance between two atoms, h is an integer. 

rays will be scattered only in defined directions that lay on the surface 

of imaginary cone (diffraction cone) (Figure 3.10 (b)). 

dimensional case (3D), we have: 

hλ = a (cos(φ) – cos(φ0)) 

kλ = b (cos(α) – cos(α0))   

 lλ = c (cos(β) – cos(β0)) 

Eq. (3.3) represents Laue conditions for diffraction. Three resulting cones will intersect 

defined points. Using Eq. (3.3), Bragg’s law and supposing an angle 2θ

we can write Laue equation as: 

�iBUB + "B
�B + jB

%B�
�/� = �O�	l

m = 	
n		,    

are Miller’s indexes (they define a family of planes from which the scattering 

For hexagonal lattice Laue equation can be simplified and is written: 
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. a) Graphical representation of Laue conditions for diffraction. M
are reflected waves, A1,2 are atoms ; b) Diffraction cones for 2D rows of atoms.

Laue equation says that we observe reflection at scattering angle 

, that can be written as a*, b*, c* in the reciprocal space, where 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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a*=1/a, b*=1/b, c*=1/c. 1/d is called a scattering vector K = ha*+ kb*+ lc*. K can also be 

written as a difference in wave vectors between incident ki and reflected kf waves: K = ki - kf 

with ∣ki∣=∣kf∣=2π/λ. 

 
 
 

3.2.1.2 Different configurations for XRD measurements 
 

We can choose different configurations for measurements depending on information we 

want to get from HRXRD techniques.  

 

In-plane configuration ({hk0} family of planes) 

In-plane configuration is used to measure intensities from lattice planes that are 

perpendicular to the sample surface. This configuration is applied to measure very thin films 

as it allows eliminating the high-intensity background signal from a thick substrate.  

The configuration for in-plane XRD measurements is shown in Figure 3.10. 

 

Figure 3.10. Configuration for in-plane XRD measurements. 

The angle of the incident wave to the sample surface gi is very small (close to critical 

angle) to limit the wave penetration into the sample. The reflected beam has an angle gf to the 

sample surface. 2θ is an angle between reflected and incident waves. During the 

measurements, the sample is rotated around the normal to the surface until the particular 

lattice plane lying perpendicular to the surface satisfies the Bragg’s conditions with in-plane 

Bragg angle 2θ = θi + θf, where θi(f) are angles between incident (reflected) wave and the 
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diffracted lattice plane. From {hk0} measurements, we can obtain an information about in-

plane lattice parameter and surface structure. But if we want to obtain an information about 

planes parallel or inclined under a certain angle g to the sample surface, we have to choose 

another configuration for HRXRD measurements. 

 

Out-of-plane configuration 

In its turn, out-of-plane configuration can be divided on two configurations: 

symmetrical ({00l}) and asymmetrical ({hkl}) (Figure 3.11). For symmetrical scan, we are 

able to measure the interatomic distance between the planes that are parallel to the sample 

surface (in hexagonal symmetry for (0001)-oriented GaN, it corresponds to c-lattice 

parameter).  

 

Symmetrical scan 

During symmetrical scan, the sample and detector are turned keeping the ratio r/θ = 1, 

where r is an angle between the incident x-ray wave and the sample surface, and 2θ is an 

angle between the incident and reflected waves (Figure 3.11(a)). 

Two types of scan are usually performed in this configuration: r-scan that allows 

determining the mosaicity of the sample (the existence of different orientations in the crystal) 

and r-2s scan from which we can derive the value of out-plane lattice parameter (c-

parameter for hexagonal GaN), sample structure (layers or superlattice), lattice period, layer 

thicknesses etc. To get an information about strain states and in-plane lattice parameter (a-

lattice parameter for hexagonal structure), we have to use complementary asymmetrical scans.  

 

Asymmetrical scan 

Asymmetrical scan conditions allow the measurements of the interplanar distance 

between planes inclined by an angle g with respect to the sample surface. To perform this 

kind of measurements, we have to tilt the sample around r (angle between the incident wave 

and sample surface). The sample can be tilted in two ways: towards to lower or higher omega 

values. So, ra- = s – g (Figure 3.11 (b)) or ra+ = s + g (Figure 3.11 (c)). These two 

configurations allow for some reflections to have grazing incidence or emergence geometries.  
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Figure 3.11. Different configurations to measure the interatomic distance: a) symmetrical 
scan; b) and c) asymmetrical scans. 

The value of scattering vector K in the asymmetrical configuration has two components: 

in-plane component Kǁ and out-of-plane component K⏊ �Figure 3.11�c��. Taking into account 

Eq. (3.4) and given r and s angles, we derive the values of Kǁ and K⏊ as a function of s and 

r: 
 

|∥ � oD
m sin s sin�r − s�    (3.6) 

|� � oD
m sin s cos�r − s�    (3.7) 

 
 
 
3.2.1.3 HRXRD setup 

 

Figure 3.12 presents a schematic of our HRXRD setup. The setup consists of four main 

parts: x-ray source, monochromator, analyzer and detector. A Cu anode is used as a source of 

X-rays with the Kα1 wavelength of 1.54056 Å that is selected by a monochromator. 

Monochromator consists of 2 monocrystals of (220) Ge that are placed in 4 crystal (-++-) 

configuration (Figure 3.12). This kind of configuration allows reducing the wavelength 

spreading and angle divergences. The maximum resolution that can be achieved is: ∆θ = 

0.0033o and δλ/λ = 1.4×10-4. Analyzer has the same configuration as monochromator, but with 

only two (220) Ge that allows to improve the angular precision of the collected beam (≤ 

0.001o). The detector has an aperture of 20 that can be reduced by inserting slits in front of it. 

The picture of the experimental setup used in this work is shown in Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.12. Schematic of (-++-) monochromator configuration [Das, 2012]. 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Picture of the HRXRD setup used in this work. 

The sample orientation is controlled by a goniometer that adjusts angles between 

incoming beam and atomic planes. Four angles can be adjusted independently: r (angle 

between incident beam and sample surface), 2θ (angle between incoming and outcoming 

beam), φ (rotation angle around z-axis), and χ (rotation angle around x-axis) (Figure 3.14). 

The goniometer allows also the movement along x, y and z axis, to center the sample.  
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Figure 3.14. Schematic of the angles available for alignment of the sample [Das, 2012]. 

In this work, we mostly used only out-of-plane configuration for the measurements: 

symmetric r-2θ scan and asymmetric types of scan (reciprocal space map). r-2s scan around 

(0002) reflection was used to estimate the sample quality (from intensity and full-width-half-

maximum of the peaks), c-lattice parameter (from the peak angular position) and superlattice 

period (from the angular distance between satellite peaks). Using simulation with X’pert 

Epitaxy 4.0 from Philips Analytical software, it is also possible to estimate the values of 

quantum barrier and well thicknesses as well as In-composition. Assymetrical (10-15) scan 

was also performed in the frame of this thesis to get an information about sample’s strain state 

and a-lattice parameter. From that type of scan, we can obtain the values of ǁ and ⏊ 

components of scattering vector K using Eq. (3.6) and (3.7). The a and c-lattice parameters 

for hexagonal structure are related to Kǁ and K⏊ as: 

F = �D
�∥ �oiW      (3.8) 

M = �Dj
��       (3.9) 

where a and c are lattice parameters, h and l are Miller’s indexes. 

 
 
 
 

3.2.2  Photoluminescence and phototransmission spectroscopy 
 

For the optical characterization of the samples, we used two main methods: 

photoluminescence and phototransmission. 
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Photoluminescence 

Photoluminescence is a spontaneous emission of light under optical excitation. 

Simplified mechanism of photoluminescence is depicted in Figure 3.15. 

 

Figure 3.15. Schematic of the photoluminescence process. 

Incoming photons with energy larger than the material band gap are absorbed by the 

sample. The absorbed photon creates an electron-hole pair inside semiconductor that 

recombines rapidly emitting another photon. The energy of emitted photon depends on the 

material properties and is approximately equal to the band gap of the sample. In the first 

approximation, the lowest energy of emitted photon in QW-based sample is given as: 

E = Eg + Ee1 + Eh1,               (3.10) 

where Eg - band gap of the semiconductor, Ee1(h1) – first confinement level of electrons 

(holes). 

From intensity and shape of the photoluminescence peaks, we can derive an information 

about the structural quality of the sample and about the nature of acceptors and donors. The 

presence of emission at energies lower than a band gap, can be associated with impurities and 

defects. 

The photoluminescence setup used in this work is presented in Figure 3.16. A 244 nm 

frequency-doubled continuous wave Ar+ laser serves for optical excitation of the samples. The 

diameter of laser spot is about 50 µm. The signal from the sample is collected in a 45 cm 

focal-length Jobin-Yvon monochromator and detected by an ultraviolet-enhanced charge-

coupled device (CCD). A regulated helium cryostat is used to perform the measurements at 

low temperatures (from 5 to 300 K). 
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Figure 3.16. Schematic of the photoluminescence setup. 

 

Phototransmission 

Optical transmission measurements show the quantity of light that passed through the 

sample without absorption. We can determine a layer thickness, linear refractive index, linear 

absorption and effective optical band gap from transmission spectra analysis. The schematic 

of the setup is presented in Figure 3.17.  

 

Figure 3.17. Schematic of the setup for optical transmission measurements used in this work. 

In this work, we used two different lamps for visible and ultraviolet spectral ranges. 

150W Xe-arc lamp coupled to a Gemini-180 double monochromator was used for 250-430 

nm and 100W halogen lamp coupled with an Omni Lambda 300 monochromator for 430-900 

nm spectral range. Both lamps were calibrated with a reference Si photodetector. All 

measurements were done at room temperature. The wavelength is chosen by a xyz 

monochromator. The chopper is connected to a lock-in amplifier to chop the signal in order to 

remove the external noise. Finally, we measure the dependence of the light intensity on the 

wavelength with [I( λ)]  and without [I 0(λ)]  the sample. The transmission coefficient spectrum 

is extracted using the Beer-Lambert law (see Eq. (2.3)). 
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3.2.3  Electrical characterization techniques 
 

We used two types of electrical characterization to analyze photovoltaic properties of 

the devices. Responsivity measurements show the photovoltaic response of the device at 

every wavelength and allow deriving the value of external quantum efficiency (EQE). Current 

density-voltage measurements allow determining the main solar cell parameters such as short-

circuit current, open-circuit voltage and fill factor. Based on these data the overall conversion 

efficiency of the device can be calculated with Eq. (2.10). 

 

Responsivity measurements  

To measure responsivity R of the device we used almost the same setup as for 

transmission mesurements. The schematic of the setup is presented in Figure 3.18.  

 

Figure 3.18. Schematic of the setup for responsivity measurements. 

The difference between setups consists in the replacement of the Si photodetector by the 

device we want to measure. We used the same lamps as for transmission measurements: 

150W Xe-arc lamp coupled to a Gemini-180 double monochromator was used for 250-430 

nm and 100W halogen lamp coupled with an Omni Lambda 300 monchromator for 430-900 

nm spectral range. With the lock-in amplifier, we measure the value of voltage depending on 

the incident wavelength. The responsivity is usually found as the ratio between the input 

irradiance and the output electrical signal. As the power of the incident light is unknown, we 

measure only the shape of the responsivity curve. To obtain the quantitative values of 

responsivity, a He-Cd laser with 325 nm wavelength is used. Knowing the power of the 

incident light from the laser (typically, the power of laser is set to 50 µW), and after 
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measuring output current given by the device, we can estimate the value of the responsivity at 

λ0 = 325 nm as: 

���.� = ��m+�
:8!� ,                (3.11) 

where I(λ0) – measured current given by the device at λ0, Popt – laser power. 

 The unit of responsivity is A/W. Knowing the value of responsivity at λ0 = 325 nm, the 

multiwavelength curve can be normalized to this point.  

Having values of responsivity, we can calculate the external quantum efficiency (EQE) 

of the device by the formula: 

?�? = � i%
�m	,                (3.12) 

where R – responsivity at the wavelength λ, h – Planck’s constant, c – speed of light, q – 
electron charge. 

 
Current-voltage measurements 

Current-voltage measurements in the dark and under 1 sun AM1.5G solar illumination 

were recorded with an Agilent 4155C parameter analyzer. 

The equivalent solar illumination was provided by solar simulator. We used two solar 

simulators. The first one is the Oriel 3A Solar Simulator equipped with a 450 W ozone-free 

Xe lamp located at CEA-Grenoble/INAC laboratory of Structure and properties of molecular 

architectures (SPRAM) (Dr. Louis Grenet and Dr. Giovanni Altamura). The second one is 

The Spectra-Nova CT Series Solar Cell Tester located at CEA/LITEN (Dr. Jérôme Faure-

Vincent).  All measurements were performed at room temperature. 

 

 

3.3 Device fabrication process  
 

After structural characterization of as-grown samples, they were processed into solar 

cells. Device fabrication was performed in a clean room of the Institute for Nanoscience and 

Cryogenics (INAC) CEA-Grenoble (PTA, Plateforme Technologique Amont) and included 

three main technological stages for the realization of solar cells: photolithography, 

metallization and etching. In this section, we will shortly detail all of them, step by step.  
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3.3.1  Surface cleaning 
 

Different contaminations can occur on the sample’s surface. Before starting any of the 

above-mentioned steps, the surface of the samples must be cleaned. It is recommended to 

clean the sample directly before the processing to avoid the contamination during sample 

storage. First cleaning (before any contact deposition) includes firstly, the cleaning in acetone 

in ultrasonic bath in order to remove organic contaminations; secondly, as acetone is not 

dissolvable in water, the sample should be put in methanol to clear away its residues. 

Afterwards, the sample is blown by dry nitrogen. 

It was shown by Smith et al. that HCl + deionized (DI) water is quite effective for 

removing oxygen and carbon from the GaN surface [Smith, 1996]. Therefore, following the 

cleaning with solvents, the samples are left in 37% of hydrochloric acid for 3-5 minutes and 

rinsed in DI water. After contact depositions, all cleaning of the samples is done using only 

acetone and methanol. 

 
 

3.3.2  Mesa formation 
 

The size of the mesa determines the size of the device. In the literature, different 

techniques were used to form mesas on GaN: reactive ion etching (RIE), chemically assisted 

ion beam etching, inductively coupled plasma etching (ICP) etc. [Lin, 1994 Lee, 1998; Rawal, 

2012]. In this work, we used BCl3/Cl2 ICP etching to form mesas with 2 sizes: 0.5×0.5 mm2 

and 1×1 mm2. ICP etching has a good selectivity, high etching rate and it leaves smooth 

etched surface. The last point is important for solar cell devices, as very often they suffer from 

the carrier losses because of surface recombination. The etching rate of GaN in our ICP setup 

was about 400 nm/min and it increases with In-composition. Because of relatively strong 

bond strength of nitrides, we had to use quite high dc-voltage ~ 450 V [Shul, 1998]. The final 

etched thickness (depening on the thickness of the active region) was checked by a Dektak 

profilometer. The surface morphology after etching was examined with scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) showing a smooth surface of the device edges after etching. An example 

of the SEM images of the etched sample is shown in Figure 3.19. 
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Figure 3.19. SEM images of the device edge after ICP etching. 

 

 

3.3.3  Photolithography 
 

Photolithography is the most common method used to pattern the devices. One of the 

important advantages of photolithography process is its ability to fabricate a lot of complex 

devices simultaneously and in a relatively short time. The resolution of the photolithography 

is determined by the wavelength of the exposure source. In our case, we have relatively large 

devices (the size of mesa is 0.5×0.5 mm2 and 1×1 mm2) and we used ultra-violet (UV) light 

with 365 nm wavelength. When the desired size of the device is smaller, it is necessary to 

decrease the exposure wavelength. Usually deep UV or electron lithography can be used as a 

solution for sub-micronic pattern. Schematic of the photolithography process is depicted in 

Figure 3.20. 

 

 

Figure 3.20. Schematic of the photolithography process: a) net substrate with GaN layer on 
it; b) the resist is spun on the sample; c) exposure of the resist through the mask; d) resist 
development. 
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Here, we use AZ5214E resist that allows to obtain a resolution of about 1 µm. It is spun 

on the sample during 1 min at the speed of 4000 rounds/min leading to the 1.4 µm resist 

thickness. As the resist always contains some solvents to have a liquid phase application, the 

sample is baked after resist spinning during 2 min at 100 0C. This bake helps to evaporate the 

excess of solvents, stabilizes the resist film and improves the adhesion of the resist to the 

wafer. After that, the sample is ready for UV light exposure. In this work, we used MJB4 

setup with UV 365 nm wavelength. UV exposure changes chemical properties of the resist 

making it more (for positive) or less (for negative) soluble in the developer solution. In our 

case, we used AZ5214E as a negative resist. During the first exposure (the duration of 

exposure is 5.5 sec), the wafer was in a direct contact with a mask. This technique allows 

higher resolution but may damage the mask as well as the sample. After, the samples were 

baked at 120 0C during 2 minutes. This procedure helps to transform AZ5214E resist into 

negative one. This reversal capability is obtained by a special crosslinking agent in the resist 

formulation which becomes active at temperatures above 110°C and only in exposed areas, 

leading to an almost insoluble (in developer) and no longer light sensitive substance, while 

the unexposed areas still behave like a normal unexposed positive photoresist. After, it is 

required one more exposure (without mask) during 33 sec, that is called flood-exposure. The 

last step of photolithography process is the development. It determines the final shape of the 

photoresist profile and the line width. The samples are developed in the solution of water and 

AZ developer (1:1) during 25-40 sec. The time of the development slightly varies from 

sample to sample depending on the resist thickness.  

 

 

3.3.4  Metallization and lift-off 
 

Metallization is a very important process for electrical contact of the device. There are 

two main types of metal deposition: evaporation and sputtering. In our work, we used metal 

evaporation technique in which the metals are heated and evaporated in a high vacuum 

forming a thin film on the sample surface. The nature of the materials to form contacts should 

be carefully chosen to make either ohmic or schottky contact. 

In photovoltaic cells ohmic contact is typically the most desirable because the carriers 

can easily move between semiconductor and metal. Low contact resistance allows minimizing 

the power consumption of future device and prevents the internal heating of the contact. One 
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of the possible mechanisms to produce the current flow between metal and semiconductor is a 

thermal emission. Therefore, to let the carriers freely flow from semiconductor to metal, it is 

necessary to decrease the barrier (schottky barrier) that is formed at the metal/semiconductor 

interface. The height of schottky barrier is determined as a difference between the metal work 

function and the electron affinity of semiconductor. Sometimes it can be difficult to find an 

appropriate metal to produce an ohmic contact through thermal emission, especially for 

semiconductors with wide band gap such as GaN. Therefore, there is one more way to allow 

free movement of the carriers between metal and semiconductor. If the semiconductor is 

highly doped at the semiconductor surface, as a consequence of that the depletion layer 

between metal and semiconductor becomes very thin allowing carriers to tunnel through the 

barrier. 

When, the current dependence on applied voltage is not linear, this type of contact is 

called schottky. Schottky contact has a rectifying behavior allowing no or very small current 

to flow through the contact till the critical voltage is reached. The schemes of the band 

diagram for ohmic and schottky contact are presented in Figure 3.21. 

 

Ohmic contact 

At the moment of contact formation between metal and semiconductor, electrons from 

metal come to semiconductor aligning Fermi levels (Figure 3.21 (a and b)). If the value of 

metal work function is close to the electron affinity of the semiconductor, the height of the 

barrier created at the metal/semiconductor interface is quite small and electrons freely go from 

metal to semiconductor and in opposite way depending on applied voltage.  

 

Schottky contact 

For schottky contact, electrons from semiconductor go to metal leaving positive charges 

behind. These positive charges create a space charge region appearing as a barrier on a band 

diagram. If the difference in work function and electron affinity is high, the height of the 

barrier increases blocking further movement of electrons from semiconductor to metal and 

from metal to semiconductor (Figure 3.21 (c and d)). 
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Figure 3.21. Scheme of the band diagram for metal/semiconductor heterojunction: a) metal 
with small work function and n-type semiconductor before contact; b) ohmic contact with n-
type semiconductor; c) metal with large work function and n-type semiconductor; d) Schottky 
contact of metal and n-type semiconductor. 

There are some types of the devices like schottky diodes, metal-semiconductor field 

effect transistors (MESFET) etc. that require schottky contacts. In the case of the solar cells, 

an ohmic contact is necessary because it allows current flow without voltage drop. 

 

 

3.3.4.1 Ohmic contact to n-GaN 
 

Both ohmic and schottky contacts to n-type GaN were widely studied by different 

groups [Schmitz, 1998; Dobos, 2006]. Usually, ohmic contact is achieved by depositing 

metals with low work-function such as Al (Φm = 4.24 eV) or Ti (Φm = 4.33 eV) [Skriver, 

1992]. Lin et al. showed that the resistivity of Al contact can be significantly improved by 

insertion of thin Ti layer before Al deposition [Lin, 1993; Luther, 1997]. Two possible 

mechanisms were proposed to explain a low resistivity of Al/Ti contacts. One of them that Ti 

forms TiN layer on the top of n-GaN resulting in a creation of nitrogen vacancies that act like 

donors forming highly-doped n-GaN layer on the metal/semiconductor interface. Heavy 

doping in the semiconductor causes a very thin depletion width and electron that can tunnel 

through the Schottky barrier leading to ohmic behavior. And another one is diffusion of 

silicon to the surface of GaN or/and diffusion of Ti (a potential donor) into semiconductor 

[Thierry, PhD thesis]. In next works, the resistivity of ohmic contact was even more improved 
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by inserting Ti/Al/Ni/Au contact [Boudart, 2000; Qin, 2004]. The top Au layer is introduced 

in order to avoid the oxidation of Al layer and improve the current spreading in the contact. 

Ni layer between Al and Au was shown to be important to prevent the Au diffusion through 

Ti/Al layers. In this work, we used Ti/Al/Ni/Au contact with metal thicknesses of 

30/70/20/100 nm, respectively. An example of J(V) curve for n-contact used in this work is 

presented in Figure 3.22 showing a good ohmic behavior. The specific resistance of the 

contact is about 3×10-4 Ω*cm2. 

 

Figure 3.22. Example of J(V) curve for Ti/Al/Ni/Au (30/70/20/100 nm) n-contact used in this 
work. 

 

3.3.4.2 Ohmic contact to p-GaN 
 

Unlike to n-contact, ohmic contact to p-GaN is very difficult to achieve. It is related to 

several factors: 

- The lack of appropriate metals (as GaN has a large band gap (3.4 eV). Indeed, 

materials with very high metal work function (normally more than 5 eV) are 

required. 

- Quite low hole concentration in p-GaN (because of high activation energy (about 

200 meV) of doping Mg atoms. 
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And also one of the possible reasons that was not proved or disposed is the losses of 

nitrogen during fabrication process that can cause a conversion of p-type GaN layer into n-

type. 

Typically, Ni/Au is used as a contact to p-GaN [Smalc, 2010; Sheu, 1999]. Ni prevents 

the Au diffusion to the GaN surface and removes hydrogen from the p-GaN surface.  

In this work, a thin Ni (5 nm)/Au (5 nm) layer was deposited on p-GaN and annealed in 

an oxygen atmosphere. After-deposition, the annealing step under oxygen atmosphere was 

shown to improve the conductivity of the contact by creating NiO/Au [Qiao, 2000]. Contact 

thickness is choosen to be very thin (overall thickness is only 10 nm) to keep the contact as 

much transparent as possible. Anyway there are still ways to improve the contact as in our 

case the transmission is about 50% at the wavelength less than 450 nm (Figure 3.23). 

 

Figure 3.23. Transmission measurements of the Ni (5 nm)/Au (5 nm) contact after annealing 
in oxygen atmosphere during 5 minutes at 500 0C. 

Note that the resistivity of Ni (5 nm)/Au(5 nm) contact is relatively high because of this 

small value of thickness. To improve the resistivity, Ni (30 nm)/Au (100 nm) fingers with 5 

µm width were deposited on Ni (5nm)/Au(5 nm) semi-transparent contact. After deposition p-

contact was annealed at 500 0C during 5 minutes in oxygen atmosphere. A represantative J(V) 

curve of the p-GaN contact is presented in Figure 3.24. 

The specific resistance of the p-contact used in this work was calculated through 

transmission line method (see in details in Annex 1) at V = 20V (current is 0.2 mA) leading to 
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the value of 0.11 Ω·cm2 that is comparable with values obtained in the literature [Moon, 

2008]. The value of sheet resistance for p-GaN is about 7.5×104 Ω. 

 

 

Figure 3.24. J(V) curve of Ni (30 nm)/Au (100 nm) p-contact used in this work.  

 
 
3.3.4.3 Lift-off 
 

The lift-off is used in this thesis as the last step on the way to form a contact and it 

includes a removal of metal from the substrate surface for creation of needed pattern. After 

standard photolithography process and metallization, the metal is both deposited directly on 

the top of the substrate and on the top of the resist that was left by photolithography. It is 

necessary to remove the resist together with the metal to form a final pattern. In our case, the 

lift-off is usually done immediately after metal deposition. Samples are put in a small glass 

vessel with acetone for 3-5 minutes; the vessel is shaken by hand to remove the resist film 

with metal on it. Afterwards, if metal was not completely removed, we used ultra-sonic bath 

for 3-5 seconds. After acetone cleaning, all samples were rinsed in methanol and 

dehumidified by dry nitrogen.  

A top-view image of the device after fabrication is presented in Figure 3.25. 
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Figure 3.25. Top-view image of the fabricated device with 0.5×0.5 mm2 mesa size. 

 
 
3.4 Optimization of the solar cell grid design 
 

The conversion efficiency is mostly determined by the choice of materials for solar cell 

fabrication and the solar cell design. However, there are still some additional losses that come 

from the contacts. In our case, we use finger contacts. The distance between fingers is a very 

important parameter on the way to improve the solar cell efficiency. If the distance between 

fingers is too small, it shadows the solar cell surface decreasing the amount of absorbed light 

and therefore, the value of short-circuit current that strongly depends on the light absorption. 

Too large distance between fingers causes the increase of the contact resistance and losses in 

the carrier collection. Thus, the space between fingers should be carefully chosen. We 

fabricated three solar cells with different finger pitches to optimize the contact spacing. The 

sample structure is presented in Figure 3.26. 

 

Figure 3.26. Schematic of the device to verify the influence of grid spacing on electrical 
properties of the solar cell. 
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The structure consists of 3.6-µm-thick Si-doped (n = 6×1018 cm-3) n-GaN layer 

followed by a 10-nm-thick heavily doped (n = 2×1019 cm-3) GaN layer. The MQW active 

region is formed by 30×In0.1Ga0.9N (1.3 nm)/GaN (8.5 nm) quantum wells that are capped 

with a 60-nm-thick Mg-doped (p = 7×1016 cm-3) GaN layer. For device fabrication, 

0.5×0.5 mm2 and 1×1 mm2 mesas were patterned by Cl2-based inductively coupled plasma 

etching. Ohmic contacts to n-GaN were deposited around the mesas by electron-beam 

evaporation of Ti/Al/Ni/Au (30/70/20/100 nm). The p-GaN contact consists of a 

semitransparent layer of Ni/Au (5/5 nm) annealed in O2 (leading to 96% transmittance in the 

visible spectral range), and a 130-nm-thick Ni/Au grid (30/100 nm) with 5 µm finger width. 

The distance between fingers was varied as 100, 150 and 200 µm.  

The responsivity spectra together with J(V) curves under 1 sun AM1.5G equivalent 

solar illumination for devices with different grid spacing are presented in Figure 3.27.  

 

 

Figure 3.27. a) Responsisivty spectra and b) Current density-voltage characteristics under 1 
sun AM1.5G equivalent solar illumination for 30×In0.1Ga0.9N/GaN quantum well-based solar 
cells with different distance between p-contact fingers: 100, 150 and 200 µm [Valdueza, 
2013]. 

All samples show quite the same electrical behavior that points out a good in-plane 

diffusion length of the minority carriers in Mg-doped GaN. Slight red-shift of the spectral 

response for sample with 200 µm finger pinch is attributed to In composition fluctuations. 

Anyway, slightly better results in terms of responsivity and J(V) curve are obtained for 

sample with 150 µm distance between the fingers. This value for finger pitch will be used for 

further fabrication of solar cells in this work. 
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3.5 Conclusion 
 

In this chapter we briefly discussed the basics of the nitride-growth by MOVPE: the 

method of growing GaN buffer-layer, its p- and n-doping and peculiarity of the InGaN/GaN 

QW growth. We also described the experimental techniques used in this work: HRXRD, PL 

and transmission setups as well as setups for electrical measurements. The process of device 

fabrication is detailed. Finally, we investigated the influence of Cp2Mg flow on the carrier 

concentration and mobility in p-GaN layers. The best value of Cp2Mg flow giving a 

maximum carrier mobility is found to be 500 sccm. Thin top layers grown at higher 

temperature give higher hole concentration. After p-GaN layer optimization we studied the 

influence of the grid design for p-contact on the electrical properties of the solar cell. Samples 

with different grid spacing (100, 150 and 200 µm) show relatively the same electrical 

characteristics, pointing out a good diffusion length of the holes. Anyway, slightly better 

characteristics in terms of external quantum efficiency and J(V) curves were seen for finger 

pitch of 150 µm and this value will be used for all the solar cells fabricated in this work. After 

preliminary optimization of the p-GaN layer and p-contact, we are ready to proceed to the 

investigation of the influence of the active region parameter. 
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Chapter 4  

Theoretical and experimental study of the 
InGaN/GaN quantum wells 
 

The growth of high-quality thick InGaN layer is very difficult due to defect creation. It 

was shown that one of the ways to overcome this problem is to grow pseudomorphic layers 

[Chen, 1993]. The presence of thin QWs permits to prevent undesired strain relaxation and 

defect formation keeping the InGaN layer strained.  Also, the insertion of the material with a 

lower band gap (QW) allows absorbing photons with energy lower than the barrier band gap 

and therefore, increasing the value of short-circuit current. With this method, the absorption 

can be optimized by varying the QW design (thickness and number). In return, a change of 

the barrier thickness and doping will also affect the strain state distribution inside the active 

region and the collection efficiency of the carriers. Consequently, the electrical parameters of 

the solar cell can be independently adjusted to find an optimum by choosing approriate 

thicknesses of wells and barriers, In composition, number of QWs and doping level in the 

active region. In this chapter we are going to discuss the effect of the QW number on the 

structural, optical and electrical properties of the solar cells.  

The number of QWs determines the total thickness of the active region in terms of 

absorption and carrier generation. Usually in LED devices, the thickness of QWs is chosen to 

be relatively small (less than 5 nm for In-content less than 30% to manage the strain balance). 

But in photovoltaic devices, it is necessary to stack as many wells as possible in the structure 

to get an effective absorption of incoming light. Although the presence of QWs helps to 

postpone the relaxation, anyway, it still appears when stacking too many periods leading to 

linear defects (for example threading dislocations and v-pits) [Young, 2013].  

There is also another problem showing up with an increase of the period number. The 

internal electric field created by the p-n junction decreases with the active region thickness. 

This hampers the separation of the electron and hole pairs and their drift to the n- and p-

contacts. Therefore, the determination of the appropriate active region thickness is necessary 

for the development of an efficient device.  
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The work presented in this chapter has been published in two papers [Mukhtarova, 

2013] and [Valdueza, 2013].  

Figure 4.1 present a schematic of the sample structure grown in this chapter. Sampples 

with 5, 15, 30, 40, 60 and 100 In0.1Ga0.9N/GaN QWs were grown on c-sapphire substrate*. 

The thicknesses of QW and barrier are 1.3 and 8.5 nm, respectively. To minimize the 

probability of strain relaxation, we have chosen a sample design with relatively low In-

content (about 10%) to be able to investigate the intrinsic effect of the QW number. 

  

Figure 4.1. General structure for the samples studied in Chapter 4. Target In-composition, 
QW and QB thicknesses are 10%, 1.3 nm and 8.5 nm. 

 

 

4.1 Structural and optical properties 
 

 

4.1.1 Study of crystalline quality (HRXRD and HRTEM) 
 

The growth of QWs is a complicated process. The well/barrier interface roughness, In 

fluctuations inside the active region, relaxation accompanied with defect formation can 

damage photovoltaic properties of future solar cells. Before starting a long fabrication process 

of the device, it is necessary to understand and optimize the structural quality of as-grown 

samples. In this section, we investigate by X-ray diffraction the crystalline quality, the strain 

state and In-content of the grown samples depending on the QW number.  

Figure 4.2 presents a symmetrical ω-2θ scan around (0002) reflection for samples with 

different number of QWs (5-100). The measurements are done at the radiation wavelength of 
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1.54056 Å (copper Kα1 emission wavelength) with a high-resolution x-ray diffraction setup 

(HRXRD equipment). The highest peak corresponds to the thick GaN buffer layer and peaks 

centered on an “average” superlattice peak (called SL0) are coming from the periodicity of 

QWs. A lot of information about the crystalline structure can be obtained from XRD ω-2θ 

scan: structural and interfacial quality (from the broadening and sharpness of the peaks and 

their variation of intensity), c-lattice parameter (from the position of 0-order peak), SL period 

T (from the angle difference between satellite peaks), SL total thickness H (from the distance 

between thickness fringes (indicated by vertical arrows in Figure 4.2) etc. Scans in Figure 4.2 

can be analyzed with a simple treatment within the kinematical theory [Holy, 1999]. Values 

of superlattice period T (from Eq. (4.1)), average lattice parameter <cSL>  (from Bragg’s law, 

Eq. (3.1)) and total thickness H (from Eq. (4.2)) are listed in Table 4.1.  

 

b = ±	m
��O�	l± @O�	l+�,     (4.1)

        

where λ - X-ray wavelength, θ0  and θ±n - 0-order and ±n order superlattice satellites.  

� = �	;@	��m
��O�	l;@O�	l��,      (4.2) 

where θi  and θj - i and j order superlattice satellites. 

 

Figure 4.2. X-ray ω-2θ scan around (0002) Bragg peak reflection at 1.54056 Å wavelength 
for samples with 5-100×In~0.1Ga~0.9N(~2 nm)/GaN (~8 nm) QWs. Arrows show the thickness 
fringes. 
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If we look at the shape of the satellite peaks, we can notice a peak asymmetry that 

becomes more evident with increasing the QW number. This asymmetry can come from 

different reasons such as In-content variation or/and period changes.  

To understand the strain state of the samples, the reciprocal space mapping (rsm) 

around the (10-15) Bragg reflection peak has been performed. Examples of rsm for samples 

with 30, 60 and 100 QWs are presented in Figure 4.3. The vertical alignment of the 

superlattice peaks with the GaN peak in the (K||, K⊥) coordinates indicates a coherent biaxial 

strain:  the in-plane MQW interatomic distance is matched to the GaN buffer layer and the 

out-of-plane distance is deformed.  

 

 

Figure 4.3. Reciprocal space map around (10-15) Bragg reflection peak at the wavelength of 
1.54056 Å for In0.11Ga0.89N (~1.7 nm)/GaN (9 nm) samples with: a) 30; b) 60; c) 100 QWs. K|| 
and K⊥ are wave vectors in the reciprocal space. 

Supposing a biaxial strain approximation of the MQWs on the GaN buffer layer for c-

orientation, the In-content x can be directly estimated from [Vickers, 2003]: 
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where c0

InGaN(x) and a0
InGaN(x) - lattice parameters, C13,33

InGaN(x)  - elastic constants of the 

relaxed InGaN film,  aexp
InGaN and cexp

InGaN -  lattice parameters of the strained InGaN film. In 

the first approximation, alloy variations of lattice parameters and elastic constants as a 
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function of x are extrapolated linearly from bulk values via Vegard’s law Eq. (2.12). For in-

plane biaxial strain aexp
InGaN = a0

GaN, the value of cexp
InGaN can be deduced from the position of 

0-order peak (SL0) in ω-2θ scan, which depends both on the thickness ratio between well and 

barrier and the In composition. The total period T is related to the average interplanar spacing 

d of the MQW by: 

T= (nGaN + nInGaN)×d = dGaN ×nGaN + dInGaN(x)×nInGaN        (4.4) 

where nGaN and nInGaN are the numbers of interatomic planes in the barrier and well 

(determined from HRTEM measurements (Figure 4.4)), dGaN and dInGaN(x) are the 

corresponding interatomic distances. d (and consequently cexp) is obtained from the 

measurement of the 0-order (0002) reflection and the value of dInGaN(x) is obtained from Eq 

(4.4). 

Finally, an In composition is determined by solving Eq. (4.3) with respect to the 

variable x and results are presented in Table 4.1. Based on these calculations, an average In-

content for samples is estimated to be 11 ± 2%.  

Table 4.1. Parameters of In0.11Ga0.89N/GaN SLs extracted from HRXRD measurements: SL 
period T, total superlattice thickness H, average c-lattice parameter <cSL>, In-content, and 
degree of relaxation R. 

Number of 
QWs 

T, nm H, nm <cSL>, Ǻ In-content, % R, % 

5 10.0 55.4 5.194 8.6 0 
15 9.55 155.8 5.195 9.0 0 
30 9.7 313 5.196 10.1 0 
40 10.3 - 5.199 13.5 - 
60 10.6 - 5.198 12.9 0.6 
100 10.7 - 5.197 12.5 1.7 

 

 

Figure 4.4. HRTEM images of the In0.11Ga0.89N (1.3 nm)/GaN (8-9 nm) QW region for 
samples with: a) 30 QWs; b)100 QWs; c) HRTEM image of dislocations in the sample with 
100 QWs (images are from C. Bougerol). 
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The in-plane relaxation degree 

of In-content via: 

where a0
GaN - a-lattice parameter of GaN, 

Vegard’s law, aexp
InGaN - a-lattice parameter of InGaN ob

values of calculated relaxation are presented in 

are coherently biaxially strained on GaN buffer layer. 

To improve this structural analys

100) were measured at the BM02 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility

using a wavelength λ = 1.28361 Å. Thanks to a large beam flux of the synchrotron radiation it 

is possible to measure a larger number of satellite peaks and extract more 

from the fit of the data. X’Pert Epitaxy softwar

and to fit the structural properties. 

sample with 30 QWs around the (0004) Bragg peak taking into account well and barrier 

thicknesses from TEM measureme

Figure 4.5. X-ray ω-2θ scan around (0004) 
nm / 8.4 nm) QWs grown on GaN/sapphi
carried out at the BM02 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility using a 
wavelength of λ = 1.28361 Å. Simulation (red curve) was performed with X’Pert Epitaxy 4.0 
program.  
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plane relaxation degree R of the superlattice can be estimated kn

� = U�>!� ���@U+���
U+� ���@U+���,    

lattice parameter of GaN, a0
InGaN - a-lattice parameter of InGaN calculated via 

lattice parameter of InGaN obtained from the 

values of calculated relaxation are presented in Table 4.1. We can conclude that all samples 

biaxially strained on GaN buffer layer.  

To improve this structural analysis, samples with larger number of QWs (30, 40, 60 and 

at the BM02 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility

1.28361 Å. Thanks to a large beam flux of the synchrotron radiation it 

is possible to measure a larger number of satellite peaks and extract more 

X’Pert Epitaxy software has been used to simulate 

structural properties. Figure 4.5 presents an example of ω

sample with 30 QWs around the (0004) Bragg peak taking into account well and barrier 

thicknesses from TEM measurements and In-content from Table 4.1. 

 scan around (0004) Bragg’s reflection for 30 In0.101

grown on GaN/sapphire substrate. The measurements 
carried out at the BM02 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility using a 

= 1.28361 Å. Simulation (red curve) was performed with X’Pert Epitaxy 4.0 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

of the superlattice can be estimated knowing the value 

  (4.5) 

lattice parameter of InGaN calculated via 

the experiment. The 

We can conclude that all samples 

is, samples with larger number of QWs (30, 40, 60 and 

at the BM02 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 

1.28361 Å. Thanks to a large beam flux of the synchrotron radiation it 

is possible to measure a larger number of satellite peaks and extract more precise information 

e has been used to simulate the XRD profiles 

ω-2θ simulation for 

sample with 30 QWs around the (0004) Bragg peak taking into account well and barrier 

 

0.101Ga0.899N/GaN (1.3 
. The measurements (black curve) are 

carried out at the BM02 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility using a 
= 1.28361 Å. Simulation (red curve) was performed with X’Pert Epitaxy 4.0 
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The XRD curve is rather well fitted in terms of the peak positions, but the decrease of 

the simulation peak intensity with the satellite order is slower as compared to experiment. The 

same effect for CdTe/MnTe superlattices grown by MBE was found in the work of Eymery et 

al. [Eymery, 2000]. It was shown that the change of the interface profile between the well and 

barrier can be used for better fitting of peak intensities. In their work they supposed a linear 

gradation of Mn concentration at the QW edges. Figure 4.6 shows an example of the ω-2θ 

scan around (0004) Bragg’s reflection fit for 30×In0.107Ga0.893N/GaN (1.7 nm/8.0 nm) QWs 

grown on GaN/sapphire substrate. In our case, we fitted XRD curves supposing different 

profiles of In-content gradation at the well interfaces: linear (Figure 4.6 (a), magenta curve), 

concave (Figure 4.6 (b), blue curve) and convex (Figure 4.6 (c), red curve). As it can be seen 

from the fit, the change of the interface profile influences mostly on the intensity of the high-

order peaks. The best fit of the peak intensities for all samples under study is obtained for 

convex shape of the In-content profile.  

 

Figure 4.6. X-ray ω-2θ scan around (0004) reflection at the 1.28361 Å radiation wavelength 
for 30×In0.107Ga0.893N/GaN (1.7 nm / 8.0 nm) QWs. Simulation is done with X’pert Epitaxy 
4.0 software supposing different shape of the In-content profile at the well interfaces: (a) 
linear (magneta curve); (b) concave (blue curve); (c) convex (red curve). 
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Table 4.2 summarizes the fit parameters of the active region: QW and QB thicknesses 

and In-content. The thickness of In composition gradient region is called on the bottom of 

QW: Twell_1 and on the top of the QW: Twell_3. The thickness of the well zone with constant In 

composition is called Twell_2. 

Table 4.2. Structure parameters: In-content, thickness of the barrier Tbar, thickness of the well 
with convex graded In composition: bottom interface Twell_1 and upper interface Twell_3, well 
thickness with constant In composition Twell_2 obtained from the fit of XRD r - 2θ scans. 

Number of QWs In-content, % Tbar, nm Twell_1, nm Twell_2, nm Twell_3, nm 

30 10.7 7.98 0.48 0.69 0.54 

40 12.0 8.49 0.24 1.10 0.41 

60 13.0  8.90 0.27 1.04 0.46 

100 12.0 8.94 0.41 0.78 0.60 

Figure 4.7 shows the final profile of the QW taking into account parameters listed in 

Table 4.2. The shape of QWs is not rectangular. This fact can be attributed to the peculiarity 

of the growth process.  The growth temperatures Tgr of the well and barrier are different. GaN 

barrier is usually grown at relatively high temperatures (in our case it is 900 0C), while InGaN 

well requires a significantly lower Tgr (750 0C). The necessity to use such moderate growth 

temperature is related to a low thermal stability of InGaN alloys due to a high nitrogen 

equilibrium vapor pressure and a high volatility of indium [Ju, 2007; MacChesney, 1970]. 

This temperature change enhances the interdiffusion between In and Ga atoms, especially for 

the top interface of the well (where the temperature increases) leading to the appearance of In 

composition gradient at the QW edges. 
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Figure 4.7. Quantum well profiles for In0.11Ga0.89N (1.7 nm)/GaN (8-9 nm) samples with 
different number of quantum wells (30-100). Convex function is used to describe the In 
composition profile at the QW edges. 

For all samples, the total thickness of QWs has almost not been changed and varies 

from 1.71 nm (for sample with 30 QWs) to 1.79 nm (for sample with 100 QWs). All 

variations in the period from sample to sample are mostly related to the variation in the barrier 

thickness (about 1 nm). The thickness of the barriers slightly increases with QW number (see 

Table 4.2). The same tendency has been observed for (3-10)×InGaN/GaN QWs grown on Si 

(111) substrates by Wu et al. [Wu, 2006]. These authors explained the increase of the barrier 

growth rate with the number of periods to be related to the presence of V-defects, supposing 

that there is a little destruction of reactants in V-defect region that creates an extra supply of 

precursors in the areas around of V-defect. As the size of V-defects increases with QW 

number (we also observed this effect experimentally in our samples (see Figure 4.8)), the area 

outside of the V-defect available for deposition from extra supply of precursors becomes 

smaller. This leads to the increase of the deposition and, consequently, of the growth rate. 

It is known that chemical etching can be used to reveal dislocations in GaN layers 

[Weyher, 2000]. Figure 4.8 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the 

samples with 10 and 20 In0.18Ga0.82N/GaN quantum wells without the p-GaN capping layer.  

Both samples were etched in hot phosphoric H3PO4 acid heated to 180 0C during 20 minutes. 

The lateral size of “dislocation” traces increases with QW number: tdis ≈ 140 nm for 

20×In0.18Ga0.82N/GaN QWs and about 90 nm for 10×In0.18Ga0.82N/GaN QWs. Density of 

dislocations was relatively the same: Ndis ≈ 1.4×108 cm-2 for 10 QWs and 1.5-1.6×108 cm-2 for 

20 QWs. 
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Figure 4.8. SEM images of V-defects for In0.18Ga0.89N/GaN samples with: (a) 10 QWs; (b) 20 
QWs. 

The period variation through the structure can be determined by analyzing the full 

width at half maximum (FWHM) of the satellite peaks [Fewster, 1988]. In the model 

proposed by Fewster, the measured FWHM broadening of every satellite βn is deconvoluted 

by the width of the “zero-order” peak in order to take into account the instrumental 

broadening and the defects of the samples: 

     βn = ��1h��� + �h.����/�,    (4.6) 

where β1 - broadening parameter, β0 - integral breadth for the “zero-order” satellite.  

The FWHMs satellites plotted against the diffraction order for (0004) reflection for 

samples with 30 – 100 QWs are presented in Figure 4.9.  
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Figure 4.9. Full width at half maximum of the satellite peaks as a function of the peak order 
at (0004) reflection (λ = 1.28361 Å) for In0.11Ga0.89N (1.7 nm)/GaN (8-9 nm) samples with 
different number of QWs. 

 The progressive broadening of the satellite peaks as a function of the order may be 

interpreted by the presence of a period variation. Quantitatively, the period variation can be 

found through following formula, directly derived from Bragg’s law: 

    ∆T   ≈ λh�/ [2∆r���� cos (r0)],               (4.7) 

where λ - wavelength, ∆r���� – angle difference between two satellites, r0 - angle for SL0 peak. 

With this analysis, we obtained the values of period fluctuations of 3.87, 1.45, 2.58 and 2.90 

Å for samples with 30, 40, 60 and 100 QWs, respectively. These results show that the period 

fluctuations remain negligible even for samples with very high number of QWs revealing a 

good stability of MOVPE techniques during a long time of growth (more than 30 hours of 

growth for sample with 100 QWs). 

Therefore, if the origin of peak broadening seen in ω-2θ scan (Figure 4.2) does not 

relate to the period fluctuations, it can be related to the composition inhomogenieties. Optical 

measurements are considered as a good method to verify this assumption. 

 

 

4.1.2 Analysis of optical properties (PL and transmission) 
 

According to data obtained with XRD analysis, the In-content varies from 9 to 13%. 

This composition variation should also affect the optical properties of the samples.  

 Figure 4.10 (a) shows a low temperature (5 K) PL spectra from the In0.11Ga0.89N(1.7 

nm)/GaN(8-9 nm) samples with different number of QWs. 
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Figure 4.10: (a) Low temperature (T = 5 K) PL measurements for In0.11Ga0.89N (1.7 nm)/GaN 
(8-9 nm) samples with number of QWs varying from 5 to 100. (b) An example of the PL 
intensity evolution with the temperature for 30×In0.11Ga0.89N (1.7 nm)/GaN (8-9 nm) QWs. 
Blue curve shows the fit of experimental data with Eq. (4.12). 

The PL emission wavelength change from 390 nm to 408 nm is in a good agreement 

with the variation of In composition obtained from the structural analysis (from 9 to 13%) 

[O’Donnell, 2004]. The broadening of PL spectra, with the FWHM change from 70 to 195 

meV, indicates an increase in the nonuniformity of the indium composition with the QW 

number.  

Measurements of PL peak intensity dependence on temperature can give an idea about 

the presence of localization effect inside the QWs. An example of PL intensity evolution with 

the temperature for sample with 30 QWs is presented in Figure 4.10 (b). Supposing that at 

low temperature all carriers are localized and recombine only radiatively, the integrated PL 

intensity can be fitted using the following formula [Wen, 2007]: 

��#�
��#�.� = �

�fX���Y/��,               (4.8) 

where I - PL intensity, C - fitting constant proportional to the density of the nonradiative 

recombination centers, E1 - activation energy (energetic barrier that carriers should overcome 

to reach nonradiative recombination centers), k - Boltzmann’s constant. 

The ratio between PL intensities at 0 K and at room temperature (300 K) is generally 

attributed to the internal quantum efficiency (IQE). The carrier localization induced by the 

presence of potential fluctuations in the QW region introduces an additional term to the Eq. 

(4.8) [Gacevic, 2011]: 
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 P�? ≈ ��#�
��#�.� = ��

��f� � = �
��fXY���Y�����fXB���B���

,              (4.9) 

where E2 - thermal escape energy of the carriers moving out from QWs, Rr and Rnr - radiative 

and nonradiative recombination rates. 

Activation energy E1 extracted from the fit of the data is about 34±1 meV and average 

localization energy E2 is in the range of 105 – 140 meV for all samples (Table 4.3). These 

results are consistent with published data. Na et al. obtained the value of Ea1 = 27 meV for 10 

periods of In0.11Ga0.89N (1.4 nm)/GaN (7.5 nm) [Na, 2006]. Sun et al. estimated the values of 

Ea1 and Ea2 to be 13 meV and 170 meV, respectively, for 4×In0.2Ga0.8N (3 nm)/GaN (12 nm) 

QWs [Sun, 2011]. 

There is not only the variation of the PL intensity with the temperature, but also a shift 

of the peak position. Figure 4.11 shows an example of the PL peak position dependence on 

the temperature for samples with 30, 60 and 100 QWs. 

 

 

Figure 4.11. The temperature dependence of the PL peak position on temperature for 30, 60 
and 100 In0.11Ga0.89N (1.7 nm)/GaN (8-9 nm) QWs. Red curve shows fit of the experimental 
data with Eq. (4.13). 

Normally, the change of the band gap with temperature in semiconductors should 

follow the Varshni’s law (Eq. 2.19). In our case, an anomalous temperature behavior is 

observed for all investigated samples. This is also known as “s-shaped” temperature 

dependence (redshift – blueshift – redshift). To explain the origin of the “s-shape” the 

following model has been proposed by Cho et al. [Cho, 1998]. For low temperatures (less 

than 70 K) the radiative recombination process is dominant, weakly localized carriers are 
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thermally activated and relaxed down into lower energy tail states induced by potential 

fluctuations, which results in the initial redshift of the peak energy. With temperature increase 

(from 70 to 150 K), non-radiative process starts becoming dominant, carriers recombine 

before reaching the lower energy tail states and their lifetime is decreasing. This behavior 

leads to the blueshift of the peak energy. For temperatures higher than 150 K, the non-

radiative recombination is dominant and carrier’s lifetime is almost constant, the blueshift 

becomes smaller and the temperature-induced bandgap shrinkage becomes responsible for the 

redshift behavior of the PL peak. The band-tail model is usually used to describe the degree of 

localization effect. In this model the emission energy dependence on the temperature can be 

given by the following expression [Eliseev, 1997]: 

   ?�b� = ?�0� − d#B
#fe − �B

"�#               (4.10) 

where E(0) - energy gap at 0 K, α - Varshni’s parameter, β - Debye temperature. The third 

term on the right comes from the localization effect. σ represents the degree of localization 

(the larger value of σ means a stronger localization effect) and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. 

The values of σ obtained by fitting the experimental data with the equation (4.10) are listed in 

Table 4.3. Our results are consistent with the literature for InGaN/GaN QWs. Wang et al. 

obtained the values of localization parameter σ = 23 meV for 8×In0.15Ga0.85N (3 nm)/GaN (14 

nm) QWs and Murotani et al. estimated σ to be in the range from 15 – 35 meV for 

InGaN/GaN QWs with In-content varied from 0.20 to 0.31 [Wang, 2012; Murotani, 2013]. It 

is clear that this model fits well the experimental results in the 75 – 300 K temperature range.  

But it is not valid for low temperatures (less than 75 K). This is related to degeneracy of the 

carrier occupation at low temperatures (less than 75 K) that is not taken into account in the 

Eliseev’s model [Eliseev, 1997].  

It is interesting to notice that localization parameter σ is increasing with QW number, 

showing an increase of localization effect. In general, the variations of defect density, indium 

content, well width and interface roughness between the well and barrier may all contribute to 

the formation of different localization levels. From XRD data we have shown that the 

relaxation of the samples is negligible as well as the variation in the period. HRTEM images 

indicate a good quality of the interfaces. Therefore, the origin of the localization effect 

increase is most possibly related to the nonuniformity of the In composition. This explanation 
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is also consistent with the broadening of FWHM for low temperature PL spectra (Figure 4.10 

(a)). 

Table 4.3. Values of the band gap Eg, activation energy E1, localization energy E2, 
localization parameter σ and IQE = IPL(RT)/IPL(T = 5K) extracted from the fitting of PL 
spectra for samples with different number of In0.11Ga0.89N/GaN periods. 

Sample parameters 30 QWs 60 QWs 100 QWs 
Eg (eV) 3.25 3.11 3.09 
E1 (meV) 34 34 34 
E2 (meV) 127 105 139 
σ (meV) 23 25 29 
IQE (%) 1.3 1.0 2.9 

Another indication of the localization presence in the InGaN/GaN QW structure is the 

existence of so-called Stokes’ shift. The Stokes’ shift is the difference in the energy between 

PL and absorption peaks. In order to estimate the value of Stokes’ shift, we should first 

determine the absorption edge. Absorption edge can be attained by fitting the transmission 

data with a sigmoidal function [Donnell, 1999]:   

    g�?� = d+
�f�������∆�

               (4.11) 

where Eg - effective bandgap energy, α0 – absorption coefficient, that corresponds to the 

absorption at energies well above a bandgap energy, ∆E - absorption band edge width, 

equivalent to the Urbach tailing energy*. 

The transmission spectrum of the samples under study is presented in Figure 4.12. A 

sharp absorption cutoff of GaN (at 365 nm) is followed by the absorption of InGaN/GaN 

QWs in the 365 – 415 nm region. The absorption increases and the absorption edge broadens 

with the number of MQWs. But still the absorption is not complete even for sample with 

60×In0.11Ga0.89N (1.7 nm)/GaN (8-9 nm) QWs.  

As we said before, the thickness of InGaN should be about 300 nm to absorb 95% of 

incoming light. Indeed, the total absorption thickness (summarized thickness of the InGaN 

layers) of the sample with 60 QWs is only 102 nm and that is not enough for full absorption. 

The effective band gap energy obtained through the fitting of the transmission data for all 

samples under study with the formula (4.14) is 3.11 ± 0.02 eV. This result is consistent with 

results obtained from PL measurements. The value of ∆E is increasing from 17±2 meV (15 

and 30 QWs) to 32±2 meV (40 and 60 QWs), confirming the increase of In-content 

inhomogeneities with QW number. 
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From the values of the absorption edge and PL peak positions, the Stokes’ shift is 

estimated to be 40±11 meV. Usually, the presence of the Stokes’ shift is attributed to 

localization [Martin, 1999], quantum-confined Stark effect [Bercowicz, 2000] or a mixture of 

both.  

 

Figure 4.12. Room-temperature transmittance spectra of 5-60×In0.11Ga0.89N (1.7 nm)/GaN (8-
9 nm) samples. 

Considering that the thickness of QWs is very small (1.7 nm), the influence of QCSE on 

PL spectra is negligible. Therefore, the most probable nature of the Stokes’ shift can be the 

presence of carrier localization because of In-content fluctuations.  

To summarize the results, we show that all samples have a strong PL emission at the 

wavelength of about 400 nm for the band gap of about 3.1 eV extracted from temperature PL 

and absorption measurements. The S-shape dependence of the PL emission as a function of 

the temperature, Stokes’ shift presence and the broadening of absorption edge reveal the 

existence of localization effect in the active region that could be mainly attributed to potential 

fluctuations in QWs because of In composition inhomogeneities. 

 

 

4.2 Electrical properties 
 

After structural characterization, all samples have been processed into solar cells using 

photolithography, plasma etching and metallization processes (see Chapter 3).  
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Photocurrent spectral response of the solar cells under study is presented in Figure 4.13. 

Measurements were performed at room temperature on the optical transmission spectroscopy 

setup.   

Spectral cutoff is red-shifted in comparison to GaN photodetector because of the InGaN 

QW presence. The shift of the spectral cutoff with QW number from 398 nm to 416 nm is 

consistent with transmittance and PL measurements. The efficiency above the GaN bandgap 

of the devices increases by a factor of 10 when increasing the number of QWs in the active 

region from 5 to 30. Then, it saturates and remains at the same level for samples with 30, 40 

and 60 QWs. 

EQE exhibits the ratio of the number of electrons collected by the solar cell to the 

number of incident photons. So, it includes the efficiencies of three processes happening 

inside the solar cell under illumination: absorption, carrier separation and collection. The 

enhancement of the EQE for samples with 5 – 30 QWs can be directly related to the increased 

absorption with the number of periods. The following saturation of EQE for sample with 40 

QWs and slight decreasing of the EQE for sample with 60 and 100 QWs can be related to an 

increase of collection losses.  

 

Figure 4.13. Spectral response of the In0.11Ga0.89N(1.7 nm)/GaN(8-9 nm) samples varying the 
number of quantum wells [Valdueza, 2013]. 

The dependence of the dark current density on the reverse bias for the cells under study 

is shown in Figure 4.14. It is well known that the reverse dark current is related to the 

presence of defects in the structure [Kozodoy, 1998]. Therefore, the monotonous decrease of 

the reverse current with increasing of number of QWs indicates that the dislocation density 
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generated by misfit relaxation is not critical for our device performance. This is also 

consistent with XRD data showing no significant strain relaxation with QW number except 

for sample with 100 QWs. That shows faster increase of the leackage current compared to the 

samples with 40 and 60 QWs. 

 

Figure 4.14. Dark current vs reverse bias measurements for In0.11Ga0.89N(1.7 nm)/GaN(8-9 
nm) samples with different number of periods. 

This is further confirmed by the enhancement of Voc from 1.4 V to 2.4 V with the 

number of QWs, while the fill factor remains almost the same 54-56%. The decrease of open-

circuit voltage for sample with 100 QWs can be related to the relaxation and defect formation 

inside the active region in accordance with HRTEM images. The dependence of Jsc on the 

active region follows the same trend as predicted by the theoretical model in the section 4.1. 

The Jsc increases with the increase of the QW number for thin structures because of 

absorption improvement. For samples with QW number more than 40, the value of Jsc starts 

saturating reaching the maximum at 0.68 mA/cm2. This behavior can be related to the 

appearance of carrier collection losses because of very thick active region (in accordance with 

EQE measurements). In spite of increased photon absorption, the carriers can be collected 

only from the first 40-50 QWs. Carriers created in the remaining QWs are lost in the 

recombination process. The increase of the carrier recombination is also supported by the 

value of Voc that starts decreasing for sample with 60 and 100 QWs. 

The value of optimal active region predicted by the simplified theoretical model is 

overestimated (1.3 µm instead of about 400-500 nm). This discrepancy can be related to the 

values of physical parameters (carrier lifetime and mobility) used for plotting theoretical 

curves that can be different for our samples compared to the values from the literature. 
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Current density–voltage characteristics of the samples under 1 Sun AM1.5G equivalent 

illumination are presented in Figure 4.15.  All devices showed very homogenious electrical 

characteristics through the sample. The values of open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, 

fill factor, and conversion efficiency for all samples are listed in the Table 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.15. Current density – voltage characteristics of In0.11Ga0.89N(1.7 nm)/GaN(8-9 nm) 
solar cells under 1 Sun AM1.5G equivalent illumination. 

 

Table 4.4. Summary of the electrical parameters for In0.11Ga0.89N(1.7 nm)/GaN(8-9 nm) QW-
based solar cells under 1 Sun AM1.5G illumination: external quantum efficiency EQE, short-
circuit current Jsc, open-circuit voltage Voc, fill factor FF and conversion efficiency η.  

Number of 
QWs 

EQE at 380 
nm 

Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF (%) η (%) 

5 4.1 1.6±0.05 0.11±0.01 54±0.01 0.09 

15 16 1.8±0.05 0.24±0.01 56±0.03 0.24 

30 38 2.1±0.05 0.42±0.01 54±0.03 0.48 

40 36 2.4±0.05 0.63±0.01 56±0.03 0.85 

60 31 2.3±0.05 0.68±0.02 56±0.03 0.88 

100 25 1.9±0.05 0.68±0.02 60±0.01 0.78 
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The conversion efficiency was calculated using Eq. (2.10). A low value of conversion 

efficiency under 1 Sun AM1.5G illumination is related to the lack of absorption at the 

wavelength higher than 415 nm. An enhancement of η by 1 order of magnitude is observed 

when increasing the number of QWs from 5 to 60. This increase is mainly associated to the 

variation of the short-circuit current density, which is enhanced by a factor of 6 with 

increasing the number of periods.  

 

 

4.3 Theoretical model of the short-circuit current 
dependence on the QW number 

 
We developed a simple model to provide an estimation of the value of carrier diffusion 

length for holes in the active region, assuming a p-i-n MQW structure with similar 

characteristics as our samples. In particular, we model the evolution of the short-circuit 

current with the active region thickness using a simple approach based on the following 

assumptions: 

 

  (1)    The carrier concentration in i-region is small compared to carrier concentration in 

p- and n-regions. 

(2)   Short-circuit current is mostly caused by carriers created in QWs, and the 

absorption and carrier generation at wavelengths above 380 nm are considered 

constant through the total thickness of i-region. This approximation is based on a 

simple estimation from the band-edge absorption coefficient for InGaN material 

(~ 105 cm-1) giving 95% absorption of the incoming light for 300 nm thickness 

[Wu, 2002]. This thickness corresponds to more than 200 QWs with 1.3 nm well 

thickness.  
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Figure 4.16. Graphical schematic of the electron-hole creation inside i-region in the frame of 
our model. 

In most cases the total current is presented as a sum of hole and electron currents: J = Jn 

+ Jp. In this formula two currents are considered as completely independent one from another. 

In our model we assume that we need both: electron and hole arriving to the n- and p-zones, 

respectively. Therefore, we present Jsc as a product of two probabilities Pp for holes and Pn for 

electrons to reach p- and n-zones for a given photogenerated electron-hole density. We 

assume the electric field inside i-region as F = Vbi/W [Raisky, 1997; Mahmood, 2009], where 

Vbi is the built-in voltage and W is the thickness of the depleted region (i.e. intrinsic region 

with MQWs) which is given by W = Nw ×( Lw + Lb), where Nw is the quantum well number 

and Lw,b are the thicknesses of the well and the barrier. According to Figure 4.16, we express 

Pp and Pn probabilities as follows:  

N� = V@
�!
�! = V@ >

�!�! = V@ >�
 \;�!¡!  N	 = V@� � = V@��>

� � = V@ >���>�
 \;� ¡                           (4.12) 

where tp/tn is the time that hole/electron needs to reach a p/n area, respectively, τp/τn is the 

hole/electron lifetime, ¢p/¢n is the hole/electron drift velocity, µp/µn is the hole/electron 

mobility.  

The equation giving the value of Jsc can be written as: 

 

-O% = £ -.�K�N��K�N	�K�¤K¥
.                               (4.13) 

where J0(x) is a fitting parameter which includes the number of electron-hole pairs generated 

per second in dx area. Thanks to high mobility and concentration of electrons we assume that 

all electrons created in QWs are able to reach n-side and Pn(x) = 1. In the case of 

homogeneous generation along the active region, i.e. J0(x) = constant, the short-circuit current 

density can be re-written as follows: 
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-O%	��� = -. �"!¥� ¦1 − V
��B
�! §	                            (4.14) 

where kp = µpτpVbi. 

Figure 4.17 shows the fit of experimental data with Eq. (4.14). Experimental values of Jsc are 

taken from Table 4.4 and active region thickness W is calculated from HR-XRD for every 

sample. 

 

Figure 4.17. Fit of the experimental data with Eq. (4.14). 

From the fit we can extract the key parameter kp, which accounts for the product 

between the lifetime and mobility for holes in the structure. This allows us to estimate the 

value of the effective hole diffusion lengths in the MQW region using the formula:  

�� = �"#� ¨�, where q is the electron charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the 

temperature. The obtained effective diffusion length for holes is Lp=64±4 nm. This value is in 

accordance with the values obtained by others for similar type of structures [Chichibu, 1997]. 

In the model presented here only drift current is taken into account, but in the samples 

with thick i-region there is also diffusion current exsists that can contribute to the carrier 

collection. To estimate the value of the effective hole diffusion length taking into account 

both diffusion and drift currents additional measurements and calculations have also been 

performed.  

Capacitance-voltage measurements have been done to determine the depletion width 

of the samples under study. The result of the extracted capacitance dependence on the i-region 
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thickness is presented in Figure 4.18. The measurements were done for devices with 1×1 mm2 

mesa size. 

Capacitance decreases linearly with the i-region thickness for sample with 5-30 QWs 

and saturates for the sample with 40 QWs. From these measurements we were able to 

calculate the width of the depleted region (ddepl) using the following formula: 

¤n��j =	 ��+©X                         (4.15) 

where ε is the relative dielectric permittivity (here ε = 10), and ε0 is the electric constant (ε0 = 

8.85×10-12 F/m). From these calculations we can say that MQW region is completely depleted 

in the samples with 5–30 QWs and only partly depleted for samples with 40–100 QWs. 

Maximum depleted thickness is limited to 340 nm. This can be related to high background 

doping of the QW region (n~1017 cm-3) [Nelson, 2003]. 

 

Figure 4.18. Capacitance dependence on the MQW region thickness (Vappl = 0V). 

Therefore, if MQW region is compeletely depleted for samples with 5-30 QWs, we 

can assume that the photocurrent obtained for these samples is mostly determined by the drift 

current. But for samples with thicker active regions (such as with 40-100 QWs) one part of 

the QW region is left without electric field and contribution of the diffusion current in Jsc 

appears. Formulas used here for diffusion length calculation were taken from [Wee, 2014].  

The drift current collected in the depletion region can be expressed as: 

 

-nª�«¬ = 0 £ �K�Q$�¬�K�¤KH�.                    (4.16) 
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where q is the electron charge, φ(x) is the probability of the carrier collection (here it is taken 

to be equal 1, it means that there is no recombination inside the i-region), xd – thickness of the 

depleted region, Gopt(x) is the generation rate of the electrons for monochromatic radiation. 

Gopt(x) can be expressed as follows: 

 

Q$�¬�K� = bmΦ.η¯αe@²³                   (4.17) 

 
where Tλ is the optical transmission factor of the semitransparent contact, Φ0 is the insident 

flux density, ηλ is the number of the created electron-hole pairs per one photon (here ηλ is 

assumed to be 1. It means one photon creates one electron-hole pair), α is the absorption 

coefficient (here it is taken to be ~ 105 cm-1), x is the absorption thickness. 

 Substituting Eq. (4.17) into Eq. (4.16) we obtain: 

 

-nª�«¬ = 0bmΦ.α£ V@dH¤K = bmΦ.0�1 − V@dH��H�.                (4.18) 

 

 For samples with thick MQW region (40-100 QWs), a part of i-region is not depleted 

(has no electric field). The schematic of the band diagram for such type of samples is show in 

Figure 4.19. Therefore, the total Jsc is a sum of the drift and diffusion current (Jsc = Jdrift + 

Jdiff).  

 

 

Figure 4.19. A schematic of the band diagram for p-i-n solar cell with a very thick i-region. 
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Diffusion current for electrons can be expressed as follows (for holes it is done analogically): 

 

-n�«« = −0�	 n	�H�nH |H�H�                    (4.19) 

 

where Dn is the diffusion coefficient. n(x) is the electron density distribution in i-region where 

x ≥ xd and it can be obtained through the solving of the minority carrier continuity equation: 

 

n	�H�
n¬ = �	 nB	�H�nHB + Q$�¬�K� − 	�H�@	!+µ = 0                 (4.20) 

 

Solution of Eq. (4.20) looks as follows: 

 

1�K� = ¶.V@d�H@H�� − ¶.V@�H@H��/4 + 1�+                (4.21) 

 

where ¶. = #·¸+��¹>�d4 
3 (�@dB4 B ) . The description of how the minority carrier continuity equation has 

been solved is presented in Annex 2. 

After substituting of Eq. (4.21) into Eq. (4.19), we obtain a formula for diffusion current: 

 

-n�«« = 0bmΦ.V@dH�( d4 
�fd4 

)                   (4.22) 

 

The total current is a sum of the drift and diffusion currents and therefore, it can be expressed 

by: 

-¬$¬ = -n�«« + -nª�«¬ = 0bmΦ.(1 − ��¹>�
�fd4 

)                 (4.23) 

 

Rearranging Eq. (4.23) we can extract the value of diffusion length Ln: 

 

�	 = �
d ��#·¸+��¹>�

�#·¸+@(�8�
− 1�                   (4.24) 

 

As it was obtained from capacitance-voltage measurements, i-region of the samples with 5–30 

QWs is compeletely depleted. Therefore, we can consider that the Jsc obtained from these 

samples is mostly composed from the drift current. Taking the value of the Jdrift = Jsc for 

samples with 5–30 QWs and using Eq. (4.18), we can estimate the value of qTλΦ0 that should 
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be the same for all samples under study. As it was previously said, in the samples with thick i-

regions the Jsc includes both currents: diffusion and drift. Therefore, setting Jtot = Jsc for 

samples with 60 and 100 QWs and taking into account previously obtained qTλΦ0 we were 

able to calculate the value of the effective hole diffusion length Lp = 42 nm that is the same 

order of magnitude as obtained from the model fitting. The value of diffusion length seems 

quite small but one should remember that this is effective diffusion length obtained for holes 

in MQW region. 

 

 

4.4 Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, samples with different number of In0.11Ga0.89N (1.7 nm)/GaN (8-9 nm) 

QWs from 5 to 100 have been grown by MOVPE. All samples have a good crystalline quality 

and sharp interfaces between wells and barriers. There is an interdiffusion process of In-atoms 

inside the GaN barriers because of temperature change during the growth, leading to the 

gradation of In composition at the QW edges. Thanks to low In-content we succeeded to grow 

a large number of QWs without appearance of a significant plastic relaxation (i.e. dislocation 

occurrence). The variation of the period through the structure was also estimated to be less 

than 3 Å, revealing a good stability of the growth process during a long time: the growth of 

100 QWs lasted more than 30 hours.  

The analysis of the optical properties with s-shape of the PL energy dependence on the 

temperature and the presence of a Stokes’ shift demonstrated the excistance of In fluctuations 

in all samples with high number of QWs. The increase of the localization parameter σ points 

out the enhancement of In inhomogeneities with QW number.  

After structural characterization, the samples have been processed into solar cells with 

0.5×0.5 mm2 and 1×1 mm2 mesa sizes. Devices with both mesa sizes showed a high 

homogeneity of the photovoltaic characteristics. We showed an enhancement of conversion 

efficiency with QW number. The maximum value of 0.88% is obtained under 1 Sun AM1.5G 

equivalent illumination for sample with 60 QWs. The values of Jsc and Voc have been 

improved with the number of periods from 5 to 40. As expected, the increase of the total 

InGaN thickness in the structure improves the light absorption and positively influences the 

value of short-circuit current that shows a linear increase with the QW number. Thanks to the 

absence of the strain relaxation and its related defect formation we do not observe the 

degradation of Voc and FF as it is usually measured by other groups [Young, 2013; Liou, 
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2011]. It confirms that the control of the strain relaxation is a very important issue in the 

growth of InGaN-based materials and it must be carefully managed to obtain a high-efficient 

solar cell. Inspite we managed to postpone the strain relaxation in the samples, nevertheless 

with increase of the active region thickness the probability of the carrier recombination on the 

way to the contact increases. This leads to the saturation of Jsc and decrease of Voc for 

structures with thick i-region. 

A simplified model taking into account the change of the electric field with active 

region thickness was developed to estimate an effective hole diffusion length (Lp) inside 

MQW region. According to model fitting of the experimental data Lp = 64 nm. Capacitance-

voltage measurements showed that for samples with thick MQW regions (40, 60 and 100 

QWs) only a part of MQWs was depleted. It means that diffusion current plays a significant 

role in the value of the short-circuit current for these samples. Therefore, the value of the 

effective hole diffusion length has been re-calculated taking into account capacitance-voltage 

measurements and diffusion current for samples with thick MQW region. Finally, Lp = 42 nm 

has been estimated that has the same order of magnitude with obtained through the model 

fitting. 

 Therefore, we investigated In0.11Ga0.89N (1.7 nm)/GaN (8-9 nm) solar cells with QW 

number from 5 to 100. The conversion efficiency of 0.88% for sample with 60 QWs under 1 

Sun AM1.5G equivalent illumination was reached. This relatively low (compare to Si or 

GaAs) value shows that such kind of solar cells can not be used as an independent 

photovoltaic solution because it absorbs light only with the wavelength less than 415 nm, 

while the peak of solar spectrum on the Earth is in 470-550 nm range. Therefore, it is 

necessary to increase the absorption wavelength of InGaN-based devices. This can be done by 

optimizing QW design. 
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Chapter 5  

Active region design optimization of the 
InGaN/GaN QW-based solar cells 

In the previous chapter, we discussed the influence of QW number on photovoltaic 

properties of In0.11Ga0.89N/GaN quantum well-based solar cells. The performance of the best 

solar cell exhibited promising electrical parameters such as Voc = 2.3 V, FF = 56% and Jsc = 

0.68 mA/cm2 that leads to an efficiency of 0.88%. Although, the values of open-circuit 

voltage and fill factor are comparable with the state-of-the-art [Lang, 2012; Deng, 2011], the 

short-circuit current value remains quite low and can be further improved by optimizing the 

design of the active region. Accordingly, in this chapter, we will investigate the effect of 

InGaN/GaN region design on structural, optical and photovoltaic properties of the devices by 

tuning the thickness of wells and barriers and In composition inside the wells. 

Several papers have been published as a result of the work presented in this chapter. In 

particular, section 5.1 was reported in [Redaelli, 2014] and section 5.2 was reported in 

[Valdueza, 2014]. 

 
 

5.1 Variation of quantum well thickness 
 

The light absorption is one of the most critical point of the InGaN/GaN solar cells that 

determines the value of Jsc. One of the ways for light absorption enhancement is to increase 

the thickness of absorbing InGaN layer. Increasing number of QWs leads to a thicker active 

region and decreases the internal electric field inside the structure damaging the collection 

efficiency. Another way to increase the thickness of absorbing layer is to change the QW 

thickness. We propose to address to this point in this section and discuss structural, optical 

and electrical features of samples with different QW thickness. 

Schematic of the sample structure investigated in this section is presented in details in 

Figure 5.1: 30×InGaN QWs with thickness 1.3, 3.1 and 5.4 nm keeping the same In 

composition target equal to 11% have been grown by MOVPE. The rest of the structure is 

exactly identical to the previous samples described in the Chapter 4. The 30×InGaN/GaN 
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samples with QW thickness of 1.3, 3.1 and 5.4 nm will be called as V1, V2 and V3 in the 

following. 

 

 

Figure 5.1. The structure of 30×InGaN (Tw nm)/GaN (9 nm) samples with different QW 
thickness Tw = 1.3, 3.1 and 5 nm. 

As it is well known, the increase of the well thickness changes the optical properties of 

the QWs. To illustrate this point, band diagrams for this batch of samples have been 

calculated with Nextnano3 software by Dr. Eva Monroy (Figure 5.2). The calculations were 

done for three QWs in the middle of the active region supposed fully-strained on a bulk GaN 

substrate. A lattice temperature of 5 K, an InN bandgap of 0.69 eV and a band gap bowing 

parameter of 1.4 eV were assumed.  

The increase of QW thickness induces a lowering of the energy difference between hole 

and electron-states together with increased Quantum Confined Stark Effect. That causes the 

red-shift of PL emission (from 390 nm to 475 nm). Besides, the presence of piezoelectric field 

leads to the reduction of the electron and hole wave function overlap.  

 

Figure 5.2. Band diagrams of the In0.12Ga0.88N/GaN (tQW / 8.5 nm) MQW structure for (a) tQW 
= 1.3 nm, (b) tQW = 3.1 nm, (c) tQW = 5.4 nm. Two first electronic levels in each QW are 
shown with their squared wave functions [Redaelli, 2014]. 
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* Relaxation is defined as R = (aMQW – aGaN)/(aMQW0 – aGaN), where aMQW is the measured in-plane average lattice 

parameter of the MQW, aMQW0 is the average lattice parameter of the relaxed superlattice and aGaN is the lattice 

parameter of the GaN buffer layer. 
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5.1.1 Structural and optical investigation 

5.1.1.1 HRXRD 
 

To determine the structural quality of grown samples, XRD analysis was performed at 

the BM02 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) using a 

wavelength λ = 1.28361 Å. r-2θ scan around the (0004) reflection for V1, V2, V3 samples is 

presented in Figure 5.3 with simulated curves made using X’pert Epitaxy 4.0 software from 

Philips Analytical. 

The values of SL period derived from HRXRD measurements are listed in Table 5.1. In 

composition obtained from simulation is equal to 12 ± 2 % for all samples under study. The 

values of QW and QB barrier thicknesses are derived from HRTEM images (Table 5.1). 

 

Figure 5.3. r-2θ scan around (0004) reflection for InGaN/GaN samples with QW 
thicknesses: 1.3, 3.1 and 5.4 nm measured with radiation wavelength λ = 1.28361 Å. The 
simulations are presented in thin lines [Redaelli, 2014].  
 

To determine the degree of relaxation*, we performed a reciprocal space map (rsm) 

around the (10-15) reflection at the 1.54056 Å radiation wavelength with the HRXRD 

laboratory setup. Figure 5.4 shows an example of rsm mapping for sample with different QW 

thickness. 
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* Such large value of the error bar in relaxation is related to the low In-content in the samples and small 

difference in a-lattice parameters between GaN and relaxed QWs. 
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Figure 5.4. Reciprocal space map around (10-15) reflection for the 30×In0.12Ga0.88N 
(Tw)/GaN (9 nm): a) Tw = 1.3 nm; b) Tw = 3.1 nm; c) Tw = 5.4 nm samples. The 
measurements are done at HRXRD setup at the 1.54056 Å radiation wavelength [Redaelli, 
2014]. 
 

Samples with 1.3 and 3.1 nm QW thickness are coherently biaxially strained on GaN 

buffer layer within the error bar of the experimental technique. This error bar of relaxation is 

quite large in these samples and is estimated to be ± 20%*. Such large error bar is related to 

quite low In composition. On the contrary, a quite evident misalignement between GaN and 

SL peaks is seen in Figure 5.4 for sample with 5.4 nm QW thickness. The relaxation degree is 

found to be equal to 40 ± 20%. The thicknesses of barrier Tbarrier and well Twell (derived from 

HRTEM images) are listed in Table 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1. Parameters of 30×In0.12Ga0.88N/GaN QWs: SL period T, thickness of well Twell and 
barrier Tbarrier.

a)Values extracted from XRD ω-2θ scan around (0004) Bragg peak reflection; 
b)Values are extracted from HRTEM images. 

Samples Ta), nm 
(XRD) 

Tb)
well, nm Tb)

barrier , nm 

V1 9.7 1.3 ± 0.26 8.0 ± 0.26 
V2 12.0 3.1± 0.26 9.3 ± 0.26 
V3 13.7 5.4 ± 0.26 9.1 ± 0.26 
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5.1.1.2 HRTEM  

 

High resolution TEM (HRTEM) images were performed to investigate further the 

structural properties and especially, to study the strain relaxation in the MQW structure. 

Figure 5.5 shows HRTEM images of the active region for samples with different QW 

thicknesses. The MQW structure for sample V1 is well defined with abrupt interfaces and 

constant well thickness (Figure 5.5 (a)). The interfaces of sample V2 are still flat (Figure 5.5 

(b)) but in some places the misfit relaxations appear, disturbing the MQW structure (Figure 

5.5 (c)). This effect increases and takes place on larger areas for the sample V3 (see Figure 5.5 

d and e). In some regions, QWs remain well defined but somewhere they are heavily 

degraded. This degradation leads to a strong inhomogeneity of In composition and QW 

thickness.  

 

Figure 5.5. HRTEM images of InGaN/GaN QW region for samples with QW thickness: (a) 
1.3 nm; (b, c) 3.1 nm; (d, e) 5.4 nm (the images are from C. Bougerol) [Redaelli, 2014]. 
 
 
 
5.1.1.3 PL measurements 
 

The evidence of In inhomogeneities is also supported by low-temperature (5K) PL 

measurements (Figure 5.6). There is a noticeable red-shift of PL wavelength together with a 
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* For the samples under study, the relaxation error bars were estimated to be ±40% in sample V1 and ±20% in 
sample V2, due to the relatively low average In content in a MQW period. It is reasonable to assume fully 
strained QWs in sample V1, due to the fact that the wells are very thin in comparison to the barriers. However, 
the QWs of sample V2 may be partially relaxed in view of the defect structure observed by HRTEM. Thus, for 
the calculations in Fig. 5.7, we have assumed 10% relaxation in sample V2. 
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decrease of the PL emission intensity. This effect can be related to a presence of polarization 

field that reduces an energy difference between hole and electron states together with a 

decrease of the electron and hole wave function overlap causing a red-shift of PL emission 

and a drop in emission intensity, respectively. In addition, the FWHM of the PL peaks is 

significantly increased with QW thickness showing a structural quality degradation of the 

samples in accordance with TEM images. 

 

Figure 5.6. Low-temperature (5K) PL measurements from 30×In0.12Ga0.88N (tw)/GaN (8-9 nm) 
samples with Tw = 1.3, 3.1, 5.4 nm. 
 
 
 
5.1.1.4 Discussion 
 

Figure 5.7 presents the comparison of the experimental data obtained with PL 

measurements and simulated with Nextnano3 software data for different QW thickness (Tw = 

1.3, 3.1 and 5.4 nm) considering In0.12Ga0.88N (Tw)/GaN (8.5 nm) QWs. Black solid line 

shows emission wavelength dependence on QW thickness for strained QWs, dotted line 

corresponds to calculations done for fully-relaxed QWs. The stars indicate the emission 

wavelength calculated for samples under study taking into account their degree of relaxation 

(the degree of relaxation for sample V1, sample V2, sample V3 is 0, 10* and 40%, 

respectively). The lattice temperature for simulation calculation is supposed to be 5K. 
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The red-shift of the emission with QW thickness is mostly related to the QCSE that is 

induced by the presence of piezoelectric fields inside the MQW structure. The relaxation 

decreases the value of piezoelectric fields and therefore, leads to a smaller red-shift 

(comparison of the black solid and black dashed lines in Figure 5.7). Experimental results 

show the same trend as calculated values (taking into account the degree of relaxation), but 

they are slightly red-shifted. This effect becomes more evident with QW thickness. It can be 

related to In and QW thickness fluctuations inside the QW structure that increase with QW 

thickness. This data is in a good agreement with results obtained from HRTEM images and 

optical measurements. 

 

Figure 5.7. Calculated e1-h1 transition wavelength as a function of the QW thickness 
assuming the MQW fully strained on GaN and fully relaxed. The stars indicate the result for 
the strain state estimated by XRD measurements. The calculations are compared to the PL 
peak emission wavelength measured at 5 K. The error bars indicate the FWHM of the PL 
peaks [Redaelli, 2014]. 
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5.1.2  Photovoltaic properties 
 

Figure 5.8 presents the measurements of the spectral response for the 

30×In0.12Ga0.88N(Tw)/GaN(8-9 nm) under study. 

 

Figure 5.8. Spectral response of the 30×In0.12Ga0.88N/GaN(8-9 nm) samples with different 
QW thickness. Inset: the stars indicate the e1-h1 and e2-h2 transition wavelengths (λ) as a 
function of the QW width, calculated with Nextnano3 by Dr. E. Monroy assuming the lattice at 
room temperature and the strain states measured by XRD. Points indicate the experimental 
spectral cutoff of the samples, defined as the wavelength where the photocurrent drops to half 
of the maximum value [Redaelli, 2014]. 
 

As expected from PL measurements, the spectral cutoffs of the samples with thicker 

QWs are red-shifted with respect to sample V1. Surprisingly, the sample V3 is slightly blue-

shifted in comparison with sample V2. The peak responsivity measured at about 370 nm for 

all samples is about 155, 107 and 39 mA/W for QW thickness of 1.3, 3.1 and 5.4 nm. These 

numbers correspond to 0.52, 0.36, and 0.13 external quantum efficiencies, respectively.  

One possible explanation of the unexpected red-shift absence for sample V3 together 

with a decrease of the peak responsivity can be proposed. The increase of QW thickness 

induces the deepening of energetic levels inside the QWs and enhances the carrier 

confinement. Therefore, it may become difficult for carriers to escape from the deepest levels 

and most of the carriers collected at the contacts may escape from less-confined high-

energetic levels. 

Band diagram calculations (inset of Figure 5.8) support this assumption showing the 

correspondence of the spectral cutoff for sample with thin QWs (1.3 nm) with the energy 
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difference between e1-h1 levels and for sample with thick QWs (5.4 nm) with the energy 

difference between e2-h2 second electron-hole levels. 

Current density-voltage curves under 1 Sun AM1.5G equivalent solar illumination are 

shown in Figure 5.9. The values of electrical parameters extracted from these curves are listed 

in Table 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.9. Current density-voltage characteristics under 1 Sun AM1.5G equivalent solar 
illumination for 30×In0.12Ga0.88N (1.3-5.4 nm)/GaN (8-9 nm) solar cells [Redaelli, 2014]. 
 
Table 5.2. Electrical characteristics of samples with different QW thicknesses: short-circuit 
current Jsc, open-circuit voltage Voc, fill factor FF and conversion efficiency η. 
QW thickness (nm) Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF (%) η (%) 

1.3 0.42  2.2 54 0.49 

3.1 0.46  1.3 42 0.25 

5.4 0.14 1.1 47 0.07 

 

The highest value of short-circuit current is obtained for sample with QW thickness of 

3.1 nm: Jsc strongly depends on the number of absorbed photons and, as it was shown, the 

sample with QW thickness of 3.1 nm has a spectral cutoff red-shifted by 30 nm as compared 

to sample V1. It means that the sample V2 is able to absorb more photons and to create a 

larger number of carriers. Nevertheless, the spectral cutoff of the sample V3 (with 5.4 nm QW 

thickness) is about the same as for sample V2, but the value of Jsc is lower. This fact is related 

to a high number of dislocations created by strain relaxation in sample V3 as shown by XRD 

diffraction and HRTEM images. Carriers are created inside the QWs, but they can not be 

collected because of recombination with the defects.  
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A high dislocation density observed in TEM images has an effect on the value of open-

circuit voltage as well. The highest open-circuit voltage is obtained for sample V1 with the 

thinnest QWs. The value of Voc constantly decreases with QW thickness because of increased 

carrier recombination. Finally, the best conversion efficiency of 0.49% is obtained for sample 

with the thinnest QWs, attributed to the high structural quality of this sample compared to the 

others. 

It is also interesting to notice that the current for sample V1 significantly increases at the 

voltage higher than -2 V. This effect can be related to the increase of tunneling effect, because 

of higher electric field inside thinner active region [Watanabe, 2012; Wierer, 2012]. 

 
 

5.1.3 Summary of the role of QW thickness 
 

We investigated the structural and photovoltaic properties of the 30×In0.12Ga0.88N/GaN 

(8–9 nm)-based solar cells with different QW thickness (1.3, 3.1 and 5.4 nm). A theoretical 

simulation with Nextnano3 software predicts a red-shift of the emission wavelength of about 

80 nm by increasing the QW thickness from 1.3 to 5.4 nm due to the presence of the 

piezoelectric field inside the MQW structure. But experimentally, it was shown that the effect 

of the effective band gap decrease can not be completely used in photovoltaic cells. The 

deepening of the energetic levels with QW thickness increases the confinement of the carriers 

and prevents their escape from the well. Also, the enhancement of the strain inside the QW 

structure causes plastic relaxation and dislocation formation, as confirmed from XRD and 

TEM measurements. Dislocations degrade the collection efficiency of the devices and induce 

a decrease of the EQE from 0.52 for the sample with 1.3 nm QW thickness to 0.13 for the 

sample with 5.4 nm QW thickness. Therefore, in spite of the increased absorption, the 

collection of the carriers is very poor. It induces a strong decrease in the values of open-circuit 

voltage and fill-factor leading to conversion efficiency degradation. Consequently, the best 

value of conversion efficiency of 0.49% is obtained for sample with the thinnest QWs (1.3 

nm). 
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5.2 Variation of In composition 
 
There is one more way to improve the light absorption and the value of short-circuit 

current. It is well-known that an increase of the In-content helps to red-shift the absorption 

wavelength permitting to absorb a larger part of the solar spectrum [Wu, 2002; Wetzel, 1998]. 

Nevertheless, the growth of In-rich layers by MOVPE faces a lot of difficulties [Pantzas, 

2013; El Gmili, 2013]. The first one comes from the growth temperature that must be low 

enough for a sufficient incorporation of In atoms (T ˂ 800 0C). But at the same time, the 

quality of InGaN layers degrades at low growth temperature because of insufficient diffusion 

rate of metal atoms and poor decomposition rate of ammonia (NH3) [Mesrine, 1998]. The 

second difficulty comes from the InGaN lattice mismatch that increases with In-content 

causing the strain accumulation inside the QW structure. Beyond the critical thickness, the 

strains relieve by forming numerous dislocations that damages the quality of future solar cells. 

This section will investigate the influence of In-content on the solar cell properties. The 

In composition inside QWs was changed from 10 to 18% by decreasing the growth 

temperature (from 750 0C for samples with 10% of target In-content to 720 0C for samples 

with 18% of target In-content) and by increasing the TMIn flow (from 120 sccm to 200 

sccm), simultaneously. The temperature of barriers was kept the same (900 0C) for all 

samples. The schematic of the samples investigated in this section is presented in Figure 5.10.  

Based on the previous studies, the number of QWs was chosen to be 15 and 30 (to limit the 

strain relaxation with the increase of In-content). Because of increased TMIn flow the QW 

growth rate was also enhanced. Therefore, QW thickness for the samples with high In 

composition is larger (2 nm) compared to the samples with lower In-composition (1.3 nm). In 

the following we will call the four samples as: 

A1: N=15 QWs, In-content = 10%, QW thickness = 1.3 nm, 

A2: N=30 QWs, In-content = 10%, QW thickness = 1.3 nm, 

A3: N=15 QWs, In-content = 18%, QW thickness = 2 nm, 

A4: N=30 QWs, In-content = 18%, QW thickness = 2 nm. 
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Figure 5.10. Structure schematic for 15(30)×InGaN (1.3-2 nm)/GaN (9 nm) samples with 
different In composition x = 10 and 18%. 
 

Band diagrams calculated with Nextnano3 software are presented in Figure 5.11. The 

increase of In-content induces the deepening of the QWs and, respectively, energetic levels 

causing a red-shift of the emission wavelength and absorption cut-off. The simulation is done 

for In0.1Ga0.9N (1.3 nm)/GaN (8.5 nm) and In0.18Ga0.82N (2 nm)/GaN (9 nm) QWs, supposing 

them fully strained. (The lattice temperature is 300 K). 

 

Figure 5.11. Band diagrams of the a) In0.1Ga0.9N (1.3 nm)/GaN (8.5 nm) MQW structure and 
b) In0.18Ga0.82N (2.0 nm)/GaN (9.0 nm) QWs. The first electronic levels are shown with their 
squared wave functions. 
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5.2.1 Structural and optical investigation  
 

5.2.1.1 HRXRD 
 

Figure 5.12 (a) presents r-2θ scans for samples with 30×InxGa1-xN (1.3-2 nm)/GaN (9 

nm) QWs. Measurements are done at the BM02 beamline of the European Synchrotron 

Radiation Facility using the λ = 0.442959 Å wavelength. 

 

Figure 5.12. (a)r-2θ scans around the (0004) reflection at the emission wavelength λ = 
0.442959 Å for 30×InxGa1-xN (1.3 -2 nm)/GaN (9 nm) samples with target In composition x = 
10 and 18%. (b) Reciprocal space map around (10-15) reflection for 30×In0.18Ga0.82N/GaN 
sample.  K|| and K⊥ are reciprocal space vectors. 
 

Distinct and well-defined peaks for both samples confirm a good periodicity of the 

MQW structure. There is a slight variation in the period between the samples appearing as a 

shift of the satellite peaks induced by different QW thickness (see hereafter). To examine the 

strain state of the samples with higher In-content, reciprocal space mappings have been done. 

They demonstrated that all samples were coherently biaxially-strained on the GaN buffer 

layer regardless the In composition. Figure 5.12 (b) shows an example of rsm for sample with 

30×In0.18Ga0.82N/GaN QWs. 

Values of In-content were extracted using c-lattice parameter derived from HRXRD 

measurements and assuming a biaxial strain approximation, QW and QB thicknesses are 

obtained from HRTEM images (Figure 5.13). In-contents were calculated using Eq. (4.6) and 

correspond to the values of 10 ± 2% and 18 ± 2% for QW structures grown at 750 0C and 720 
0C, respectively.  
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5.2.1.2 HRTEM 
 

Typical HRTEM images show parallel QWs with abrupt interfaces confirming a good 

quality of the MQW structure for samples with both In-contents. An example of HRTEM 

image for 15×In0.18Ga0.82N (2 nm)/GaN (9 nm) is presented in Figure 5.13. Table 5.3 presents 

the values of In-content and SL period extracted from HRXRD measurements and well and 

barrier thicknesses derived from HRTEM images. 

 

Figure 5.13. TEM images of the 15×In0.18Ga0.82N (2 nm)/GaN (9 nm) QWs: a) active region; 
b) active region and p-GaN layer (the images are made by C. Bougerol). 
 

Table 5.3. Structural parameters of the active region for InxGa1-xN/GaN MQW-based 
samples: In-content and SL period T are extracted from HRXRD measurements, QW Twell and 
QB Tbar thicknesses are derived from HRTEM images. 

Sample QW number In-content (%) T (nm) Twell (nm) Tbar (nm) 

A1 15 9.0 9.6 1.3 8.5 

A2 30 10.7 9.7 1.3 8.4 

A3 15 19.1 10.8 2.0 9.0 

A4 30 16.4 11.2 2.0 9.0 

 

 

5.2.1.3 PL and transmission measurements 
 

The increase of In-content is also confirmed by low-temperature (5 K) PL 

measurements. The shift of PL peak emission wavelength is about 50 nm with increasing In-

content from 10 to 18%. For sample with 15 QWs and In-content of 18% the high intensity 

main peak is accompanied by a tail at shorter wavelengths. This effect may be related to an 

increase of In inhomogeneities inside the wells that often appear when increasing the In-

content [Lin, 2000]. 
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From simulation we obtained λ ≈ 390 nm for 1.3 nm QW thickness with 10% of In  and 

λ ≈ 460 nm for 2 nm QW thickness with 18% of In. The difference of 10 nm with 

experimental data can be related to In inhomogeneities inside the wells and an error bar in the 

In-content calculations. 

 

 

Figure 5.14. Low-temperature (5K) PL measurements of the 15(30)×InxGa1-xN(1.3-2 
nm)/GaN(8-9 nm) samples with x = 10 and 18% [Valdueza, 2014]. 
 

An average band gap energy Eg and absorption edge broadening ∆E were estimated 

using Eq. (4.14) to fit room-temperature transmission data (Figure 5.15). The results are listed 

in Table 5.4.  

The increase of In-content from 10 to 18% leads to the decrease of the average band gap 

of 0.28 eV, redshifting the emission wavelength of about 50 nm. The enhancement of the 

absorption edge broadening confirms the presence of In-content fluctuations inside the active 

region that increases with In-content. Based on the data derived from the fit of transmission 

measurements and room-temperature PL, the value of the Stokes’ shift is obtained to be about 

40 ± 12 meV and 200 ± 25 meV for low and high In-content samples, respectively. 
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Table 5.4. Optical properties of N×InxGa1-xN (1.3-2 nm)/GaN (8-9 nm) solar cells: λ emission 
PL wavelength at 5K, full-width-half-maximum of the PL curves at 5K, average band gap Eg, 
broadening of absorption edge ∆E and the Stokes’ shift. 
Sample QW number, N/ 

In-content, % 

λ at 5 K, 

nm 

FWHM at 

5K, meV 

Eg, eV ∆E, meV Stokes’ 

shift, meV 

A1 15/10% 398.3 76.6 
3.12 ± 0.01 18 ± 1 40 ± 10 

A2 30/10% 390.1 70.1 

A3 15/18% 450.8 83.0 
2.84 ± 0.02 31 ± 1 57 ± 5 

A4 30/18% 441.8 131.0 

 

Figure 5.15. Room-temperature transmittance and normalized PL measurements for samples 
with 15(30)×InxGa1-xN (1.3-2 nm)/GaN(8-9 nm) with x = 10 and 18% [Valdueza, 2014]. 
 

 

5.2.2 Electrical properties of solar cells 

After their structural characterizations, the samples were processed into devices with 

0.5×0.5 mm2 and 1×1 mm2 mesa sizes by using Cl2-based inductively coupled plasma etching 

(all detailed information about device structure and contacts have been previously presented 

in Chapter 3). 

Figure 5.16 shows the EQE spectrum. For samples A1 and A2, the spectral cutoff is 

shifted to 380 nm and for samples A3 and A4 to 465 nm in relation to GaN photodetector 
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(~365 nm). The peak EQE of the devices increases a factor of 2.3−2.4 when increasing the 

number of QWs from 15 to 30 for both In-contents. But for samples with higher In-content, 

the values of EQE are always lower than for samples with In-content of 10%, probably 

because of carrier localization in In inhomogeneities that were observed with optical 

measurements. 

 
Figure 5.16. External quantum efficiency for 15×InxGa1-xN (1.3-2 nm)/GaN (9 nm) with x = 
10 and 18% solar cells as a function of the wavelength [Valdueza, 2014]. 
 

From electrical characteristics in the dark (not shown here), we can extract the values of 

parallel (given by the tangent to the J-V curve at V = 0 V) and series (given by the tangent to 

the I-V curve at high voltages (V > Eg/e)) resistances.  The value of parallel resistance is 

caused by the leakage across the junction typically due to the presence of defects. The average 

values of parallel resistance extracted from electrical measurements in the dark (not shown 

here) is about RSH = (13±12)×106 Ωcm2 for samples with both In-contents showing that QWs 

were not significantly damaged because of higher In-content in agreement with HRTEM and 

HRXRD measurements. The calculated values of series resistance are RS = 0.19 (±0.05) Ωcm2 

and RS = 0.64 (±0.05) Ωcm2 for samples with 10% and 18% of In, respectively.  

Figure 5.17 shows the J-V characteristics for 0.5×0.5 mm2 devices, with 15/30 MQWs, 

and 10/18%-In under 1 sun AM1.5G equivalent illumination (1 kW/m2). Relatively high 

values of open-circuit voltage Voc = 2.0 V and fill factor FF = 58.9% are obtained for devices 
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with 30 MQWs and 10% of In-content. However, the short spectral cutoff wavelength limits 

the performance of the device with low In-content. The conversion efficiency raises a factor 

of ~20 by increasing the In-content in the QWs from 10% to 18%, obtaining a maximum Jsc = 

3.00 mA/cm2 and η = 2.00% for 15 MQW devices with 18% of In, at the price of the 

reduction of the FF to 39.3%. The electrical performance of the four structures is summarized 

in Table 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.17. J-V characteristics under 1 Sun AM1.5G equivalent illumination for 
15(30)×InxGa1-xN/GaN samples with x = 10 and 18% with 0.5×0.5 mm2 size of mesa 
[Valdueza, 2014]. 
 

The decrease of the fill-factor with In composition is mostly related to the increase of 

the series resistance. Nevertheless, from Figure 5.17, there is a definite increase of the J(V) 

curve slope around 0V for samples with higher In-content (green lines) compare to samples 

with low In-content (blue lines). The appearance of this kind of slope is generally attributed to 

a Rsh decrease. However, as it was calculated from dark measurements, Rsh is not changed 

significantly with In-content for our samples. It means that there is another reason for 

increasing the slope at 0V, which is related to In composition and it can be probably attributed 

to the change of the carrier collection efficiency with bias.  

Surprisingly, the value of Voc is improved with an increase of the In-content. Open-

circuit voltage is related to the value of short-circuit current Jsc and saturation current J0 

through Eq. (2.8). 

Values of saturation current J0 (“leakage current” in the device in the absence of light) 

extracted from the fit of dark ln(J)-V curves decreases with In composition pointing out the 

absence of the structural degradation for the samples with higher In-content (Table 5.5). 
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Table 5.5. Electrical parameters of solar cells having 15(30)×InxGa1-xN (1.3-2 nm)/GaN (9 
nm) MQWs with x = 10 and 18% and measured under 1 Sun AM1.5G equivalent illumination: 
external quantum efficiency EQE, saturation current J0, open-circuit voltage Voc, fill factor 
FF, short-circuit current Jsc and conversion efficiency η. 

Sample EQE at 

380 nm, %  

J0, 

mA/cm2 

Voc, V FF, % Jsc, 

mA/cm2 

η, % 

A1 16±1 2.4×10-5 1.5 57.8 0.13 0.11 

A2 38±1 5.4×10-5 2.0 58.9 0.23 0.29 

A3 14±1 2.0×10-7 1.7 39.3 3.00 2.00 
(inhomogeneous) 

A4 32±1 7.6×10-8 2.2 47.0 0.60 0.65 

 

The decrease of the fill factor for high In-content devices is a consequence of both the 

threefold increase in series resistance, and of the lower carrier collection efficiency (in 

agreement with EQE values). The drop in EQE is probably related to the existing hole 

blocking barrier* at the i-InGaN/p-GaN interface that increases with In-content [Jani, 2006]. 

In spite of higher Voc and FF, the overall photovoltaic performance of A4 is limited by the 

lower value of short-circuit current. This could be due to slightly lower In-content for sample 

with 30 QWs (16.4% in comparison with 19.1% for sample with 15 QWs). Also it is worth to 

notice that samples A3 with the highest In-content showed quite inhomogeneous electrical 

characteristics from device to device. This discrepancy of the data is related to the In 

fluctuations at a large lateral scale in agreement with PL data. 

 
 

5.2.3 Summary of the role of In-content 

 

(15 and 30)×InxGa1-xN/GaN samples with different In composition x = 10 and 18% 

have been investigated from structural and electrical point of view. All samples were 

coherently biaxially-strained on the GaN buffer layer as demonstrated by X-ray diffraction. 

The increase of In composition, checked by PL and absorption measurements, gives a 50 nm 

red-shift of the emission wavelength and absorption cutoff. The absorption edge broadening 

and Stokes’ shift show the presence of In fluctuations inside the active region that increases 

with In-content.  

EQE is improved by 2.3-2.4 times increasing the number of QWs from 15 to 30 for both 

In-contents, whereas a small reduction of EQE is measured for samples with In-content x = 
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18% as compared with x = 10%. This can be induced by the losses in collection efficiency 

because of the hole blocking barrier* at the i-InGaN/p-GaN interface that increases with In-

content and the difficulty for carriers to escape from deeper QWs. Increase of In-content also 

negatively influences the FF of the devices. This phenomenon can be related to the change in 

the collection efficiency with bias that becomes more critical for samples with higher In-

content. The value of Voc was not damaged indicating a similar level of structural quality. In 

addition, Jsc was significantly improved thanks to a decrease of the band gap and an increase 

of the absorption (as Sun illumination intensity rises almost linearly with the wavelength in 

the 400-550 nm spectral range). It is also worth to notice that samples with higher In-content 

showed quite strong inhomogeneity of the photovoltaic characteristics that can be related to In 

composition fluctuations. The best value of conversion efficiency of 2.0% was reached for 

15×In0.18Ga0.82N/GaN QWs. 

 

 

5.3 Variation of barrier thickness 
 

The increase of In-content induces several problems that have to be overcome to avoid 

any damage of the device electrical properties. One of them is the enhancement of the carrier 

confinement because of energy level deepening in the QWs. It becomes more difficult for 

carriers to escape and to be collected at the electrical contacts. As said before, there are two 

main ways for carriers to escape from the QWs: thermal emission and tunneling [Young, 

2013]. Thermal emission is efficient for low In-content devices, because carriers can move 

easily out from the well at room temperature, but as the energy levels go deeper (as it was 

shown for thicker QWs) the thermal emission becomes insufficient. Normally, for GaN 

barrier thicknesses of 9 nm, the tunneling effect is negligible as it was shown in the literature 

[Deng, 2011; Lang, 2012]. Therefore, it is necessary to decrease the barrier thickness to 

enhance the tunneling probability of the carriers from the QWs. In this section, we will 

investigate the samples having a 15×In0.17Ga0.83N (2 nm)/GaN (Tb) structure with a tuning 

barrier thickness (Tb) as depicted in Figure 5.18. To avoid a strong inhomogeneity of the 

photovoltaic properties that was observed in the previous series of samples with high indium 

composition, the growth temperature of the barriers was slightly decreased (from 900 0C to 

885 0C) for this series of samples. It is believed that it helps to avoid strong fluctuations inside 
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the QWs and improve the homogeneity of the sample. In the following, the samples with 9 

nm, 5.5 nm and 3.7 nm GaN barrier thickness will be called as D1, D2 and D3, respectively. 

 

Figure 5.18. Structure schematic for 15×In0.17Ga0.83N (2 nm)/GaN QW-based samples with 
thickness of GaN barriers: 3.7, 5.5 and 9.0 nm. 
 

Band diagrams for this series of samples have been also calculated with the Nextnano3 

software (Figure 5.19). Calculations are done for In0.17Ga0.83N (2 nm)/GaN (Tb) samples 

changing the thickness of the barrier Tb = 3.7, 5.5 and 9.0 nm. The lattice-temperature is 

supposed to be 5 K.  

With the increase of the barrier thickness, the piezoelectric field inside wells also 

increases inducing the tilt of the QW energy band. The difference in energy between electron 

and hole ground states decreases leading to a red-shift in spectral emission.  

 

 

Figure 5.19. Calculations of conduction and valence band diagrams with Nextnano3 software 
for 15×In0.17Ga0.83N (2 nm)/GaN QWs with barrier thickness: (a) 3.7 nm; (b) 5.5 nm and (c) 
9.0 nm. Red curves show the deepest energy level for electrons and the highest energy level 
for holes. 
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5.3.1 Structural and optical properties of as-grown samples 

 

5.3.1.1 HRXRD 
 

Figure 5.20 presents XRD r-2θ scans that have been performed with the laboratory 

HRXRD setup to assess the structural parameters of the 15×In0.17Ga0.83N(2 nm)/GaN (Tb) 

samples. The presence of several satellite peaks around GaN peak (the most intense) confirms 

a good periodicity of the structure. 

 

Figure 5.20. r-2θ scan around the (0002) Bragg peak reflection at 1.54056 Å emission 
wavelength for 15×In0.17Ga0.83N (2 nm)/GaN (3.7–9.0 nm). 
 

The superlattice period T and average c-lattice parameter extracted from r-2θ scans in 

Figure 5.20 are presented in Table 5.6. The value of In-content was calculated using Eq. (4.6) 

supposing that all samples are biaxially strained on GaN buffer layer. The thickness of QW is 

supposed to be 2 nm (by analogy with previous samples). 

Table 5.6. Structural parameters of 15×In0.17Ga0.83N (2 nm)/GaN (3.7–9 nm) samples: period 
T, total SL thickness H, average c-lattice parameter <cSL>, In-content and relaxation degree 
R. 

Sample T, nm H, nm <cSL>, Å In-content, % R, % 
D1 11.0 167 5.2084 15.0 - 
D2 7.5 110 5.2158 17.1 2.3 
D3 5.7 79 5.2241 17.1 20 

 

To investigate the strain state of the samples under study the reciprocal space mapping 

has been done. The examples of reciprocal space maps for all samples are shown in Figure 

5.21. The extracted values of relaxation are listed in Table 5.6. The sample D1 and D2 are 
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biaxially strained on GaN buffer layer, but for sample D3 there is a slight shift of SL0 peak 

relatively GaN peak in the (10-15) rsm, pointing out the relaxation appearance. In spite of the 

small visible misalignment, the value of relaxation* R reaches 20% for sample D3 supposing 

In composition of 17%. 

 

Figure 5.21. Reciprocal space maps around (10-15) Bragg’s peak reflection for 
15×In0.17Ga0.83N (2nm) QW-based samples with the thickness of GaN barrier: (a) 9.0 nm, (b) 
5.5 nm and (c) 3.7 nm. K|| and K⊥ are reciprocal space vectors. 
 

 

5.3.1.2 PL and transmission 
 

As shown in band diagram simulations, the change of the barrier thickness should 

influence the optical emission wavelength of investigated samples. Low-temperature (5 K) PL 

measurements are presented in Figure 5.22. 

A red-shift of emission wavelength of 12 nm appears with increasing of barrier 

thickness from 3.7 nm to 9.0 nm in a good agreement with a value of 18 nm obtained with 

Nextnano3 simulation. 

In spite of the increase of the QCSE with QB thickness, the PL intensity for thicker 

barriers is higher. This can be related to the increase of non-radiative recombination because 

of defect formation induced by the strain relaxation of QWs with thinner barriers in 

accordance with XRD measurements.  
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Figure 5.22. Low-temperature (5K) PL measurements of the In0.17Ga0.83N(2 nm)/GaN (3.7 – 
9.0 nm) QW-based samples. 
 

The influence of the barrier thickness on the transmittance spectra is shown in Figure 

5.23. In agreement with low-temperature PL measurements, we see a slight red-shift of the 

absorption edge for samples with thicker barriers. 

 

 

Figure 5.23. Transmission spectra for 15×In0.17Ga0.83N(2nm)/GaN(3.7–9 nm) QW structures. 
 

By fitting transmission data with Eq. (4.14), we obtained the value of the effective band 

gap energy Eg and absorption edge width ∆E (Table 5.7). The presence of energetic states 

inside the band gap induces a smoothing of the absorption edge. The value of ∆E increases 

from sample D1 to samples D2 and D3. This can be related to the defects appearing inside the 

QW structure because of strain relaxation confirmed by XRD measurements. Comparing the 
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Eg obtained from the fit of the transmittance spectra with room-temperature PL spectra, we 

calculate the value of the Stokes’ shift. As expected, the Stokes’ shift increases with barrier 

thickness pointing out the enhancement of the QCSE that red-shifts the PL emission 

wavelength. 

Table 5.7. Values obtained from optical measurements for 15×In0.17Ga0.83N(2nm)/GaN(3.7 – 
9.0 nm): effective band gap Eg, absorption edge width ∆E, Stokes’ shift. 

Sample Eg, eV ∆E, meV Stokes’ shift, meV 
D1 2.84 31.6 64.6 
D2 2.90 40.7 54.0 
D3 2.90 40.8 41.6 

 

 

 

5.3.2 Influence of the barrier thickness on photovoltaic 
characteristics 
 

The external quantum efficiencies for 15×In0.17Ga0.83N (2nm)/GaN (3.7–9 nm) MQW 

samples are presented in Figure 5.24. Below 365 nm, the EQE values result from the GaN 

material, but the EQE for wavelength higher than 365 nm can be attributed to the 

In0.17Ga0.83N/GaN QWs. The values of EQE at 380 nm wavelength are 34.5, 30 and 27% for 

barrier thickness of 3.7, 5.5 and 9.0 nm. 

 

Figure 5.24. Spectral response of 15×In0.17Ga0.83N(2nm)/GaN(3.7 – 9.0 nm). Xe-arc lamp is 
used for 250-400 nm and halogen lamp is for 360-700 nm spectral range. The dotted line 
corresponds to the GaN spectral cutoff.  
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EQE is slightly improved by decreasing the barrier thickness. It can be related to the 

improvement of the collection efficiency due to tunneling effect. We have measured the same 

tendency for the short-circuit current values, that also increased with the decrease of the 

barrier thickness. 

J(V) characteristics of three samples under 1 Sun AM1.5G equivalent illumination are 

shown in Figure 5.25. 

 

Figure 5.25. Current density-voltage dependence for 15×In0.17Ga0.83N(2nm)/GaN with 
different barrier thickness under 1 Sun AM1.5G equivalent illumination. 
 

Main electrical parameters extracted from Figure 5.25 are listed in Table 5.8. The best 

value of conversion efficiency is obtained for sample with thinnest barriers. This is mostly 

related to the increase of Jsc and fill factor. Fill factor increases with decreasing of the barrier 

thickness. The same effect was also observed by Wierer et al [Wierer, 2012].  

Table 5.8. Summary of the electrical characteristics: external quantum efficiency EQE, open-
circuit voltage Voc, short-circuit current Jsc, fill factor FF, conversion efficiency η for 
15×In0.17Ga0.83N(2nm)/GaN-based devices with different barrier thicknesses under 1 Sun 
AM1.5G equivalent illumination. 

Sample EQE at 380 nm, %  Voc, V FF, % Jsc, mA/cm2 η, % 

D1 27 2.2 57 0.60 0.78 

D2 30 1.9 63 0.61 0.73 

D3 35 1.9 70 0.69 0.92 

 

A possible explanation could be the following. As shown by the band diagrams, the 

barriers have a triangular shape because of the piezoelectric field. This shape reduces an 

“effective” height of the barrier inducing the enhancement of the tunneling probability 
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through the barriers. The increase of the forward voltage partly compensates the piezoelectric 

fields and decreases the probability of tunneling. For thin barriers, the tunneling current does 

not depend on the barrier shape and therefore, on bias. For structures with thick barriers, the 

impact from tunneling component decreases with bias, leading to the current reduction. This 

effect appears as an increase of the J(V) curve slope at voltages higher 0, leading to the 

decrease of FF. 

The value of open-circuit voltage, in opposite to FF, diminishes with the barrier 

thickness decrease. Using Eq. (2.8) and plotting the dependence of ln(Jsc) as a function of bias 

V, we can extract the values of ideality factor n (from the slope of the curve) and saturation 

current J0 (from the straight line intercept of ln(Jsc)-V plot at a zero voltage).  

The values of J0 extracted from ln(Jsc)-V curves measured in the dark are about 4×10-19, 

3×10-7 and 6×10-7 mA/cm2 for samples with 9.0, 5.5 and 3.7 nm barrier thicknesses. The 

increase of J0 with a decrease of the barrier thickness denotes the increase of carrier 

recombination in QW region. As shown from XRD data, the samples with thin barriers show 

an appearance of relaxation. As a rule, the strain relaxation induces the defect formation that 

can be responsible for the increase of recombination in the active region. The ideality factor n 

also increases from 2.1 to 5.2 with a decrease of the barrier thickness for voltage range 2 - 2.5 

V. The values of n more than 2 for GaN-based materials were also reported by other groups 

[Casey, 1996; Perlin, 1996]. Such high ideality factor is normally attributed to the presence of 

tunneling as a main transport mechanism [Chitnis, 2000].  

 
 

5.3.3 Summary of the role of barrier thickness 
 

We investigated 15×In0.17Ga0.83N (2 nm)/GaN QW-based solar cells with barrier 

thickness of 3.7, 5.5 and 9.0 nm. As it was predicted by band-to-band Nextnano3 calculations, 

we observed the PL emission red-shift (from 435 to 447 nm) induced by the increased 

polarization fields with barrier thickness. The polarization fields deform the QW band profile 

and lead to the change of the energetic difference between electron and hole levels (i.e. 

standard QCSE). From the fit of transmittance spectra, a value of average band gap Eg ≈ 2.9 

eV is estimated.  

From device point of view, the decrease of the barrier thickness enhances the carrier 

tunneling. This creates an additional way for carriers to escape from QW improving the 

values of external quantum efficiency, short-circuit current and fill factor. But on the other 
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hand, a thinning of the barriers causes the appearance of strain relaxation (in agreement with 

XRD rsm data) accompanied by defect formation. This increases the leakage current through 

the active region of the device and reduces the value of open-circuit voltage (which falls down 

from 2.2 V to 1.9 V for samples under study). 

Finally, the best solar cell is obtained for 15×In0.17Ga0.83N (2 nm)/GaN (3.7 nm) sample 

with thinnest barriers showing the electrical parameters: Jsc = 0.69 mA/cm2; Voc = 1.9 V; FF = 

70% leading to an overall conversion efficiency of 0.92%. This result is lower than obtained 

for previous series of samples (2%). But it is worth to notice that homogeneity of the samples 

was significantly improved in spite of high In-content.     

 
 
 

5.4 Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, we investigated the influence of the active region design on the 

structural, optical and photovoltaic characteristics of InGaN/GaN-based solar cells. 

The most important limitation for InGaN-based photovoltaics is a small value of short-

circuit current. The Jsc strongly depends on absorption of the light. One of the way to increase 

absorption is to increase the thickness of InGaN layers, in our case the thickness of QWs. 

Samples with QW thicknesses of 1.3, 3.1 and 5.4 nm and 10% of In composition have been 

studied. The increase of QW thickness red-shifts the emission and absorption wavelength of 

about 70 nm increasing the absorption. But this effect can not be completely explored in solar 

cells because of losses in collection efficiency induced by the deepening of the electron and 

hole energy levels and defect formation due to strain relaxation enhancement with QW 

thickness. The best value of conversion efficiency of 0.49% is obtained for 30×In0.12Ga0.88N 

(1.3 nm)/GaN(9.0 nm) QWs with the thinnest QWs. 

The other way of absorption improvement is to increase In-content inside the active 

region. The samples with 18% of In have been grown by MOVPE. The increase of In 

composition from 10 to 18% gives a red-shift of the spectral cut-off of about 50 nm. High 

quality of the samples in spite of the increased In-content was confirmed with HRXRD and 

HRTEM measurements. From electrical point of view, high inhomogeneity of the electrical 

characteristics was observed. The increase of In-content causes the reduction of fill-factor, 

which is related to the rise of series resistance and losses in collection efficiency. On the other 

hand, the value of short-circuit current that usually limits conversion efficiency of the InGaN-
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based devices was significantly improved leading to the maximum performance of 2.0% for 

15×In0.18Ga0.82N (2 nm)/GaN (9.0 nm).  

The decrease of barrier thickness can also improve the collection efficiency and 

electrical performance of the InGaN QW-based solar cells with high In-content by stimulating 

the carrier tunneling. 15×In0.17Ga0.83N/GaN samples with barrier thicknesses of 9.0, 5.5 and 

3.7 nm have been studied. To improve the homogeneity of the samples the growth 

temperature of the barriers was decreased by 15 0C. From the band diagram calculated with 

Nextnano3 software, a lowering of the polarization field inside the QWs is expected with a 

decrease of the barrier thickness. The reduction of the polarization fields blue-shifts the 

absorption cutoff and emission wavelength in our structures. In spite of decreased absorption 

wavelength, the value of the short-circuit current was improved with barrier thickness 

decrease. This is related to enhanced carrier tunneling fraction in the total value of Jsc in 

addition to carriers that escaped QWs through thermionic emission. Thanks to carrier 

tunneling, the current under illumination becomes less sensitive to the change of the band 

diagram with applied bias and this improves the value of fill factor as well. These effects lead 

to conversion efficiency enhancement from 0.78 to 0.92% with a decrease of the barrier 

thickness from 9.0 to 3.7 nm. This efficiency is lower compared to the previous series with 

high In-content. Therefore, the homogeneity of the sample was significantly improved at the 

price of the conversion efficiency averaging. 
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Chapter 6  

Conclusion and perspectives 
 

This thesis has reported on the growth, characterization and optimization of the 

InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells (QWs) for photovoltaic applications. All samples have 

been grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on c-plane sapphire substrate. 

It has been shown that InGaN/GaN QW-based solar cell can efficiently convert solar 

energy into electricity in blue-violet spectral range. In spite of that, quite low values of 

conversion efficiency for InGaN-based solar cells were published in the literature. This low 

value of performance is related to a poor absorption of solar spectrum by InGaN layers with 

low In-content and high dislocation density in In-rich InGaN layers. Therefore, the 

optimization of the solar cell structure design is required to improve the device efficiency. 

The aim of this work was to grow and fabricate InGaN/GaN quantum well-based solar 

cells as well as to understand the influence of the different structural parameters on the cell 

performance. 

In the first part of this thesis, we investigated the influence of the number of 

In0.1Ga0.90N/GaN QWs (from 5 to 100) on the structural, optical and photovoltaic properties 

of the devices. The detailed structural characterization of the samples by X-ray diffraction and 

transmission electron microscopy showed their good crystalline quality. Optical 

measurements by photoluminescence spectroscopy demonstrated an increase of In-

inhomogeneities with QW number that, by the way, did not significantly damaged their 

electrical properties. Thanks to low In-composition (10%) and small thickness (1.3 nm) of 

QWs, the active region for all the samples was strained on the GaN buffer-layer. This allows 

us to determine the intrinsic properties of the materials because strain relaxation usually 

induces numerous defects inside the structure damaging the device performance. The value of 

Jsc was linearly improved with QW number from 5 to 60 reaching a maximum value of 0.68 

mA/cm2 for samples with 60×In0.1Ga0.9N/GaN QWs. The following saturation of Jsc is 

attributed to the collection losses in very thick active region. This explanation is in agreement 

with the measurements of external quantum efficiency (EQE) that was enhanced from 0.04 

for samples with 5 QWs to 0.38 for samples with 30 QWs followed by the saturation and 

decrease for larger number of QWs (0.31 for samples with 60 QWs). The increase of the 
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carrier recombination inside the active region is also confirmed by the decrease of Voc for 

samples having more than 40 QWs. 

There are several possible ways to avoid the losses in collection efficiency because of 

very thick active region and keeping a good absorption. One of them is to change the ratio 

between barrier and well thicknesses growing thicker QWs. In the second part of the thesis, 

we investigated the influence of QW thickness on the properties of the samples. A deepening 

of the energetic levels inside thicker QWs redshifts the absorption wavelength. Strain 

relaxation appeared in spite of low In-composition (~12%) for samples with QW thickness 

more than the critical thickness (in our case, 3 nm) causing defect formation and quality 

degradation of the active region. Numerous defects serve as centers of recombination for the 

carriers reducing the value of Voc. The deepening of the energetic levels hinders the carrier 

escape from QWs damaging the external quantum efficiency of the devices. Therefore, the 

increase of the QW thickness is not a very efficient way for device optimization. 

We explored another solution to improve the absorption conserving moderate overall 

thickness of active region: the change of the In-content. By decreasing the growth temperature 

and increasing the TMIn flow, we were able to incorporate 18% of indium keeping a good 

quality of the samples. The increase of the In content induces composition fluctuations in the 

wells. In spite of that and thanks to better absorption, the value of Jsc was significantly 

improved reaching more than 2 mA/cm2 for some devices. But the values of external quantum 

efficiency were lowered for In-rich samples compared to low In-content QWs pointing out the 

difficulty of the carrier escape from deeper QWs.  

The problem of thermal emission of the carriers from deep QWs can be solved by 

stimulating carrier tunneling. To verify this assumption, a series of samples with different 

barrier thickness was grown. In-content was kept to be about 18% as in the previous series. 

As it was expected, the value of Jsc is improved by a decrease of the barrier thickness 

evidencing the enhancement of the tunneling process in short-circuit current Jsc. The best 

value of conversion efficiency of 0.92% was obtained for sample with the thinnest (3.7 nm) 

barriers.  

To conclude, the best structure for solar cell should include quite thin QWs (2 nm) to 

avoid the strain relaxation that appeared in QWs thicker than 3 nm significantly damaging the 

value of open-circuit voltage (and also the conversion efficiency). The barriers should also be 

quite thin (less than 4 nm) to enable the carrier tunneling as an additional mechanism to 

improve the carrier collection. The increase of the In-content is, of course, the most effective 
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way for the improvement of the solar cell performance thanks to enhanced light absorption. 

Figure 6.1 presents the optimized structure of InGaN-based solar cell. 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Optimized structure of the InGaN/GaN QW-based solar cell. 

Finally, the best performance of 2.00% for 15×In0.18Ga0.82N/GaN QWs grown on 

sapphire was obtained. This value is comparable with the current state-of-the-art of the 

literature, where the best conversion efficiency for InGaN/GaN QW-based solar cells grown 

on sapphire has been reported to be 2.95% for samples with 12×In0.35Ga0.65N/GaN QWs 

[Dahal, 2010]. There are still some additional ways for conversion efficiency improvement 

that were not performed in the frame of this thesis. For example, it was shown that the device 

performance can be improved on more than 50% by roughening the sample surface [Farrell, 

2011] or more than 35% by introducing of top-antireflection or back reflection coatings 

[Young, 2014]. The growth on less defective GaN substrate also ameliorates the performance 

of InGaN-based solar cells, but increases the price as well. 

While the present work was focused on the conversion efficiency enhancement of pure 

InGaN QW-based solar cell, it is clear from published works, that optimized structure should 

include multi-junction solar cells to be able to use the absorption advantages of several 

materials. Therefore, future works should involve the integration of InGaN materials in the 

multi-junction solar cell. InGaN can be integrated in two ways: by a direct growth of InGaN-

based p-n junction on the top of multi-junction solar cell or by an electrical connection of 

several types of solar cells with wires. The first method is very limited by the high growth 

temperature imposed by the MOVPE technique and by the need of lattice-matched materials. 

The use of MBE technique can be a good alternative to overcome this drawback. The second 

method is more promising because it allows connecting two semiconductors that can not be 

grown on the top of each other. Therefore, this technique reduces the requirements for lattice 

matched materials and tunnel junctions. Figure 6.2 presents the schematic of the integration of 

InGaN-based solar cell with non-nitride based photovoltaics. 
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Figure 6.2. Tandem 2-junction solar cell based on InGaN. 

InGaN can be a complement to either GaAs or silicon solar cell [Hsu, 2008; Toledo, 

2012].  A link with optimized silicon solar cells can be a solution for high volume 

manufacturing. In particular, the crystalline/amorphous silicon heterojunctions (Eg (c-Si) = 

1.2 eV, Eg (a-Si) = 1.7 eV) can provide a good choice in terms of band gap adjustments with 

the structure developed in this work. 

The best result for solar cell conversion efficiency of 44.7% is obtained for 4-junction 

III-V material-based solar cell by Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems ISE, Soitec, 

CEA-Leti and the Helmholtz Center. Next step is 5-junction solar cell and it requires a 

material with 2.68 eV band gap [Bhuiyan, 2012]. It means that emission wavelength should 

be around 460 nm. In our case, we were able to grow In0.18Ga0.82N/GaN QW-based samples 

with a spectral cut-off extending to 465 nm that is quite close to the calculated optimum value 

of the InGaN band gap for integration with GaAs-based 4 junction solar cell (about 2.65 eV 

that corresponds to In-content of about 20%) [Farrell, 2013]. One more perspective for this 

work can be an extension of the present results to nanowire-based solar cells, eventually on 

flexible substrates to add a new function to the devices [Messanvi, PhD thesis].  
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Annex 1  
 

Transmission length method 
 

Transmission length method (TLM) is a way used in semiconductor engineering to 

estimate the resistvity of the contacts. An array of the contacts with different distance between 

them is formed on the surface of semiconductor (Figure A1.1 (a)). 

 

Figure A1.1. a) The array of contacts to measure the contact resistivity by TLM; b) Graphical 
method to determine the values of contact and sheet resistances. 

The current-voltage dependence is measured between every pair of contacts. The 

obtained from these measurements resistance includes the resistance of the both contacts and 

the resistance of the semiconductor layer between two contacts:  

�C�UO = 2�%� +¤�O�C�� , 
where Rc is the contact resistance, Rsemi is the resistance of semiconductor layer, W is the 

width of the contacts, d is the distance between two contacts. 

Plotting the measured value of resistance on the distance between the contacts and 

making a linear interpolation, the intercept of the line interpolation with x=0 gives the value 

of Rc and the curve slope gives the value of Rsemi (Figure A1.1 (b)). 
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Annex 2 
 

Solution of the minority carrier continuity equation 
 

The rate of the carrier concentration change inside the i-region n(x) where x ≥ xd 

(region without electric field inside) (Figure A2.1) can be calculated as incoming flux, 

outgoing flux, generation, recombination and other processes (such as light). 

 

n	�H�
nH = �( �H�� − ( �HfnH�

� � + Q	�K, º� − �	�K, º� + »ºℎV½	¾½»MV¿¿V¿            (A2.1) 

 

 The outcoming and incoming fluxes consist from drift and diffusion currents: Jn = Jdiff 

+ Jdrift. We can assume zero drift current (Jdrift = 0) because there is no electric field in the 

QW region with x ≥ xd. 

 

 

Figure A2.1. A schematic of the band diagram for p-i-n structure with thick i-region. 

Diffusion current can be expressed as follows: 

-n�«« = −0�	 n	�H�nH |H�H�                   (A2.2) 
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where q is the electron charge, Dn is the diffusion coefficient and dn(x)/dx is the electron 

density distribution. 

 

-	�K + ¤K� = -	�K� + n( �H�
nH ¤K                          (A2.3) 

 

Substituting Eq. (A2.3) into Eq. (A2.1) we obtain: 

 

n	�H�
nH = − �

�
n( �H�
nH + Q	�K, º� − �	�K, º� + »ºℎV½	¾½»MV¿¿V¿             (A2.4) 

 

The recombination rate is proportional to the excess of the carrier density: 

 

�	 − Q	 = 	�H�@	!+µ                    (A2.5) 

 

where np0 is the electron density in the equilibrium, τn is the electron lifetime. Therefore, the 

minority carrier continuity equation can be written as follows: 

 

n	�H�
n¬ = �	 nB	�H�nHB + Q$�¬�K� − 	�H�@	!+µ = 0                (A2.6) 

 

The equation (A2.6) is the second order differential nonhomogeneous equation and the 

solution can be found as a sum of the solution of homogeneous differential equation and 

particular solution. The general solution of Eq. (A2.6) is: 

 

1�K� = ¶.V@d�H@H�� + ¶�V@�H@H��/4 + ¶�V(H@H�)/4 + 1�+             (A2.7) 

 
Constants C0, C1 and C2 can be found applying boundary conditions: one at the depletion edge 

x = xd and one at the boarder of the i-region and n-doped region. We consider that n(x = xd) = 

np0 and n(x=W) = np0. It means that electrons arriving at the edge of the depletion region are 

swept away by the electric field and there is no excess of the electron concentration at x = xd. 

The second condition implys the electrons arriving to the n-doped region do not significantly 

change the equilibrium concentration because of high initial doping of the n-region. Applying 

these conditions we obtain the following values for constants of Eq. (A2.7): 
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¶. = #·¸+��¹>�d4 
3 ��@dB4 B �                                                                                                               (A2.8) 

 

¶� = −¶. �����>��/À @��¹(��>�)/À 

�(��>�)/À @��(��>�)/À �                 (A2.9) 

 

¶� = ¶. ���(��>�)/À @��¹(��>�)/À 

�(��>�)/À @��(��>�)/À �                (A2.10) 

 
 

However, if the active region is thick enough, that W – xd >> L n and W – xd >> α-1, then C2 ≈ 

0 and C1 = -C0. 

Therefore, the solution of the minority carrier continuity equation for distribution of the 

electron density can be re-written as follows: 

 

1(K) = ¶.V@d(H@H�) − ¶.V@(H@H�)/4 + 1�+             (A2.11) 
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In this work we report on epitaxial growth and characterization of InGaN/GaN multi-
quantum wells (MQWs) heterostructures for application in photovoltaic devices. The samples 
were grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on (0001) sapphire substrate. 
The structural and optical characterization is performed by X-ray diffraction, transmission 
electron microscopy, photoluminescence spectroscopy and transmission measurements. To 
investigate the presence of photovoltaic effect and estimate the electrical performance of the 
samples, they were processed into solar cells by means of the photolithography, inductively 
coupled plasma reactive-ion etching and metallization to manage n and p contacts. 

We studied the influence of different InGaN/GaN active region designs on the 
structural, optical and electrical properties of the samples, i.e. number of InGaN quantum 
wells, QW and quantum barrier thicknesses and indium composition in the wells. Two main 
mechanisms have to be taken into account for an efficient optimization of photovoltaic 
devices: photon absorption and carrier collection. We showed that an increase of the MQWs 
number, their thickness and the In-content allows absorption improvement, but causes losses 
in the carrier collection efficiency due to: the increase of the active region thickness (lower 
electric field), the difficulty of the carrier to escape from deeper QWs and the strain relaxation 
(structural defect creation). The decrease of the barrier thickness can solve the first two issues, 
but the problem with strain relaxation remains. In the best design, we report the value of 
2.00% of conversion efficiency for 15×In0.18Ga0.82N/GaN samples with spectral response 
extending to 465 nm. 
Keywords: InGaN/GaN, quantum well, MOVPE, solar cell. 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

Ce travail traite de la croissance épitaxiale et de la caractérisation d’hétérostructures à 
base de multi-puits quantiques (MPQ) pour des applications dans le photovoltaïque. Les 
échantillons ont été obtenus par la technique d’épitaxie en phase vapeur aux organo-
métalliques (EPVOM) sur des substrats de saphir (0001). La caractérisation structurale et 
optique est réalisée par diffraction de rayons X, microscopie électronique en transmission, 
spectroscopie de photoluminescence et de transmission. Pour étudier la présence de l’effet 
photovoltaïque et pour estimer la performance électrique des échantillons, les MPQ ont été 
intégrés dans la géométrie de cellules solaires en utilisant de la photolithographie, des 
attaques réactives ioniques assistées par plasma inductif et des métallisations pour contacter 
les parties dopées n et p. 

Nous avons étudié l’influence de différents designs des régions actives InGaN/GaN sur 
les propriétés optiques et électriques des échantillons, c’est-à-dire le nombre de puits 
quantiques InGaN, les épaisseurs des puits et des barrières et la composition en indium dans 
les puits. Deux mécanismes principaux doivent être pris en compte pour une optimisation 
efficace de composants photovoltaïques: l’absorption des photons et la collections des 
porteurs. Nous avons montré qu’une augmentation du nombre de MPQ, de leur épaisseur et 
de la composition d’In améliorait l’absorption, mais causait aussi des pertes dans l’efficacité 
de collection du fait de l’augmentation de l’épaisseur de la couche active (champ électrique 
plus faible), de la difficulté des porteurs pour s’échapper de puits plus profonds et de 
relaxation des contraintes (création de défauts structuraux). La décroissance de l’épaisseur des 
barrières peut résoudre les deux premiers points, mais le problème de la relaxation de la 
contrainte reste entier. Pour notre meilleur design, nous obtenons une efficacité de conversion 
de 2 % pour des couches 15×In0.18Ga0.82N/GaN qui ont une réponse spectrale qui s’étend 
jusqu’à 465 nm. 
Mots clés: InGaN/GaN, puits quantiques, EPVOM, cellules solaires. 


